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CHAPTER 

A

ENGINEERING AS SOCIAL
EXPERIMENTATION

As it departed on its maiden vo yage in April 1912 the Titanic was proclaimed
the greatest engineering achievement ever. Not merely was it the largest ship
the world had seen, having a length of two and a half football fields, it was
also the most glamorous of ocean liners, complete with a tropical vinegarden
restaurant and the first seagoing masseuse. It was supposed to be the first
fully safe ship. Since the worst collision envisaged was at the juncture of two
of its sixteen watertight compartments, and since it could float with any four
compartments flooded, the Titanic was confidently believed to he virtually
unsinkable.

Buoyed by such confidence, the captain allowed the ship to sail lull speed
at night in an area of reported icebergs, one of which tore a large gap in its
side, directly or indirectly' flooding five compartments. Time remained to
evacuate the ship, but there were not enough lifeboats to accommodate all
the passengers and crew. British regulations then in effect did not foresee
vessels of this sizeAccordinglv only 825 places were required in lifeboats,
sufficient for a rner one-quarter of the Titanic's capacit y of 3547 passengers
and crew. No extra precautions had seemed necessary for a practically
unsinkable ship. The result: 1522 dead (dro\\'ncd or frozen) Oct of the 2227
on board for the Titanic's first trip (Lord, 1976; Wade, 1980; Davie, 1986).

In his poem written shortly after the event, "The Convergence of the
Twain," Thomas Hardy portrayed the meeting of the ship and iceberg as de-

'Some investigators believe the T,t, yn;c kit F-:n1'la n d a-itt a coil fire on board, that this made
the captain rush the ship to N,',v York, and that water entering the coot bankers through the
F"' ! ' C,lustLt .111 expt,rsjur, ,trni thereby grt'ak'r damage to tire coiopartInc'nts.
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64 PART 2: THE EXPERIMENTAL NATURE OF ENGINEERING

termined by unpredictable fate: "No mortal eye could see/The intimate weld-
ing of their later history." Yet greater imagination and prudence could have
prevented the disaster.

Interestingly enough, novelists did not lack the imaginative foresight to
describe scenarios that paralleled the later real events in shocking detail. In
Morgan Robertson's 1898 novel Futility, a ship almost identical in size to the

Titanic was wrecked b y an iceberg oil cold April night. The ship in the book
was named the Titan; it too had a less than sufficient number of lifeboats.
Mayn Clew Garnett's stor y "The White Ghost of Disaster" was being readied

for publication in Popular Magazine while the Titanic was oil maiden voy-

age. It is said that Garnett had dreamed the story while traveling on the
Titanic's sister ship, the Olympic. Again, circumstances similar to those sur-
rounding the sinking of the Titanic, as well as an insufficient number of life-
boats to save all the passengers, were key elements in the narrative (Wade,
1980, 70-71).

The Titanic remains a haunting image of technological complacency. Per-
haps all we can take for granted today is Murphy's law that if anything can
go wrong, it will—sooner or later. All products of technology present some
potential dangers, and thus engineering is an inherently risky activity. In or-
der to underscore this fact and help in exploring its ethical implications, we
suggest that engineering should be viewed as an experimental process. It is
riot, of course, an experiment conducted solely in a laboratory under con-
trolled conditions. Rather, it is an experiment on a social scale involving hu-
man subjects.

ENGINEERING AS EXPERIMENTATION
Experimentation is commonly recognized to play an cssential role in the de-
sign process. l'reliiniiiary tests or i mu Ia tions are conducted from the time it
is decided to convert a new engineering concept into its first rough design.
Materials and processes are tried out, usually employing formal experimental
techniques. Such tests serve as the basis for more detailed designs, which in
turn are tested. At the production stage furihr tests are run, until a finished
product evolves. The normal design process is thus iterative, carried out on
trial designs with modifications being made on the basis of feedback infor-
mation acquired from tests. Beyond those specific tests and experiments,
however, each engineering project taken as a totality may itself be viewed as

an experiment.

Similarities to Standard Experiments

Several features of virtually ever y kind of engineering practice combine to
make it appropriate to view engineering projects as experiments. First, any
project is carried out in partial ignorance. There are uncertainties in the ab-
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tract model ueJ tor the d esI n a Ic u at iou s; there l re u ncertai II ties in the
precise characteristics of the materials purchased; there are uncertainties
about the nature of the Stresses the finished product will encounter. Engi-
neers do not have the luxLiry of waiting until all the relevant facts are in be-
fore commencing work. At some point theoretical exploration and laboratory
testing must he bypassed for the sake of moving ahead on a project. indeed,
one talent crucial to an engineer's success lies precisely in the ability to ac-
coinplish tasks with only a partial k no v ledge of scientific laws about oat u re
and society.

Second, tile final outcomes Of engineering projects, like those of experi-
fllents, are generally uncertain. Often in engineering it is not even known
what the possible outcomes may be, and great risks may attend even Seem-
ingly benign projects. A reservoir may do damage to a region's social fabric
or to its ecosystem. It ma y not even serve its intended purpose if the dam
leaks or breaks. An aqueduct may bring about a population explosion in a
region where it is the onl y source of water, creating dependency and vulner-
ability without adequate safeguards. An aircraft may become a status symbol
that ultimately bankrupts its owners. A special-purpose fingerprint reader
may find its main application ill the identification and surveillance of dissi-
dents by totalitarian regimes. A nuclear reactor, the scaled-up version of a
successful smaller model, may exhibit unexpected problems that endanger
the surrounding population, leading to its untimely shutdown at great cost
to owner and Consumers alike. A hair dryer may expose the unknowing or
unwary user to lung damage from tile asbestos insulation in its barrel.

Third, effective engineering relies upon knowledge gained about products
both before and after they leave the factory— .knowledge needed for improv-
ing current products and creating better ones. That is, ongoing success in en-
gineering depends upon gaining new knowledge, just as does ongoing suc-
cess in experimentation. Monitoring is thus as essential to eng i neerind as it is
to experimentation in general. To nuouilor is to make periodic observations
and tests in order to check for both successful performance and unintended
side effects. But 5111Cc the ultimate test of a product's efficiency, safet y , cost-
effectiveness, environmental i npact, and aesthetic value lies in how s eli that
Prod uct functions within society, monitoring cannot be restricted to the de-
velopnlent or testing phases of an engineering \'euure. It also extends to the
stage of client use. Just as in ex pel i nenhutioul, both tile intermediate and final
results of an engineering project deserve anal ysis if thc correct lessons are to
be learned from it.

Learning from the Past

It nlight be expected that engineers would learn not only from their own ear-
lier design and operating results, but also from those of other engineers. Un-
fortunately that is frequently not the case. Lack of established channels of
communication, misplaced pride in not asking for information, i.mflh,lrra55-
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ment at failure, and plain neglect often impede the flow of such information
and lead to many repetitions of pat mistakes. Here are a few examples:

1 The Titanic lacked a sufficient number of lifeboats decades after most of
the passengers and crew oil steamship Arctic had perished because of the
same problem (Wade, 1980, 117).

2 "Complete lack of protection against impact by shipping caused Sweden's
worst ever bridge collapse on Friday as a result of which eight people were killed."
Thus reported the New Civil EImi1Iecr on January 24, 1980. On May 15 of the same
year it also reported the following: "Last Friday's disaster at Tampa Bay, Florida,
was the largest and most tragic of a growing number of incidents of errant ships
colliding with bridges over navigable waterways." While collisions of ships with
bridges do occur—other well-known cases being those of the Maracaibo Bridge
(Venezuela, 1964) and the Tasman Bridge (Australia, 1975)—Tampa's Sunshine
Skyline Bridge was not designed with horizontal impact forces in'nmind because
the code did not require it. Floating concrete bumpers which cat deflect ships
have been proposed by Laura and Nova (1981).

3 In June 1966 a section of the Milford Haven bridge in Wales collapsed
during construction. A bridge of similar design was being erected by the
same bridge builder (Freeman Fox and Partners) in Melbourne, Australia,
when it too partially collapsed, killing thirty-three people and injuring nine-
teen. This happened in October of the same year, shortly after chief construc-
tion engineer Jack I lindshaw (also a casualty) had assured worried workers
that the bridge was safe (Yarrow Bridge, 415).

4 Valves are notorious for being among the least reliable components of
hydraulic systems. It was a pressure relief valve, and lack of positive infor-
mation regarding its open or shut state, which helped lead to the nuclear re-
actor accident at Three Mile Island oil 	 28, 1979. Similar malfunctions
had occurred with identical valves oil reactors at other locations. The
required reports had been filed with Babcock and Wilcox, the reactor's man-
ufacturer, but no attention had been given to them (Sugarman, 1979, 72).

5 The Bureau of Reclamation, which built the ill-fated Teton Darn, allowed
it to be filled rapidly, thus failing to provide sufficient time to monitor for the
presence of leaks in a project constructed out of less than ideal soil. The Bureau
did not heed the lesson of its Fontenelle Dam, where 10 years earlier massive
leaks had also developed and caused a partial collapse (Shaw, 1977; Boffey, 1977).

These examples, and others to be given in later chapters, illustrate why it
is not sufficient for engineers to rely oil alone. Engineering, just
like experimentation, demands practitioners who remain alert and well in-
formed at every stage of a project's history.

Contrasts with Standard Experiments

To be sure, engineering differs in some respects from standard experimenta-
tion. Some of those very differences help to highlight the engineer's special
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ic,ponsibflit;	 And e\pIOiIng the di erence can also aid our thinking
about the moral responsibilities of all those engaged in engineering.

Experimental Control One great difference has to do with experimental
control. In a standard experiment this involves the selection, at random, of
members for two different groups. The members of one group receive the
special, experimental treatment. Members of the other group, called the con-
be! group, do not receive that special treatment although they are subjected
to the same environment as the fir St group in every other respect.

In engineering this is not the usual practice, unless the project is confined
to laboratory experimentation, because the experimental subjects are humans
out of the range of the experimenter's control. Indeed, clients and consumers
exercise most of the control because it is they who choose the product or item
the) , wish to use. This makes it impossible to obtain a random selection of
participants from various groups. Nor can parallel control groups be estab-
lished based on random sampling. Thus no careful study of the effects of
changing variables on two or more comparison groups is possible, and one
must simply work with the available historical and retrospective data about
various groups that use the product.

This suggests that the view of engineering as a social experiment involves
a somewhat extended usage of the concept of experimentation. Neverthc
less, ''engineering as social experi m en tot ir in" SIIOLIICI not be dismissed as
merely metaphorical notion. There are other fields where it is not uncommon
to speak of experiments whose original purpose was not experimental in na-
ture and that involve no control groups.

For example, social scientists monitor and collect data on differences and
similarities between existing educational systems that were not initially set
up as systematic experiments. In doing so they regard the current diversity
Of systems as constituting what has been called a "natural experiment" (as
opposed ty a deliberately initiated one) (Rivlin, 1970, 70). Similarly, we think
that engineering can be appropriatel y viewed as just such a "natural exper-
iment" using human subjects, despite the fact that most engineers do not
currently consider it in that light.

Informed Consent Viewing engineering as an experiment on a societal
scale places the focus vlr crc it should be: nil the Ii u man beings affected by
technology. For the experiment is performed on persons, not on inanimate
objects. In this respect, albeit on a much larger scale, engineering closely par-
allels medical testing of new drugs and techniques on human subjects.

Society has recently come to recognize the primacy of the subject's safety
and freedom of choice as to whether to participate in medical experiments.
Ever since the revelations of prison and concentration camp horrors in the
name of medicine, an increasing number of moral and legal safeguards have
arisen to ensure that subjects in experiments participate on the basis of in-
formed consent.
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But while current medical practice has increasingly tended to accept as
fundamental the subject's moral and legal rights to give informed consent be-
fore participating in an experiment, contemporary engineering practice is
only beginning to recognize those rights. We believe that the problem of in-
formed consent, which is so vital to the concept of a properly conducted ex-
periment involving human subjects, should be the keystone in the interac-
tion between engineers and the public. We are talking about the linj public.
When a manufacturer sells a new device to a knowedgeable firm which has
its own engineering staff, there is usually an agrecnnt regarding the shared
risks and benefits of trying out the technological innovation.

Informed consent is understood as including two main elements: knowl-
edge and voluntariness. First, subjects should be given not only the informa-
tion they rquest, but all the information which is needed for making a rea-
sonable decision. Second, subjects must enter into the experiment without
being subjected to force, fraud, or deception. Respect for the fundamental
rights of dissenting minorities and compensation for harmful effects are
taken for granted here.

The mere purchase of a product does not constitute informed consent, any
more than does the act of showing up on the occasion of a medical examina-
tion. The public and clients must be given information about the practical
risks and benefits of the product in terms they can understand. Supplying
complete information about the product is neither necessary nor in most
cases possible. In both medicinv and engineering there may be an enormous
gap between the experimenter's and the subject's understanding of the com-
plexities of an experiment. But while this gap most likely cannot be closed, it
should be possible to convey all pertinent information needed for making a
reasonable decision oil 	 to participate or not.

We do not propose a proliferation of lengthy environmental impact re-
ports. We favor the kind of sound advice a responsible physician gives a pa-
tient when prescribing a course of drug treatment that has possible side ef-
fects. The physician must search beyond the typical sales brochures from
drug manufacturers for adequate information; hospital management must al-
low the physician the freedom to undertake different treatments for different
patients, as each case may constitute a different "experiment" involving dif-
ferent circumstances; finally, the patient must be readied to receive the in-
formation.

Likewise, an engineer cannot succeed in providing essential information
about a project or product unless there is cooperation by management and a
receptivity on the part of those who should have the information. Manage-
rnent is often understandably reluctant to provide more information than
current laws require, fearing disclosure to potential competitors and expo-
sure to potential lawsuits. Moreover, it is possible that, paralleling the expe-
rience in medicine, clients or the public ma y not be interested in all of the
relevant information about all engineering project, at least not until a crisis
looms. It is important nevertheless that all avenues for disseminating such
information he kept open and ready.
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We note that tim matter of III tot inj consent is nIacin inclrrr'ctfv in the
continuing debate over acceptable  forms of e nerrv. Rep resen t 

Li \'CS of tire
nuclear md us try can be heard C \pl r'SSi rig their 1 mpa Li once with critics who
worry about react or malt ii nut on while engaging in statistically more hazard -
ous activities such as driving automobiles and smoking cigarettes. But what
is being overlooked by those representatives is the common enough human
readiness to accept risks Voluntarily undertaken (as in daring sports), even
while objecting to involuntary risks resulting front a

c ti vities in which the in-
dividual is neither a direct participant nor a decision maker. In other words,
we all prefer to he the subject of our own experiments rather than those of
somebody eke. When it conies to approving a nearby oil-drilling platform or
a nuclear plant, affected par ties expect their consent to he sought no less than
it is when a doctor contemplatesplates sot gory

Prior consultation of the kind suggested can he effective. When Nor them
States Power Conipanv ( Mi nnesota) was planning a new power plant, it got
in touch With local cit liens and environ mcii to I groups before it committed
large sums of money to preliminary design studies. .he company was able to
present convincing evidence regarding the need for a new plant and then
suggested several sites. Citizen groups responded with a site proposal of
their own. The latter was found acceptable by the company, Titus informed
consent was sought from and voluntarily given by those the project affected,
and the acrimonious and protracted battle so common in other cases where a
company has already invested heavily in decisions based on engineering
studies alone was avoided (liorrelli, 3( 39). Note that the utility company in-
teracted with groups that could serve as proxy for various segments of the
ratepaying public. Obviously it would have been difficult to involve the
ratepayers individually.

We endorse a broad notion of informed consent, or what some would call
ca/id consent ( Culver arid Get t), defined b y t lie following condition';:

1 The consent was given voluntar dv.
2 The consent was based on the information that a rational person would

want, together with any other information requested, presented to them in
understandable for iii.

3 The consenter was competent (riot too young or mentally ill, for in-
stance) to roccss t lie in lot motto ii and make national decisions.

We suggest two regu in enieni ts br situations in vlincli the subject cannot he
readily identified as an individual

4 Information that a rational person would need, stated in understandable
form, has been widely disseminated.

5 The subject's consent was offered in proxy by a group that collectively
represents many subjects of like interests, concerns, and e\pcisure to risk.

Knowledge Gained

Scientific experiments are'conducted to gain new knowledge, while "engi-
neering projects are experiments that are riot necessarily designed to produce
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very much knowledge," according to a valuable interpretation of our para-
digm by Broome (1987). When we carry out an engineering activity as if it
were an experiment, we are primarily preparing ourselves for unexpected
outcomes. The best outcome in this sense is one which tells us nothing new
but merely affirms that we are right about something. Unexpected outcomes
send us on a search for new knowledge—possibly involving an experiment
of the first (scientific) type. For the purposes of our model the distinction is
not vital because we arconccrned about the manner in which the experi-
ment is conducted, such-Vs that valid consent of human subjects is sought,
safety measures are taken, and means exist for terminating the experiment at
any time and providing all participants a safe exit.

Study Questions
1 On June 5, 1976, Idaho's Teton Dam collapsed, killing eleven people and causing

$400 million in damage. Drawing upon the concept of engineering as social exper-
imentation, discuss the following facts uncovered by the General Accounting Office
and reported in the press.
a Because of the designers' confidence in the basic design of Teton Dam, it was

believed that no significant water seepage would occur. Thus sufficient instru-
mentation to detect water erosion was not installed.

b Significant information suggesting the possibility of water seepage was acquired
at the dam site 6 weeks before the collapse. It was sent through routine channels
from the project supervisors to the designers, and arrived at the designers the
day alter the collapse.

c During the important stage of filling the reservoir, there was no around-the-clock
observation of the darn. As a result the leak was detected only 5 hours before the
collapse. Even then the main outlet could not be opened to prevent the collapse
because a contractor was behind schedule in completing the outlet structure
(Shaw, 1977, 3; Boflee, 1977, 270-272).

2 The Un! 'crsity of California uses tax dollars to develop farm machinery such as to-
ma to, lettuce, melon harvesters, and Iru t tree shakers. Such machinery reduces the
need for farm labor and raises farm productivity. It definitely benefits the growers.
It is also said to benefit all of society. Farm workers, however, claim that replacing
all and willing work force with machines will generate social costs not
offset by higher productivity. Among the costs they cite are the need to retrain farm
workers for other jobs and the loss of small farms. Discuss if and how continuing
farm mechanization may be viewed as an experiment.

3 Apply the social experimentation model to the DC-la case described in Chap. 2.
Specifically, in order to facilitate informed consent concerning dangers entailed by
the plane's design, should Dan Applegate have been allowed to convey informa-
tion to public representatives (in government or consumer groups) or directly (via
newspapers) to the public who must decide whether to fly oil 	 airplanes?

4 Models often influence thinking b y effectively organizing and guiding reflection
and crystallizing a flit tides. Yet thee usuall y have limitations and can themselves be
misleading to some degree. Write a sltert essay in which you critically assess the
strengths and weaknesses you SCC in the social experimentation model.

One possible Cr i t icism you jtiight Consider is whether the model focuses too
much on the creation of new products, whereas a great deal of engineering ill-
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voices the rC'iiliin' dppliaiioii 
f-111Ut rL'siilb tii, 111 "01 and projects. Another pointto consider is how I nfor med consent is to be ileasuied in situations ss'here groups3rC inv lcd as in the Consti UCtin 01 a iiilai p015-ri plant near a Community Utpeople having mixed \'ICI\'s about the ad s'isaibli ty 01 constructing the plant.

5 Debates over responsibility for safety in regard to technological products often turn
on whether the consumer should he considered mainly responsible ("buyer
beware") or the mario facturer ("seller beware"). How might an emphasis on the
idea of informed consent influence thinking about this question?

s In the following passage fron t 	 Nation of Guinea Pigs, Marshall Shapo applies the
concept of experimentation to the loji-kchng of drugs. Cotnmen t oil and
dissimilarities you see between the tnora I aspects of social experimentation in en-
gineering and iii drug niarketinp

.sperinien tat ion is a label lviii cli connotes an attempt to solve problems in a
fresh and novel \s',i\', using the subjects of the attempt as means to gather infor-
ma two. 'l'lle image that the term Conveys in the context of hazards involving
products and processes tends to he a Ia hot a tor y image. But much experimenta-
tion goes beyond the laboratory. III process of testing and marketing new
drugs, after procedures first Bin lied to testing for toxicity and pharmacological
effects, it takes place with increasingly large groups of patients in clinical trials.
And although we do not conventionally attach the label "experimental" to the
general marketing of products, it is clear that widespread distribution in fact in-
volves a continuous process of experimentation. Especially with goods that are
scientifically complex, the in loin ration-collecting goal of the experimenter is
never attained Ill formally investigational stages of the process. Some hazards
may become apparent only after the products are used by millions of people, and
over extended periods of time (Sliapo, 1979, 30).

7 Engineering and medical practice are intimately linked in medical engineering. Its
products range front limbs and organs to heart pacers and x-ray machines.
Its engineers and medical experts are experimenters with excellent track records,
but failures do occur. For example, the State University of New York at Albany ad-
nutted that its psychology department had conducted electroshock experiments Oil
Patients who were not given fair explanations of risks and whose consent had not
been obtained . The machine itself was unsafe (Ps. J . Smith, 1977). Discuss the eth-
ical implications of this case.

8 "Oil Being One's Own Rabbit" is the title of air 	 by J . B. Haldin, who Coll-
ducted ma in' risky medical experi lien is on Ins Own body (quot	 in Mullan, 1987)
Seek exa niples of engineers and ins en lois who served as tileirmsv i l subjects and
discuss to what extent such piaruic is stesji,ibte or not. (Example: Wright Biothicrs)

9 "Pwruurri non r:Cn'rc"' (''Above all, do not harm") is all to medical Stu-
dents and practitioners What should engineers do when hired to carr y out tasks
they feel might Cause harm? Are clients not entitled to engineering services in the
same wa y that we insist on legal services being available to everyone, includingding
crooks? In certain restricted cases it might be morally justifiable for engineers to
proceed with the requested task. Baum (1950) made the Concept of Informed con-
sent central to thinking about engineering ethics in Connection with such circuni-
stances. Describe a real or hypothetical situation where engineer, client, and af-
fected parties might disagree and another case where they might agree.
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ENGINEERS AS RESPONSIBLE EXPERIMENTERS

What are the responsibilities of engineers to society? Viewing engineering as
social experimentation does not b y itself answer this question. For while en-
gineers are the main technical enablers or facilitators, they are far from being
the sole experimenters. Their responsibility is shared with management the
public, and others. Yet their expertise places them in a unique position to
monitor projects, to identify risks, and tI provide clients '111d  the public with

the information needed to make reasonable decisions.
The detailed content of engineers' responsibilities in the sense of obliga-

tions, will be explored throughout the remainder of this book. At present we
are interested in another of the senses of "responsibility" distinguished in
Chap. 2. We want to know what is involved in displaying the virtue of being
a responsible person while acting as all From the perspective of en-
gineering as social experimentations what are the general features of morally

responsible engineers?
At least four elements are pertinent: a conscientious commitment to live

by moral values, a comprehensive perspective, autonomy, and accountability
(Haydon, 1978, 50-53). Or, stated in greater detail as applied to engineering
projects conceived as social experiments:

1 A primary obligation to protect the safety of and respect the right of con-
sent of human subjects

2 A constant awareness of the experimental nature of any project, imagi-
native forecasting of its possible side effects,, and a reasonable effort to mon-

itor them
3 Autonomous, personal involvement in all steps of a project
4 Accepting accountability for the results of a project

It is implied in the foregoing that engineers should also display technical
competence and other attributes of professionalism. Inclusion of these four
requirements as part of engineering practice would then earmark a definite
"style" of engineering. In elaborating upon this style, we will note some of
the contemporary threats to it.

Conscientiousness
People act responsibly to the extent that they conscientiously commit them-
selves to live according to moral values. But moving beyond this truism leads
immediately to controversy over the precise nature of those values. In Chap.
1 we adopted the minimal thesis that moral values transcend a consuming 	 Ci

preoccupation with a narrowly conceived self-interest. Accordingly, individ- ';
uals who think solely of their own good to the exclusion of the good of others 	

b

are not moral agents. By coiicjciitjoiis moral commitment is meant a sensitiv-	 W

ity to the full range of moral values and responsibilities that are relevant to a
given situation, and the willingness to d eve lop tile skill and expend the effort 	 in

needed to reach the best balance possible among those considerations. 	 or
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The contemporai v w o ,kingc(mdl lions 01 ell ^!, j Ilccls tend to narrow 0301,11
vision solel y to the oN ga Liofl S III 0 0 COO ,i ii 'C c nip] ovec status. A s tated]  ear-
lier, some 90 percen t of engi nec is are so ln cci eiiiplovecs, most of whom work
within large bureaucracies under great pressure to function smoothly within
the organization. There are obvious benefits in terms of prudential self-interest
and concern for one's family that make it easy to emphasize as primary the ob-
ligations to one's employer. Gradually the minimal negative duties, such as not
falsifying data, not violating patent rights, and not breaching confidentiality,
may come to be viewed as the full extent of moral aspiration.

Conceiving engineering as social experimentation restores the vision of
engineers as guardians of the public interest, whose professional duty it is to
guard the welfare and safety of those affected by engineering projects. And
this helps to ensure that such safet y and welfare will not be disregarded in
the quest for new knowledge, the 

` " 5I' I or prol its, a narrow ad Ii erence to
rules, or a concern over he neii Is to r the many tha t ignores harm to the few.

The role of social guardian should not suggest that engineers force, pater-
nalistically, their own views of the social good upon society. For, as with
medical experimentation on humans, the social experimentation involved in
engineering should he restricted by the participant's conscnt—voluntary and
informed consent.

Relevant Information

Conscientiousness is blind without relevant factual information, Hence
showing moral concern involves a Ce) lOin it ni en I to obtain and properly assess
all available information pertinent to meeting one's moral obligations. This
means, as a first step, fully grasping the context of one's work which makes it
count as an activit y having a moral import.

For example, there is nothing wi-ong in itself with being concerned to de-
sign a good heat exchanger. But if I ignore the fact that the heat exchanger
will be used as part of a still involved in the manufacture of a potent, illegal
hallucinogen, I am showing a lack of moral concern. It is this requirement
that one he aware of the wider implications of one's work which makes par-
ticipation in, say, a design project for a supenveapon morally problematic—
and which makes it sometimes convenient for engineers self-deceivingly to
ignore the wider context of their activities, a context that ma y rest uneasilywith an active conscience

Another way of blurring the context of one's work results from the ever in-
creasing specialization and division of labor which makes it easy to think of
someone else in the organization as responsible for what otherwise might be a
bothersome personal problem. For example, a compan y ma y produce items
with obsolescence built into them, or the items m: dht promote unneccssary en-
erg)' usage. It is easy to place the burden on the sales department: "Let 'then]
inform the customers—if the customers ask." It ma y be natural to thus rationalize
one's neglect of safety or cost considerations, but it shows no moral concern.
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These ways of losing perspective on the nature of one's work also hinder
acquiring a full perspective along a second dimension of factual information:
the consequences of what one does, And so while regarding engineering as so-
cial experimentation points out the importance of context, it also urges the
engineer to view his or her specialized activities in a project as part of a larger
whole having a social impact—an impactpact that may involve a variety of unin-
tended effects. Accordingly, it e in phasizes the need for wide training in dis-
ciplines related to Cngilteeriiig and its results, as well as the need for a con-
stant effort to imaginatively foresee dangers.

It might be said that the goal is to practice what Chauncey Starr once
called "defensive engineering." Or perhaps more fundamental is the concept
of "preventive technology" as described by Ruth Davis, who could have ad-
dressed the following lines equally well to Engineers as she did to scientists
and physicians:

'rho solution to the problem is not in successivc'cures to successive science-caused
problems; it is in their prevention. Unfortunately, cures for scientific ills are gen-
erally more interesting to scientists than is the prevention of those ills. We have
the unhappy history of the medical community to show us the difficulties associ-
ated with trying to establish preventive medicine as a specialty.

Scientists probably had more fu ll developing scientific defenses against nuclear
weapons (that is, cures) than they would have had practicing preventive nuclear
science during the development of the atomic bomb. Computer scientists find it
more attractive to develop technological safeguards, after the fact, to prevent in-
vasions of privacy associated with computer data banks than to deveop good in-
formation practices along with the computer systems.

However, it now seems quite clear that public patience with the cure always
following after the ill has worn thin. The public wants to see some preventive Inca-
sores taken. Indeed, individuals have taken what can be called preventive tech-
nology into their own hands. We have seen the public in action in this way in its
handling of the supersonic transport issue and its reaction toward siting of nuclear
power plants. This is the reactive mode of practicing preventive technology, and it
hinges on public recognition that technology is fallible (Davis, 1975, 213).

No amount of disciplined and imaginative foresight, however, can serve
to anticipate all dangers. Because engineering projects are inherently exper-
imental in nature, it is crucial for thorn to be monitored on an ongoing basis
from the time they are put into effect. While individual practitioners cannot
privately conduct full-blown environmental and social impact studies, they
can choose to make the extra effort needed to keep in touch with the course
of a project after it has officially left their hands. This is a mark of personal

identification with one's work, a notion that leads to the next aspect of moral

responsibility.

Moral Autonomy
People arc morally autonomous when their moral conduct and principles o:
action are their own, in a special sense deriving from Kant. That, is, rnor,Ii
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beliefs and It I ItiH Cs musi be 11lil 'ii (I le b,isis o itical I etlection I ,tliei than
merel y ibm ugh pa ssi C C do pt on ol the pa i I j u CI con cc n Lions of one ' s soc i-et y, chur Ii, 0 I p I olession. I us is often n'lt is meant by ''authenticity" in
one's commitment to moral values.

Those beliefs and attitudes, moreover, most he integrated into the core of
an individual's personality in a manner that leads to comnhitt d action. They
cannot be agreed to abstractly and formally and adhered to merely verbally.
Thus, just as one's principles are not passivel y imbibed from others when
one is morally clitOflOiflOUS, So too one's actions are not treated as something
alien and apart from oneself.

It is a comfortable illusion to think that in working for an employer, and
thereb y performing acts directly serving a company's interests, one is no
longer Il lo-Hy and ma Ily identified with One's ac tions. Selling one's la-bor and skit Isna y makeke it see in that one has tli ci e by dison lied and Iorlei ted
power over one's actions (I.achs 1978, 201-213)

Viewing engiiieenn as son .ii e\pez linen tat on can bet1) one o\'erc oine this
tendency and can help restore a sense of autonomous participation in one's
work. As an experimenter, an engineer is exercising the sophisticated train-
ing that forms the core of his or her identity as a professional. Moreover,
viewing an engineering project as an experiment that can result in unknown
consequences should help inspire a critical and questioning attitude about
the adequacy of Current economic and safe ty standards. This also can lead to
a greater sense of personal involvement with one's work.

The attitude of management plays a decisive role in how much moral au-
tonomy engineels feel they have. It would be in the long-term interest of a
high-technology firm to grant its engineers a great deal of latitude in exercis-
ing their professional judgment on moral issues relevant to their jobs (and,
indeed, on, tech n ica I issues as well). B ut the yardsticks by which a manager's
performance is ) u dged on a quarterly or y earl y basis most often militate
against this. This is particularl y true in our age of conglomerates, when near-
term profitability is more important than consistent quality and long-term re-
tention of satisfied customers.

In government-sponsored projects it is frequently a deadline which be-
comes the ruling factor, along with fears of interagency or foreign compeb-
ban. Tigt schedules contributed to the loss of the U.S. space shuttle Clia!-
k'nger as 'c'c shall see later.

Accordingly engineers are compelled to look to their professional societies
and other outside orgu ni/at ions for moral support. Yet it is no exaggeration
to claim that the blue-collar worker with union backing has greater leverage
at present in exercising moral autonomy than do mail) , employed profession-
als. A steel plant worker, for instance, 'tio refused to dump oil into a river in
an unauthorized manlier was threatened wi th dismissal, but his union saw
to it that the threat was never carried out (Nader, 1972, )89). Or take the case
of the automobile plant inspector who repeatedly warned his supervisors about
poorly welded panels which allowed carbon monoxide from the exhaust to
leak into the cab. Receiving no satisfactory response from the company, he
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blew the whistle. The company wanted to fire him, but pressure from the
union allowed him to keep his job. (The union, however, did not concern

itself with the safet y issue. It was probably as surprised as the company by
the number of eventual fatalities traceable to the defect, the recall order those
deaths necessitated, and the tremendous financial loss ultimately incurred by
the company.) (Nader, 1972, 75-89)

Professional societies, originallY organized as learned societies dedicated
to the exchange of technical information, lack comparable power to protect
their members, although most engineers have no other group to rely oil
such protection. Only now is the need for moral and legal support of mem-
bers in the exercise of their professional obligations being recognized by

those societies. linger (1987) describes how. ,engineeriflg societies can pro-

ceed, even in the face of difficulties such as litigation.

Accountability
Finally, responsible people accept moral responsibility for their actions. Too
often "accountable" is understood in the overly narrow sense of being cul-
pable and blameworthy for misdeeds. But the term more properly refers to
the general disposition of being willing to submit one's actions to moral scru-
tiny and be open and responsive to the assessments of others. It involves a
willingness to present morally cogent reasons for one's conduct when called
upon to do so in appropriate circumstances.

Submission to an employer's authority, or any authority for that matter,
creates in many people a narrowed sense of accountability for the conse-
quences of their actions. This was documented by some famous experiments
conducted by Stanley Milgram during the 1960s (Milgram, 1974). Subjects
would come to a laboratory believing they were to participate in a memory
and learning test. In one variation two other people were involved, the "ex-
perimenter" and the "learner." The experimenter was regarded by the sub-
ject as an authority figure, representing the scientific community. He or she
would give the subject orders to administcr electric shocks to the "learner"
whenever the latter failed in the memory test. The subject was told the
shocks were to be increased in magnitude with each memory failure. All this,
however, was a deception—a "setup." There were no real shocks and the
apparent "learner" and the "experimenter" were merely acting parts in a
ruse designed to see bow far the unknowing experimental subject was will-

ing to go in following orders front 	 authority figure.
The results were astounding. When the subjects were placed in 

all

 room separated from the "learner" by a shaded glass window, over half
were willing to follow orders to the full extent: giving the maximum electric
jolt of 450 volts. This was in spite of seeing the "learner," who was strapped
in a chair, writhing in (apparent) agony. The same results occurred when the
subjects were allowed to hear the (apparently) pained screams and protests
of the "learner," screams and protests which  been me intense  from 130 volts
on. There was a striking difference, however, when subjects were placed in
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the same room ' bin touching d tan Cr' ot the "learner " Then the number
Of SLrh]ect	 vrl!rIir; to contuiire to the li,i\J mu iii ,liirck d opped b y one-half.

Mrlgram explained these results by citing a strong psychological tendency
in people to be willing to abandon personal accountability when placed un-
der authority. He saw his subjects ascribing all initiative, and thereby all ac-
countability, to what they viewed as legitimate authority. And he noted that
the closer the physical proximity, the more difficult it becomes to divest one-
self of personal accountability.

The divorce between causal influence and moral accountability is common
in business and the professions, and engineering is no exception. Such a psy-
chological schism is encouraged by several prominent features of contempo-
rary engineering practice.

First, large-scale engineering proj Cr t invol ve flag men ta tio ii of work Each
person makes only a small conti ibri turn to something much vaster. More-
over, the final pmod uct is Often I' ll y si call y r cm ma 'ed from one's immediate
workplace, creating the kind Of ''distancing" that Nlilgrarn identified as en-
couraging a lessened sense of personal accountability.

Second, corresponding to the fragmentation of work is a vast diffusion of
accountability within large institutions. The often massive bureaucracies
within which most engineers work are designed to diffuse and delimit areas
of personal accountability within hierarchies of authority.

Third, there is frequently pressure to move on to a new project before the
current one has been operating long enough to be observed carefully. This
promotes a sense of being accountable only for meeting schedules.

Fourth, the contagion of malpractice suits currently afflicting the medical
profession is carrying over into engineering. With this comes a crippling pre-
occupation with legalities, a preocctm potion which makes one wary of becoming
morally.involved in matters beyond one's strictly defined institutional role.

We do not mean to underestinia to the \'ery real difficulties these condi-
tions pobe for engineers who seek to act as morally accountable people on
their jobs. 'Much less do we wish to say engineers are blameworthy for all the
had side effects of the projects they work on, even though they partially
cause those effects simply by working on the projects. That would be to con-
fuse accountability with blameworthiness, and also to confuse causal respon-
sibility with moral responsibility. But we do claim that engineers who en-
dorse the perspective of engineering as a social experiment will find it more
difficult to divorce themselves psychologicall y from personal responsibility
for their work. Such an attitude will deepen their awareness of how engi-
neers daily cooperate in a risk)' enterprise in which the y exercise their per-
sonal expertise toward goals the y are especiall y qualified to attain, and for
which the y are also accountable.

Study Questions

1 A common excuse for carrying out a morall y questionable project is, "If I don't do
it somebody else will." This rationale may he tempting for engineers who typically
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work in situations where someone else might be ready to replace them on a project.
Do you view it as a legitimate excuse for engaging in projects which might be un-
ethical? (In your answer, comment upon the concept of responsible conduct devel-
oped in this section.)
Another commonly used phrase, "I only work here," implies that one is not per-
sonally accountable for the company rules since one does not make them. it also
suggests that one wishes to restrict one's area of responsibility within tight bounds
,is defined b y those rules (I ,ichs, 197, 201 -213). in light of the discussion in this
section, respond to the potential implications of this phrase and the attitud repie-
sen ted by it when exhibited by engineers.
You have been asked to design an electronic vote counter for a legislative body.
You have no difficulty with the physical features of the machine, but you begin to
ask yourself some questions. If heretofore all votes, except for secret ballots, were
by a show of hands, should a display board be provided indicating each individual
vote? Or would total tallies be' sufficient, thereby assuring anonymity of voting on
each occasion? What would be'the implication of each option in terms of respecting
the public's right to know? I low much need you worry about unauthorized tam-
pering with such a machine? Describe to what extent the model of social experi-
mentation cart be applied to the introduction of the vote counter. (For a short report
on the West German parliament's reluctance to put a vote counter to use in 1971,
see the Los Angeles Thur's article by Joe Alex Morris, Jr., cited in the Bibliography.)
Threats to a sense of personal responsibility are neither unique to nor more acute
for engineers than they are for others involved with engineering and its results.
The reason is that, in general, public accountability also tends to lessen as profes-
sional roles become narrowly differentiated. With this in mind, critique each of the
remarks made in the following dialogue. Is the remark true, or partially true? What
needs to be added to make it accurate?

Engineer: My responsibility is to receive directives and to create products
within specifications set by others. Tile decision about what products to make
and their general specifications arc economic in nature and made by manage-
ment.

Scientist: My responsibility is to gain knowledge. How tile knowledge is ap-
plied is an economic decision made by management, or else a political decision
made by elected representatives in government.

Manager: My responsibility is solely to make profits for stockholders,
Stock/molder: I invest my money for the pu: p i' e of making a profit. It is up to

managers to make decisions about the directions of technological development.
Consumer: My responsibility is to my family. Government should make sure

corporations do not harm me with dangerous products, harmful side effects of
technology, or dishonest claims.

Government regulator: By current reckoning, government has strangled the
economy through overregulation of business. Accordingly at present oil job,
especially given decreasing budget allotments, I must back off from tile idea that
business should be policed, and urge corporations (ml assume greater public re-
sponsibility.

Cancer therapy machines were discarded at dump sites in Juarez, Nle\isO (R.J.
Smith, 1984) , and Goi,oi,i, tjr,izil (1.. Roberts, 1987). The r,idioachive isotopes, re-
moved from their canisters, exposed ill_ill)' people. Al Ic',ist one child died. Discuss

ei

rL
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the iesponsibiti.s ot the iiia utacturcis and lopilals' engined-s for sate disposal of
such apparatus. Is this part 01 the iiioiiitoring ILAuCh011 set torth in the engineering
as experiment pa rid gin

6 Is this a true e\}ierimeilt wishtul think;ng, 01 0 scam' Ilie Crionics jilos-emerit he
lieves in keeping fresh corpses truLei), 'si th blood i eplaced by glycol antifreeze, un-
til advances in medicine call cure the o, i;i nut cause of death. Then the bod y is to he
unfrozen, the cure applied, and the patient returned to life. Several bodies are kept
in cryogenic facilities around the United States, along with several heads, which are
kept for future attachment to cloned bodies. Research the case and discuss how it
fits the experimentation model. Here are sonic references to get you started: issues
of Oniui (October 1986) 1 11d Health (March 1987); the book Firezing Point b y L.
Kavaler (1970).

THE CHALLENGER CASE

Several month', betore the chestrustlisi, ot the Cltiillc'ii 5'i',, NASA historian Alex
Round wrote the follosvuig in a ci itic,il piece about the space shuttle program:

Tile American taxpas ci bet ,ibtint $-I billion oil the shuttle. NASA tiet its leputa-
tim. The Air Force hut its recon na iss,i nec capability. The as ti onau ts bet their lives.
We all took a chance.

When John Young and Robei t Crippen climbed aboard the orbiter Columbia on
April 12, 1981 for the first shuttle launch, they took a bigger chance than aiy as-
tronaut before them. Never had Americans been asked to go on a launch vehicle's
maiden voyage. Never had astronauts ridden solid propellant rockets. Never had
Americans depended on an engine untested in flight (Roland, 1985).

Most of Roland's criticism was directed at the economic and political side of
: what was supposed to become a self-supporting operation but never gave

any indication of being able to reach that goal. Without a national consensus
to back it, the shuttle program became a victim of year by year funding pol-
itics (Logsdon, 1986).

The Columbia and its sister ships,ps, the C/iallt'izycr and Discovc'ii, are delta-
wing craft with a huge payload hay. Early, sleek designs had to he aban-
doned to satisfy U.S. Air Force requizetnents when the latter was ordered to
use the NASA shuttle instead of its own expendable rockets for launching
satellites and other missions. As shown in Fig. 3-1 cacti orbiter has three
main engines fueled by several million pounds of luid hydrogen; the fuel is
carried in an immense, external, divided fuel tank-which is jettisoned when
empty . During litt-off the main engines tire for about 8.5 nii nu tes, although
during the first 2 nitriutes of the launch much of the thrust is provided by two
booster rockets. These are of the solid-fuel type, each burning a 1-million-
pound load of a mixturere of at u mm urn, potassium chloride,e, and iron oxide.

The casing of each booster rocket is about 150 feet long and 12 feet in diani-
eter. It Consists of cylindrical segments which are assembled at the launch site
The four field Joints rise seals composed of pairs of 0-rings made of vulcanized
rubber. The 0-rings work in conjunction with a putt y barrier of zinc chromide.

The shuttle flights were successful, though not as frequent as had been
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hoped. NASA tried hard to portray the shuttle program as an operational
system that could pay for itself. Some Reagan administration officials had
even suggested that the operationst buS be I U FrIed over to an airline. Aerospace
engineers intimately involved in designing, manufact u ring, assembling, test-
ing, and operating the shuttle still regarded it as an experimental undertak-
ing in 1986. These engineers were employees of manufacturers, such as
Rockwell International (orbiter and main rocket) and Morton-Thiokol
(booster rockets), or they worked for NASA at-one of its several centers:
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabaa (responsible for the pro-
pulsion system); Kennedy Space Center, Cape Kennedy, Florida (launch op-
erations); Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas (flight control); and the of-
fice of the Chief Engineer, Washington, D.C. (overall responsibility for
safety; among other duties).

After embarrassing delays, C/mIlc'n,','er's first flight for 1986 was set for
Tuesday', morning, January 28. But Allan J . McDonald, who represented
Morton-Thiokol at Cape Kennedy, was worried about the freezing tempera-
tures predicted for the night. As his company's director of the solid-rocket
booster project he knew of difficulties that had been experienced with the
field joints on a previous cold-weather launch when the temperature had
been mild compared to what was forecast. He therefore arranged a telecon-
ference so that NASA engineers could confer with Morton-Thiokol engineers
at their plant in Utah.

Arnold Thompson and Roger Boisjoly, two seal experts at Morton-
Thiokol, explained to their wn colleagues and managers as well as the
NASA representatives how upon launch the booster rocket walls bulge and
the combustion gases can blow past one or even both of the 0-rings which
make up the field joints (see Fig. 3-1). The rings char and erode, as had been
observed on many previous flights. In cold weather the problem is aggra-
vated because the rings and the putt)' packing are less pliable then.

The crigincering managers, Bob Lund (V.P. of engineering) and Joe
Kilminster (V.P. for booster rockets), agreed that there was a problem with
safety. The team from Marshall Space Flight Center was incredulous. Since
the specifications called for an operating temperature of the solid fuel prior to
combustion of 40 to 90 degrees Fahrenheit, one could surely allow lower or
higher outdoor temperatures, notwithstanding Boisjoly's testimony and rec-
ommendation that no launch should occur at less than 53 degrees. They were
clearly annoyed at facing yet another postponement.

Top executives of Morton-Thiokol were also sitting in on the telecontcr-
ence. Their concern was the image of the company, which was in the process
of negotiating a renewal of the booster rocket contract with NASA. During a
recess Senior Vice President Jerr y Mason turned to Bob Lund and told him
"to take off your engineering hat and put on your management hat." It was
a subsequent vote (of the managers only) that produced the compan y 's offi-
cial finding that the seals could not he shown to he unsafe. The engineers'
judgment was not considered sufficientl y weighty. At Cape Kenned y , Allan

IN
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McDonald i efi: cd to sign tile lorma I ruco ni me nd at on to launch; Joe
Kilminster had to do that.

Accounts of the C!i lIeui'r disaster (NlonnelI. 1987; Rogers Commission
Report, 1986) tell of the cold Tuesday morning, the high seas which forced the
recovery ships to seek coastal shelter, the ice at the launch site, and the concern
expressed by Rockwell engineers that the ice might shatter and hit the orbiter
or rocket casings. The inability of these engineers to prove that the lift-off
would he unsafe was taken by NASA as an approval by Rockwell to launch.

Tile countdown ended at 11:39 A.M. he temperature had risen to 36 de-

grees. As the rockets carrying C/inl!ciiyer rose from the ground, cameras re-
corded puffs of smoke which emanated from one of the field joints oil
right booster rocket. Soon these turned into a flame which hit the external
fuel tank and a strut holding the booster rocket. The hydrogen in the tank
caught fire, the booster rocket broke loose, smashed into Cluillenger's wing,

then into the external fuel tank. At 76 seconds into the flight, by the time

CImallenSer and its rockets had reached 50,000 feet, it was totally engulfed in a
fireball. The crew cabin separated and fell into the ocean, killing all aboard:
mission commander Francis (Dick) Scobee; pilot Michael Smith; mission spe-
cialists Gregory Jarvis, Ronald McNair, Ellison Onizuka, Judith Resnick;
"teacher in space" Christa MacAulift.

President Reagan was to give his State of the Union message later that
day. lie had to change the tone of his pro pa red remarks oil shuttle flight
and its first civilian passenger.

Safety Issues

Unlike the three-stage rockets which carried astronauts to the moon, the
space shuttle could be involved in a simultaneous (inadvertent) ignition of all
fuel carried aloft. An explosion close to the ground can live catastrophic ef-
fects. The crew has no escape mechanism, although McDonnell-Douglas, in
a losing shuttle proposal, had provided all module with its own
thruster. It would have allowed the separation of the orbiter, triggered
(among other events) by a field joint leak. But such a safety measure was re-
jected as too expensive because of an accompanying reduction in payload.

Working with tuch constraints, why was safe operation not stressed mole?
First of all we nvst remember that the shuttle program was indeed still a
truly experimental and research undertaking. Next, it is quite clear that the
members of the crews knew that they were embarking on dangerous mis-
sions. But it has also been revealed that the CIiaUL'n\'er astronauts were not

informed of particular problems such as the field joints. They were not asked
for their consent to be launched under circumstances which experienced en-
gineeis had claimed to be unsafe.

The reason for the rather cavalier attitude toward safety is revealed in the
way NASA assessed the system' reliability. For instance, recovered booster
rocket casings had indicated that the field-joint seals had been damaged in
many of the earlier flights. The waivers necessary to proceed with launches
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had become mere gestures. Richard Feynman made the following observa-
tions as a member of the Presidential Commission on the Space Shuttle Chal-
lenger Accident (called the Rogers Commission alter its chairman):

I read all of these [NASA flight readiness! reviews and they agonize whet her they
can go even though they had some blow-by in the seal or they had a cracked blade
in the hump of one of the engines, . . a ud they decide '' yes." Then it tics and
nothing happens. Then it is suggested ... that the risk is no longer so high. For the
next flight we can lower our standards a little hit because we got away with it last
time.	 It is a kind of Russian roulette (Rogers Commission Report, 1986).

Since the early days of unmanned space flight, about 1 in every 25 solid-
fuel rocket boosters has failed. Given improvements over the years,
Feynrnan thought that 1 in every50 to 100 might he a reasonable estimate
now (Marshal!, 1986). Yet NASA counts on only 1 crash n every 100,000
launches, Queried about these figures, NASA Chief Engineer Milton Silveira
answered: "We don't use that number as a management tool. We know that
the probability of failure is always sitting there.....(Marshall, 1986). So
where was this number used? In a risk analysis needed by the Department of
Energy to assure everyone that it would be safe to use small atomic reactors
as power sources on deep-space probes and to carry both aloft on a space
shuttle. As luck would have it, Challenger was not to carry the 47.6 pounds of
lethal plutonium-238 until its next mission with the Galileo probe on board
(Grossman, 1986).

Another area of concern was NASA's unwillingness to wait out risky
weather. When serving as weather observer, astronaut John Young was dis-
mayed to find his recommendations to postpone launches disregarded sev-
eral times. Things had not changed much by March 26, 1987, when NASA
neglected to heed its monitoring devices for electric storm conditions,
launched a Navy communications satellite atop an Atlas-Centaur rocket, and
had to destroy the 8160 million system when it veered off course after being
hit by lightning. The monitors had been installed alter a similar event involv-
ing an Apollo command module 18 years before had nearly aborted a trip to
the moon (Marshall, 1987). Weather, incidentally, could be held partially re-
sponsible for the shuttle disaster because a strong wind shear may have con-
tributed to the rupturing of the weakened 0-rings (Bell, 1987).

Veteran astronauts were also disma yed at NASA management's decision
to land at Cape Kennedy as often as possible deste its unfavorable landing
conditions including stron; crosswinds and ch. 	 able weather. The alter-
native, Edwards Air Force Base in Californ i, a better landing place but
necessitates a pigg yback ride for the shuttle o;. a Boeing 747 home to Florida.
This costs time and money.

In 1982 Albert Flores conducted a stud y 01 s::, concerns at the Johnson
Space Center. He found its engineers to be ,  committed to safet y in all
aspects of design. When the y were asked how in 	 might further mi--
prove safety awareness, there were few concrete suggestions but man y com-
ments on how safety concerns were ignored or negativel y impacted by man
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agement. One engineer was quoted as saving, ''A small amount of
professional sa Ic [V e Ito rt and upper ma ia geme at support can cause qu an
turn safety improvement with little expense' (Flores, 1982, 79). This points to
the important role of management in building a strong sense of responsibility
for safety first and to schedules second.

The space shuttle's field joints are designated to be of criticality 1, which
means there is no backup. Therefore a leaky field joint will result in failure of
the mission and loss of life. There are 700 items of criticality I on the shuttle.
A problem with any one of them shou I ci have been cause enough to do more
than launch more Shuttles without Modification while working on a better
system. Improved seal designs had already been developed, but the new
rockets would not have been ready for some time. In the meantime the old
booster rockets should have been recalled.

At Morton-Thiokol, Roger Jloisjoly's personal concern hid been height-
ened by his memory of the DC-10 crash over Paris. That accident had shown
him how known defects can be disregarded in a complex organization. For
this reason he had started a journal in which he recorded all events associ-
ated with the seals (Whitbeck, 1987). But like Dan Applegate in the DC-10
case he probably did not feel that he had the kind of professional backing which
would allow him to go beyond his organization directly to the astronauts.

In several respects the ethical issues in the Challenger case resemble those
of the DC-10 case. Concern for safety gave way to institutional posturing.
Danger signals did not go beyond Convair and Douglas Aircraft in the DC-10
case; they did not go beyond Morton-Thiokol and Marshall Space Flight Cen-
ter in the Challenger case. No effective recall was instituted. There were con-
cerned engineers who spoke out, but ultimately they felt it only proper to
submit to management decisions.

The major difference between the cases is found in the late-hour telecon-
ference which Allan McDonald had arranged train Challenger launch site
to get knowledgeable engineers to discuss the seal problem from a technical
viewpoint. (No similar conference between engineers from different organi-
zations took place in the DC-10 case.) This tense conference did not involve
lengthy discussions of ethics, but it revealed the virtues (or lack thereof)
which allow us to distinguish between the "right stuff" and thç "wrong
stuff." This is well described in the following letter to the Los A,t,çelcseTinres by

an aerospace engineer.

In Paul Conrad's cartoon (Feb. 27, 1986), "Autopsy of a Catastrophe." a drawing
of the space shuttle C1ia1h'iicr is labeled with words like "MONEY,"
"SCHEDULE," etc. Fort y years experience as an engineer in the aerospace indus-
try leads me to believe that Conrad has (uncharacteristically) defused the issue.

He could have used one word, "arrogance." The arrogance that prompts
higher-level decision makers to pretend that factors other than engineering judge-
ment should influence flight safety decisions amid, more important, the arrogance
that rationalizes overruling the engineering 1udgemcnt of engineers close to the
problem by those whose expertise is naive and superficial by comparison.

The flaw is not in the decision-making process; it is in the decision making
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mentality. Consequently it won Id he 01 little value to move engineering decisions
to a higher level, as has been contemplated by rem hers of the presidential inves-
tigating corn miss ion" (NiocI kr, 1986).

Included, surely, is the at rogance of those who reversed NASA's (para-
phrased) motto "Don't fly if it cannot he shown to be sate" to "Fly unless it
can he shown not to he safe.''

At Nlorton-ihiokol some of the stcc presidents in the space division have
been demoted. 'I he engineers who were outspoken at the prelaunch telecon-
ference and again before the Rogers Commission kept their jobs at the com-
pany because of congressional pressure, but their jobs are of a pro forma na-
ture. In a speech to engineering students at the Massachussetts Institute of
Technology a year after the Challenger disaster, Roger Boisjoly said: "I have
been asked by some if I would testify again if I knew in advance of the po-
tential consequences to me and my career. My answer is always an immedi-
ate VeS. I couldn't live with any self-respect if I tailored my actions based
upon potential personal consequences as a result of my honorable
actions,,." (Boisjoly, 1987).

Today NASA has ii policy which allows aerospace workers with concerns
to report them anonymously to the l3atelle Memorial Institute in Columbus,
Ohio, but open disagreement still invites harrassrnent (Magnuson, 1988).

Study Questions

1 Read more detailed accounts of the Challenger disaster and then examine if and
how the principal actors in this tragedy behaved as responsible experimenters
within the framework of the engineering as experimentation model.

2 Chairman Rogers asked Bob Lund: "Why did you change your decision [that the
seals would not hold up] When you changed hats?" What might motivate you, as a
midlevel manager, to go along with  top manage rent when told to ''take off your
engineering hat and, put on your management hat"?

3 Under what conditions ss nuLl you Nos' It is safe to launch a sluiitle without an es-
cape mechanism for the crew?

4 Discuss the role of the astronauts in shuttle safety. To what extent should they (or
at least the orbiter commanders) have involved themselves more actively in looking
for safety defects in design or operation?

5 Consider the following actions or recommendations and suggest a plan of action to
bring about safer designs and operations in a complex organization.
a Lawrence Mulloy represented Marshall Space Flight Center at Cape Kennedy. He

did not tell Arnold Aldrich from the National Space Transportation Program at
Johnson Space Center about the discussions regarding the field-joint seals even
though Aldrich had the responsibilit y of clearing Challenger for launch. Why?
Because the seals were ''a Level Ill I sue,'' and N In I b y was at Level III, whilee

was ata higlir level (l.es ci Ii) 'a inch oiiht net to he bothered with sudi

U Ft:c Roget s Commission rcciitiimcitdcot that an i u Ltc 1 ien Ltcnt safety organization
;l:iectiv responsible lii the N,'C1\ ,ltttiliilistl .1101 be established. At the end of the
C': t'it'itçt'r case SldiLt\' v,.' mentioned that an ationvinotis reporting scheme now
e\i Sta for aerospace md nat iv em pies ces worki g on NASA projects
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C loin l'eler advises 111300r;c'rs to ''jii'olve c% er y ciii.' in ever s-thing .. ! lc//v as-
sort that there is no limit to what the average person ciii accomplish if thor-
oughly involved" (Peters, 1987).

6 Several Morton-lb okol engineers were troubled by the seals' poor performance.
Long before the Clrallcngc'r disaster Boisjoly wrote in a memo that the result of ne-
glecting the problem "would be a catastrophe of the highest order—loss of human
life." By August 1985 a seat task force had been established, but Bob Lheling sent
out this distress message: "HELP! The seal task force is constantly being delayed by
every possible means ..... his is a red flag." What else could oror should these engi-
neers have done in the months before CIraIIciIici.'i 'a last flight?

7 On October 4, 1930, the British airship R 701 crashed about S hours into its maiden
voyage to India. Of the fifty-four persons aboard, only six survived. Throughout
the craft's design and Construction, Air Ministry officials and their engineers had
been driven by political and competitive forces described by Shute (1934), Higham
(1961), Robinson (1973), Meyer (1981), and SqLores (7986). 81mb, who had worked
on the rival, commercial R 100 wrote in his memoir, S/OIL' 1mi/r' that '' i1 just one of
the men at the Air Ministry] had stood rip at a conference with Lord Thomson]

and had said, 'This thing won't work, and I'll be no party to it. I'm sorry, gentle-
men, but if you do this, I'm resigning' ... the disaster would almost certainly have
been averted. It was not said, because the men in question put their jobs before
their duty" (Shute, 1954, 140). Examine the I 101 case and compare it with the Chat-

Ie,m'er ease.

CODES OF ETHICS

Invoking a code of ethics for engineers might have helped Dan Applegate
and Roger Boisjoly with impressing their safety concerns on management.
Such a use is one of the most important roles of a code. We shall examine it
along with other prominent functions, prominent in terms of both positive
ciliCl negative consequences. It is suggested that in reading this section the
reader examirTe the sample codes of ethics given in the Appendix as if they
were checklists for experimenters.

Roles of Codes

Inspiration and Guidance Codes provide a positive stimulus for ethical
conduct and lie Ipt ri I gui do rice and advicevice co nec rn i rig the main obligations of
engineers. Often they succeed in inspiring by using language with Positive
overtones. This can introduce a large element of vagueness, as in phrases
like "safeguard the public safety, health, and welfare," a vagueness which
may lessen their ability to give concrete guidance. Sometimes lofty ideals and
exhortative phrases are gathered into separate documents, such as Faith of the

Engineer, published by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technol-
ogy (ABET), which succeeded the Engineering Council for Professional De-
velopment (ECPD). Faith of time Engineer is reprinted in the Appendix along
with several other codes or fundamental canons of ethics.

Since codes should be brief to be effective, they offer mostly general guid-
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ance. More specific directions may be given in supplementary statements Or
guidelines. These tell how to apply the code. Further specificity may also be
attained by the interpretation of codes. This is done for engineers by the Na-
tional Society of l'rotessional Engineers. It has established a Board of Ethical
Review which applies the Son e tv's code t o specific  eases and publishes the
results in Projcs'ooiui/ F niiicer and in periodic volumes entitled NSPE Opin-

ions of the Boa, d of EthicalI 1 i' o tee'.
For inclusion in the Appendix we have selected the codes of the following

Societies: the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET),
the American Association of Engineering Societies (AAES), the National So-
ciety of Professional Engineers (NSPE), and the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE). The ABET code is accompanied by a set of
guidelines which can appear separately or intermeshed with the fundamen-
tal canons. The latter format is sometimes followed by the American Society
of Civil Engineers (ASCE), which has adopted the code and guidelines of
ABET. Among other Societies which subscribe to the ABET code and guide-
lines is the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME).

A number of companies (for example, Bechtel, Hughes Aircraft,
McDonnell-Douglas) have instituted their own codes. These tend to concen-
trate on the moral issues encountered in dealing with vendors and clients,
particularly the U.S. federal government.

Support Codes give positive support to those seeking to act ethically. A
publicly proclaimed code allows an engineer who is under pressure to act
unethically to say: "I ant bound by the code of ethics of my profession, which
states that......This by itself gives engineers some group backing in taking
stands on moral issues. Moreover, codes can potentially serve as legal support
in courts of law for engineers seeking to meet work-related moral obligations.

Deterrence and Discipline Codes can serve as the formal basis for inves-
tigating unethical conduct. Where such investigation is possible, a prudential
motive for not acting immorall y is provided as a deterrent. Such an investi-
gation generally requires paralegal proceedings designed to get at the truth
about a given charge without violating the personal rights of those being in-
vestigated. In the past, engineering professional societies have been reluctant
to undertake such proceedings because they have lacked the appropriate
sanctions needed for punishment of misconduct. Unlike the American Bar
Association and some other professional groups, engineering societies cannot
revoke the right to practice engineering in this country. Yet the American So-
ciety of Civil Engineers, for example, does currentl y suspend or expel members
whose professional conduct has been proven unethical, and this alone can be
powerful sanction when combined with the loss of respect from colleagues and
the local community that such action is hound to produce.

Education and Mutual Understanding Codes can be used in the class-
morn and elsewhere to prompt discussion and reflection on moral issues and
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to encourage a Shared u nde I-Stand In, a ITIOFIg pi otess i ona Is, the public, and
government organizations concerning the moral responsibilities of engineers.
The y call do this because tlTev are widely circulated and officially ap-
proved by professional societies.

Contributing to the Profession's Public Image Codes call a pos-
itive image to the public of an ethically committed profession. Where the im-
age is warranted, it can help engineers more effectively serve the public. It
call win greater powers of self-regulation for the profession itself, while
lessening the demand for more government regulation. Where unwarranted,
it reduces to a kind of window dressing that ultimately increases public cyn-
IC1SIIT about the profession.

Protecting the Status Quo Codes establish ethical conventions, which
call promote an agreed upon nTinimunT level of ethical conduct. But it
can also stifle dissent within the profession. On occasion this has positively
discouraged moral conduct and caused serious harm to those seeking to
serve the public. In 1932, for example, two engineers were expelled from the
American Society of Civil Engineers for violating a section of its code forbid-
ding public remarks critical of other engineers. Yet the actions of those engi,-
neers were essential in uncovering a major bribery scandal related to the con-
struction of a dam for Los Angeles County (Layton, 1980, 17).

Promoting Business Interests Codes can place "restraints of commerce"
on business dealings with primary benefit to those within the profession. Ba-
sically self-serving items in codes can take on great undue influence. Obvi-
ously there is disagreement about which, if any, entries function in these
ways. Some engineers believe that in the past the codes were justified in for-
bidding competitive bidding, while others agree with the decision of the Su-
preme Court in the case of the National Society of Professional Engineers vs.
the United States (April 25, 1978) that such a restriction is inappropriate.

Codes and the Experimental Nature of Engineering

Given that codes ma y pla y all these roles, which functiiTs are the most valu-
able and there lore SITE) U Id be c i-n phasi ted and en co u ragd ? This is all impor-
tant  question, if onl y because its answer can greatly influence the ver y word-
ing of codes. For example, if the disciplinary function is to he emphasized,
every effort would have to be made to ensure clear-cut and enforceable rules.
This would also tend to make statements of minimal duty predominant, as
with standards and laws, rather than statements concerned with higher ide-
als. By contrast, if the emphasis is to be on inspiration, then statements of high
ideals might predominate. Nothing is less inspirational than arid, legalistic
wordings, and nothing is less precise than highly emotional exhortations.

The perspective of engineering as social experimentation provides some
help in deciding which functions should be primary in engineering codes, It
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clearly emphasizes those which best enable concerned engineers to express
their views freely_–especially about safet y—to those affected by engineering
projects. Only thus can clients and the public be educated adequately
enough to make informed decisions about such projects. But as we have al-
ready noted and will discuss in more detail later, contemporary working con-
ditions within large corporations do not always  e I1COL1 rage this freedom of
speech—conditions for which .i code of ethics call 	 an tin poi tan t con
terbalance. Thus te supportive function seems to us of primary i nt por tance

The guidance, yispirational, and educational functions of engineering
codes are important also, as is their role in promoting mutual understanding
among those affected by them. In seeking to create a common understand-
ing, however, code writers must take every precaution to allow room for rea-
sonable differences between individuals. Wordings in past codes, for exam-
plc, sometimes used religious language not acceptable to many who did not
share that orientation. Codes, we must bear in mind, seek to capture the es-
sential substance of professional ethics; they can hardly be expected to ex-
press the full moral perspective of every individual.

The disciplinary function of engineering codes is in our view of secondary
importance. There are scoundrels in engineering, as there are everywhere.
But when exposed as such, they g tierally fall subject to the law. Developing
elaborate paralegal procedures within professional societies runs the risk of
needlessly and at considerable cost duplicating a function better left to the
real legal system. At most, enforcement of professional ethics by professional
societies should center upon areas that are not covered by law and that can
be made explicit and clear-cut, preferably in separate code sections specifi-
cally devoted to those areas. In any case, the vast majority of engineers can
be counted on to act responsibly in moral situations unless discouraged from
doing so by outright threats and lack of support on the part of employers.

Probably the worst abuse of engineering codes in the past has been to re-
strict honest nioraP effort on the part of individual engineers in the name of
preserving the profession's public image and protecting the status quo. Pre-
occupation with keeping a shiny public image may silence the healthy dia-
logue and livel y criticism needed to ensure the public's right to an open ex-
pression. And an excessive interest in protecting the status quo may lead to
a distrust of the engineering profession on the part of both government and
the public. The best way to increase trust is by encouraging and aiding engi-
neers to speak freely and responsibly about the public safety and good as
they see it. And this includes a tolerance for criticisms of the codes them-
selves. Perhaps the worst thing that can happen is for codes to become
"sacred documents" that have to be accepted uncritically.

Limitations of Codes

Most codes are limited in several major ways. those limitations restrict codes
to providing only very general guidance, which in turn makes it essential for
engineers to exercise a personal moral responlbilitv in their role as social C\-
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peiimentcrs rather than to expect codes to 'eJ e tilcii nnolal	 ublcn:s by
serving as simple a Igo nth ins. The limitations of codes arc as follows.

First, as we have a I read v mentioned, codes are restricted to general and
vague wording. Because of this they are not straightforwardly applicable to
all situations. After all, it is not humanly possible to foresee the full range of
moral problems that can arise in a complex profession like engineering. New
technical developments and shifting social and organizational structures
combine to generate continually new and often unpredictable conditions.
And even in the case of foreseeable situations it is not possible to word a
code so that it will apply in every instance. Attempting to do so would yield
something comparable to the intricate set of laws governing engineering
rather than a manageable code.

A sense of responsibility is indispensable for the skillful and at times cre-
ative application 01 code guidelin eses to concrete sit uo hans. It is also the only
way certain abuses of codes can he avoided for example, abuses such as
special interpretations being placed on general entries, or legalistic glosses on
specific entries, to serve the private gain or convenience of specific individ-
uals or groups.

Second, it is easy for different entries in codes to come into conflict with
each other. Usually codes provide no guidan,ce as to which entry should
have priority in those cases, thereby creating moral dilemmas.

For example, take the following two former entries from the National So-
ciety of Professional Engineers (NSl'E) code. Section 1: "The Engineer will be
guided in all his professional relations by the highest standards of integrity,
and will act in professional matters for each client or employer as a faithful
agent or trustee." Section 2: "Ilie Engineer will have proper regard for the
safety, health, and welfare of the public in the performance of his profes-
sional duties." Which was the more applicable in the DC-10 case mentioned
in Chap. 2, where an engineer was told to ignore a situation he believed
threatening to the public safety on the basis of a business decisior made in
the interests of his company?

Recent codes have attempted to address this important area of potential
conflict. The NSPE code now states: "Engineers shall hold paramount the
safety, health, and welfare of the public in the performance of their profes-
sional duties." Ihe word cparainount' means ''most important or superior
in rank." But even so it is Onc lear that t lie provision means engineers should
never, under any circuni5tance5, follow a client's or company's directives be-
cause they believe those directives might not serve the best interests of the
public. This is an issue we will return to in Part Ill of our book. But here we
emphasize again the need for responsible engineers who are able to make
reasonable assessments of what ''paramount" amounts to in cases where two
professional obligations conflict.

A third limitation on codes is that they cannot serve as the final moral au-
thority for professional conduct ([add, 1980, 154). To accept the current code
of a professional society as the last moral 'word, however officially endorsed
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it may be, would be to lapse into a type of Ethical Convcntionalism. It will be
recalled that Ethical Conventionalism is the view that a particular set of con-
ventions, customs, or laws is self-certifying and not to he questioned simply
because it is the set in force at a given time or for a given place. Such a view,
of course, rules out the possibilit y of criticizing that set of conventions from
a wider moral framework.

Consider once again the following entry in the pre-1979 versions of the
NSFE code: I-Ic [the engineer] shall  not solicit or submit ngi neering pro-
posals on the basis of competitive bidding' This prollibitiov was felt by the
NSPE to best protect the public safety by discouraging cheap engineering
proposals which might slight safety costs in order to win a contract. Critics of
the prohibition, however, contended that it mostly served the self-interest of
engineering firm and actually hurt the public by "preventing" the lower
prices that might result from greater competition. In a 1978 decision, Na-
tional Society of Professional Engineers vs. United States, the Supreme Court
ruled that the ban on competitive bidding was unconstitutional and not ap-
propriate in a code of ethics. 	 -

The point here is not who holds the correct moral view on this issue—that
is a matter of ongoing debate and discussion. And indeed, it is precisely our
point that no pronouncement by a code current at any given time should
ever be taken as the final word silencing such healthy debates. Codes, after
all, represent a compromise between differing judgments, sometimes devel-
oped amidst heated committee disagreements. As such, they have a great
"signpost" value in suggesting paths through what can be a bewildering ter-
rain of moral decision maker. But equally as such they should never be
treated as "sacred canon."

The fourth limitation of codes results from their proliferation. Andrew
Oldenquist (a philosopher) and Edward Slowter (an engineer and former
NSPE president) point out how the existence of separate codes for different
professional engineering societies can give members the feeling that ethical
conduct is more "relative" than it is, and how it can convey to the public the
view that none of the codes is "really right." But Oldenquist and Slowtcr
have also demonstrated the substantial agreement to be found among the
various engineering codes. These authors summarize the core concepts in
each and arrange them in order of significance as having to do with (1) the
public interest, (2) qualities of truth, honesty, and fairness, and (3) profes-
sional performance. The y emphasize in their 1979 paper that the time has
come for adoption of a unified code (Oldenquist and Slowter, 1979, 8-11).
The ABET and AAES codes (see Appendix) are by no means perfect (see
Study Question 4), but they are steps in the right direction.

Study Questions

I Apply a code il ethics token Ircill the Appendix—or from the collection of
Canadian c'ngir)cc'ring codes cited Nv Nt,iriisoii md I Itiglic's ( 19,58)	 to Ike short

IN
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CdSCS jo L s, i-tIed a' stuJ- (i iI L' sii u l I, on 1 -t.u e It. lie-cit '. tilt' j 'e-'hIt- ettectiveness Of
the COCIL'I,$) a, a cteit'j ciii to Uil,'tllis,il bc'h,ivioi in t h—C cases.

	

2 Comment oil 	 following passage: 'A code oniv ,u t!, the limits be y ond which
havior will he condemned, and the moral level is not high when allot most of thsc
who live under it always act within a ha jilt ne of those limits. Codes, in fact, arc for
criminals and competitors, not for professions that want to be known as dedicated"
(llaiziin, 1978, 67). Specifically, is this true of the engineering codes given in the
Appendix?

3 Respond to the following claim; "Even if substantial agreement could be reached on
ethical principles and they could be set out in a code, the attempt to impose such
principles on others in the guise of ethics contradicts the notion of ethics itself,
which presumes that persons ale autonomous moral agents" (Ladd, 1980, 154). Is
the idea of all officially prescribed, ant lioi ititiVC code of ethics somehow inconipat-
iNc with an appreciation of the importance of moral autonomy in individuals?

4 Ctiticpie the following codes given in the Appendix:
a The AALS Code. Fxaiiiples of issues or d iscu ssion are gi vet i by Ungct (1 986) (t)

"the  fundamental principle demand,  ''.. concern fot the public health and
safety." Should ''wet fai e'' have been included? (ii) Callon I restricts activity to
"areas of competence and experience." How does an engineer gain experience or
deal with new technology? What would be the role of the generalist or manager?
(iii) Canon 5 might conflict with Canon 6. Which is more binding? (iv) Canon 7
omits professional growth of subordinates. is it important?

b The NSPE code. Consider the following two entries in the 1981 Code of the Na-
tional Society of Piofessional Engineers. (i) "Engineers shall cooperate ill extend-
ing the effectiveness of the profession by interchanging information and experi-
ence with o t hei e ngi leers and stit ct en Lx." (ii) ''Engineers shall 1101 disclose
confidential information concerning the business affairs or technical processes of
any present or former client or employer without his consent." Suppose that the
two entries come into conflict—for instance, svIlen improving the knowledge and
skill of another engineer or student might best be done by passing oil

 information. Which en try should take precedence, and why? Do you think
the code should be modified so as to explicitly state which entry should take pre-
cedence?

c Other codes. Closely examine the other codes in the Appendix. Are theieany,
entries ill 	 which you think should not he there? Wily? Are tilere any im

	

m	
-

portant Oissioils ill the codes?
5 Discuss the Pennwalt advertisement, Fig. 3-2, ill light of your understanding of en-

gineering codes of ethics.

A BALANCED OUTLOOK ON LAW

The 1969 Santa Barbara offshore spill of 235,000 gallons of crude oil black-
ened 30 miles of spectacular beaches, damaged wildlife, and hurt the local
tourist trade. Predictably, the disaster prompted demands for new laws and
tighter controls to prevent such occurrences ill the future (Lawless, 1977,
233-247). A group of Southern Californians staged a burning of gasoline
credit cards issued by the offending oil company, Union Oil, only to be taken
to task by a local newspaper for taking the wrong aim. The newspaper at-

F'
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A code of ethics
It 

something you post
on the bulletin board.

It's something you live
every

S uddenlY everybody seems to be redis-
covering ethic-a.

In the business community, in Con.
glens, on the campus and in the pulpit.

We think the trend in hen It by. And
needed. So we'd like to disclose a discovery of
our own ott this subject.

IV, fount] a long time ago that sshett
it Wale. to `ii-Sort of corporate decree, tile
more you reduce 10 writing lie more you
reduce t,articlp.ction.

It'smuch better, we learned - to create
a lvurkirrgeneirnriment icc which comtnuv cation
is a tWo . way process. ,tici corporate goals are
shared.

So that your code ofetitics is etliressed
no n a news release, but in the release of
appropriate thought and action.

Nobody's perfect, but it seems to work.
As our cliairmatt put it: ''The char-

ac ter of this company is sliti ply a reflect lot, of
how Pennwalt people think and Oct. Tutu's our
code of ethics."

And ".it isAtimittedly, it's art approach that
Places more stress ott liii, ilclegrity and good
jurtgtnent of our l,eople than on manuals from
I 'ersonniel.A let chore stress,)

Rut	 pays ofT. inc pride. Its perform-
ance. In a belief that the seork wedo is
port tnt. And itt the enchrartcrrnectt of mit
worldwide reputal oct.

You might say it's the din he-
tcvcert c bulletin that goes U) 0)1 the t,oarct and
the life civil gui-s on every clue.

I We havea brief hooklc . t. on Corlit)r;cte
cctczc-ncstiipsvhceft we believe covers this sub.
jc'rl . If you'd like one, just cc rile our Director
of Cecr1nor;iie Commit nicalionco. I

I'QilhIw,m It Corporai ic,,t. fla, l'arkwav,
l' lcilccchelt,l,i:c, I'm	 19102.

For 126 years we've been nraklng things people reed — incladlng prohlms.

PEFSNwLT
CHEI,"COLS • EGUIPI.IUNI

S t A t rn I'It()3UCTS

Courtesy of Penwalt Corporation.
FIGURE 3-2
A statement on codes at ethics (See Study Question 5).
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pled 111,11 the r,ii-, station rtpl'ratos, who \cOLIJJ suIteS tOe llwst Iioitt 1

colt, were not at fault.Tue teal otteilders were the federal authorities who
requited less st ri lg' Il t sal egua rd s in offshore drilling  than did California
state authorities, it was claimed.

Yet we might well ask, who would be involved in drafting safety regula-
tions for offshore drilling? Obviously experienced petroleum engineers, ge-
ologists, and well drillers, members of the same group which had prepared
the state regulations and who—in their capacity as oil company employees—
had also conducted the drilling off the coast of Santa Barbara. If expert
knowledge was available, then why was it not applied, law or no law?

It is worth notin g that some safeguards were indeed required by federal
law Follow i Ilg the Santa Ba rita a incident, th enen Secretary of the Interior
Walter Hirkel oideied .111 in-peclioii of the thousands of offshore oil wells,
Mostly in the Grill of ? Ie\ in.). I he iii S peel: Di showedtied Iii at hu tid reds lacked
mandatoty safety chokes. Jlickel ordered pi-oseculions and later justified his
tough approach to pollution with what has been called "1 lickel's law":
"You've got to hit them[i.e., Polluters] with a two-by-four to make them be-
lieve you" (Rosenbaum, 1977, 129).

Is it really necessary to burden engineering practice with ever more—and
increasingly restrictive--rules? Earlier we discussed the bases for responsible
action. Here we shall examine the role of formal rules and their ethical mi.-
plieatinns. The model of engineering as social experimentation will assist its
again as we consider the ilteractioll of rules with the engineering process.
The problem of plonluet liability and sale design will be postponed until we
take up a more detailed analysis of nsk ill Chap. 4.

A Regulated Society

In order to live, work, and pla y together ill harmony as a society, we need to
carefully balance individual needs and desires against collective needs and
desires. Ethical conduct, which by definition includes a strong element of al-
truism, provides such a balance. Unfortunately people all too frequently dis-
agree oil constitutes right action in specific instances, even when they
agree on ultimate goals. At such times we need to negotiate, and ilçi coin-
p ru iii se call be dglV0CI u pni it, it ShOUld be record cr1 for repeated reference
and rise.

Engineers can play all active role in establishing or changing rules as well
as in enforcing them. Indeed, some people would say that the engineer's eth-
ical duties sllould he limited to just such activities—in addition to following
accepted rules of conduct, of course (Horman, 1978, 30-33).

At various times ill history, and Ill various Countries, engineers have had
less say in how rules affecting their work were made or carried out, except
perhaps for a few who were among a ruler's trusted advisors; often engi-
neers were merely subject to those rules. We assume that the time of
Hammurabi fits this description.
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1758 B.C.: Babylon's Building Code I Jammurabi as King of Babylon was
concerned with strict order in his realm, and he decided that the builders of
his time should also be governed by his laws. Thus he decided as follows:

If a builder has built a house for a man and has not made his work sound, and the
house which he has built has fallen down and so caused the death of the house-
holder, that build er shall be put to death If it causes the death Of the household-
er's ston, they shall put that builder's sun to death. If it Causes the dcii lii of the
hou'hotder's slave, he shall give sla "e for slave to the householder. If it destroys
properly he shall replace anything it has destroyed; and because he has not made
sound the house which he has built and it has fallen down, he shall rebuild the
house which has fallen down from his own property. If a builder has built a house
for a man and does not make his work perfect and the wall bulges, that builder
Shall put that wall into sound condition at his own cost (I-la mmu rahi; also quoted
by Firmage, 1980, 7).

The substantive or normative part of Babylon's building code is admirably
succinct. The procedural aspects would find little approval today, although
we cannot help but wistfully reflect oil 	 small a bureaucracy it probably
took to maintain standards. One call how builders passed on their
carefully drawn rules for sound design from generation to generation. There
was indeed a powerful incentive for self-regulation! In other words, the law
was broad and the specifics of how to comply with it were left to those pre-
sumably best able to formulate them for each application—the builders them-
selves. We might note that this was by no means a simple matter, for ''the
Babylonians found only deep alluvium in their flood plains between the
Tigris and the Euphrates, which settled under the weight of their cities"
(Sowers, 1970, 389).

Let us turn to another example, some four millennia later. In this case,
procedural aspects and regulations in detail took the form of ready-made
standards.

A.D. 1852: The U.S. Steamboat Code Early steam engines were large
and cumbersome. So to make them more practical for use, James Watt, and
later Oliver Evans and Richard Trevethick, increased steam pressure, did
away with the condenser in some models, and thus ushered in the age of
compact, portable sources of motive power. In spite of these pioneers' careful
calculations and guidelines, however, boiler explosions were frequent, par-
ticularly oil 	 Nowhere was the problem as acute as in the United
States, where riverboats were vying for trade oil great midwestern rivers.
Races were common, boilers were stressed beyond their limits, and safety
valves were disabled to keep steam pressure up; 233 explosions contributed
to a total of 2563 persons killed and 2097 injured during the period 1816 to
1.S48. One explosion alone, oil 	 \ tose!Ic in Cincinnati in 1838, claimed 151
lives (Burke).

Demands for sa 1et' rules final lv moved Congress to exert its river and in-
ters tate rep u Ia tor y powers. St earn boat in Ic rcst objected. It was argued that
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the prudent sell interest Of stea mh.i I ov Il e[ s and Ol"ILItOIS would in itself
dictate caution. Cu in be rsome rules and a ii unyieldinging bureaucracy were pre-
dicted But sd i-rep u ha to iv conlinitinunts by own en, and operators were
clearly not in evidence. So in 1838 a lass' was passed which provided for the
inspection of the safety features of ships and their boilers and engines. The
occurrence of an explosion was to be taken as prima facie evidence of negli-
gence and any loss of life was to he considered manslaughter.

But the 1838 law turned out to he ineffective. Shipowners could find cor-
ruptible inspectors. Even honest inspectors were not much help. They had
no training and the law did not specify how a safety check should be con-
ducted. Nevertheless, after a safety check WAS carried out, a shipowner could
claim to be blameless. Boiler explosions continued unabated.

Among chose who were troubled  by the sit ua Ii on was Alfred Guthrie, an
engineer from Illinois.1111nuis. Cu tune had inspected, at his own expense, about 200
steamboats to learn the causes of boiler explosions and written a report on
his findings. 1115 recommendations were published by a Senator Shields of
Illinois and included in Senate documents. By 1852, when a new steamboat
bill came before Congress, the groundwork had been carefully laid, and an
effective law was passed. Guthrie was made the first supervisor of the reg-
ulatory agency established by the law.

Congress was able to intervene is it did because of its powers to regulate
interstate shipping. But even then it was left to ad hoc associations, insur-
ance companies, and later the American Society of Mechanical Engineers to
promulgate the standards which would govern the manufacture of steam
boilers and their operation in mines, factories, and railroads, In France, boiler
safety standards were earlier and more rapidly promulgated under the more
centralized state authority of the Napoleonic code. Between 1823 and 1830 a
committee of engineers, assisted by prominent scientists of the time, devel-
oped accurate steam tables, stress values Ion metals, and design standards
which called for hemispherical end plates and initial testing of boilers at three
times their expected operating pressure. France hd very few boiler explo-
sions thereafter—nor did the United States after 1852.

The Trend Towd Greater Detail

In Harnmurahi'-s time one could let the law take care of building failures after
the structure had failed. While many houses may have crumbled, there were
probably not many casualties associated with any one occasion (unless an
earthquake had struck). However, when 150 passengers and crew members
call killed all at once by a boiler explosion and the ship is likely to sink,
there will he demands for rules which prevent such accidents from happen-
ing in the first place. As technolog y's machines became more complex, sim-
plicity in rule-making appeared to be doomed. The 1852 steamboat law even
had to regulate the qualifications of steamboat inspectors.

But lawmakers cannot be expected always to keep up with technological
development. Nor would we necessarily want to see laws changed with each
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new innovation. What is needed are regulating agencies and commissions—
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Federal Aviation Agency (FAA),
and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) are examples of these in the
United States—to fill the void. These agencies employ experts who can set
up precise regulations. And even though they are independent and belong to
neither the judicial nor the executive branches of government, their rules
have, for all practical purposes, the effect of law.

Industry tends to complairthat excessive restrictions are imposed on it by
regulatory agencies. But onc . eeds to reflect on why regulations may have
been necessary in the first place. Fake, for example, the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission's rule for baby cribs which specifies that "the
distance between components (such as slats, spindles, crib rods, and corner
posts) shall not be greater than 2318 inches at any point." This rule came about
because some manufacturers of baby furniture had neglected to consider the
danger of babies strangling in cribs or had neglected to measure the size of
babies' heads (Lowrance, 1976, 134).

Again, why must regulations be so specific when broad statements would
appear to make more sense? When the EPA adopted rules for asbestos emis-
sions in 1971, it was recognized that strict numerical standards would be im-
possible to promulgate. Asbestos dispersal and intake, for example, are dif-
ficult to measure. So, being reasonable, EPA specified a set of work practices
to keep emissions to a minimum—that asbestos should be wetted down be-
fore handling, for example, and disposed of carefully.

[A wrecking company], alter promising repeatedly to comply with the rules, came
along and demolished buildings without taking any of the precautions—thereby
endangering its workers and the surrounding community. The violations were so
blatant, EPA felt, and civil procedures so inadequate under the Clean Air Act, that
the agency asked for and received a criminal indictment.... The U.S. Supreme
Court overruled the Court of Appeals... and threw out the charges. Thanks to the
High Court's technical illiteracy, EPA might now be justified in attempting to pre-
scribe voluminous measurement techniques covering all possible asbestos-
generating situations since its reasonableness led to an all but unenforceable rule.
The engineering community would then snicker and joke about EPA's foolishness.
Wouldn't it be better for the construction industry to police itself, and for demoli-
tion instructions with regard to asbestos to be clearly specified by contract? (S.
Ross, 1978, 6) [Modifications in the Clean Air Act eventually permitted EPA to is-
sue enforceable rules on work practices, and now the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration is also involved .]

Industrial Standards

There is one area in which industry usually welcomes greater specificity, and
that is in regard to standards. Standards facilitate the interchange of compo-
nents, the' Sc ry e as r cad v macic substitutes for lengths' design specifications,
and they decrease production costs.

Standards consist of explicit specifications which, when followed with care,
assure that stated criteria for Intcrchcngeabitl t\' and tcialit\' will be attained.
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Exam plus ta nc tronl outonjobile tire Sizes .i id load ratings to computer Ian-
r;ualcs Table 3-1 lists purposes of standards and gives some examples to il-
lustrate those purposes.

Standards are established by companies for in-house use, are adopted by
professional associations and trade associations for industrywide use, and
may also be prescribed as parts of laws and official regulations. The latter
would be examples of mandatory standards, which frequently arise from lack
of adherence to voluntary standards.

Standards do riot help the manufacturers only; they also benefit the client
and the public. They preserve some competitiveness in industry by reducing
overemphasis on name brands and giving the smaller manufacturer a chance
to compete. They assure a measure of quality and thus facilitate more realis-
tic trade-off  dccisio ns.

Standards can also be a hindrance at times. For many years they were
mostly descriptive, specifying, for instance, how many jdists of what size
should support a given type of floor. Clearly such standards tended to stifle
innovation. The move to performance standards, which in the case of a floor
may merely specify the required load-hearing capacity, has alleviated that
problem somewhat. But other difficulties can arise when special interests
(e.g., manufacturers, trade unions, exporters and importers) manage to im-
pose' unnecessary provisions on standards, or remove important provisions
from them, to secure their ov,'n narrow self-interest. Requiring metal con-
duits for home wiring is one example of this problem. Modern conductor
coverings have eliminated the need for metal conduit in numerous applica-
tions, but many localities still require it. Its use sells more conduit and labor
time for installation.

There are standards nowadays for practically everything, it seems, and

TABLE 3-1
TYPES OF STANDARDS

Criterion

Uniformity of physical
popertios and functions

Safety and reliability

Quality of product
Quality of personnel and
service

Use of accepted procedures

Separability

Purpose

Accuracy in measurement;
interchangeability; ease of

handling
Prevention of injury, death,
and loss of income or
property
Fair value for price
Competence in carrying out
tasks
Sound design; ease of
communications

Freedom from interference

Selected examples

Standards of weights; screw
thread dimensions: standard
time; film size
National Electric Code; boiler
code; methods of handling
toxic wastes
Plywood grades; lamp life
Accreditation of schools;
professional licenses

Drawing symbols; test
procedures
Highway lane markings; radio
frequency bands
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consequently we frequently assume that stricter regulation exists than may
actually be the case. The public tends to trust implicitly the National Electri-
cal Code in all matters related to power distribution and wiring, but how
many people realize that this code, issued b y the National Fire Protection As-
sociation, is primarily oriented toward fire hazards? Only recently have its
provisions against electric shock begun to be strengthened. Few consumers
know that an Underwriter Laboratories seal prominently affixed to the cord
of an electrical appliance may pertain to the cord only and not to the rest of
the device. In a similar vein, a patent notation inscribed oil handle of a
product may refer just to the handle, and then possibly only to the design of
the handle's appearance.

Sometimes standards are thought to apply when in actuality there is no
standard at all. An example can be found in the widely varying worth and
quality of academic degrees—doctorates are even available from mail order
houses. Appearances can be misleading in ill is respect. Years ago when com-
peting foreign firms were attempting to corner the South American market
for electrical fixtures and appliances, one manufacturing company had a
shrewd idea. It equipped its light bulbs with extra-long bases and threads.
These would fit into the competitors' lamp sockets and its own deep sockets.
But the competitors' bulbs would not fit into the deeper sockets of its own
fixtures (see sketch in Fig. 3-3). Yet so far as the unsuspecting consumer was
concerned, all the light bulbs and sockets continued to look alike.

Problems with the Law in Engineering

The legal regulations which apply to engineering and other professions are
becoming more numerous and more specific all the time. We hear many
complaints about this trend, and a major effort to "deregulate" various
spheres of our lives is currently underway. Nevertheless, we continue to
hear cries of "there ought to be a law" whenever a crisis occurs or a special
interest is threatened.

FIGURE 3-3
The light bulb story. (a) Long base, deep socket: firm contact.
(b) Short base, deep socket: no contact. (c) Long base, shallow
socket: firm contact.
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de r the rule of law. We even del ega to 111M IN' 01 011 1' d eel si oIls on ethical issues
to an in terp rota ti OIl 01 laws. AndN e t this em p hasis on law can cause pt-oh-
tems in regard to ethical conduct quite aside from the more practical issues
usually cited by those who favor deregulation.

For example, one of the greatest moral problems in engineering, and one
fostered by the very existence of iainutely detailed rules, is that of minimal

compliance. Companies or individuals hunt around for loopholes in the law
that will allow them to keep to its letter while violating its spirit. Or hard-
pressed engineers sometimes find it convenient to refer to standards with
specifications already prepared as a substitute for original thought, perpetu-
ating the "handbook mentality" and the repetition of mistakes.

Minimal compliance led to the tragedy of the Titanic (Wade, 1980, 68):
Wily ShouldId tila I ship haVC been equipped With Un OUgil lifeboats to accorn
inoda te all its passengers and cress' when 13 ri tisil regu Ia ti OIlS ill effect at the
time did not require it? Or why should the lanlpa flay Bridge have been ne-
signed with possible ship collisions in mind when the code required that
only wind loads, not impact loat, he considered in the calculation of hori-
zontal forces?

Oil other hand, remedying the situation by continually updating laws
or regulations with further specifications may also be counterproductive. Not
only will the law inevitably lag behind changes in technology, leading to a
judicial vacuum; there is also the danger of overburdening the rules and the
regulators. As Robert Kates puts it:

If cooperation is not Iorthcomitig—iI tie man ufactu ret, for example, falsifies or
jails to conduct safety tests—there is something akin to the law of infinite regress
in which the regulator must intrude more and more expensively into the data col-
lection and oval uc 11011 process In the end, tile Magnitude of the task overwhelms
the regulators (Kates, 1977, 32).

The public is frequently lulled into a sense of security by the passage of
new laws. Yet many laws are "nonlaws"--that is, laws without enforceable
sanctions. These merely serve as window dressing—a false display of caring.
Or a law may be burdened intentionally by its opponents with so many un-
reasonable provisions that a repeal will not be far oft. Thus there is a need for ç
the critical examination of many laws—and of their sources. Even Adam -s

Smith was moved to make the lol loss-i g Observation:

The proposal o f a iiv new law Or regulation of corn 1101CC which COfllCS Ii urn the
capitalist class ought always to he listened to with great skepticism, and ought
never to be adopted until it has been examined, not only with the most scrupu-
bus, but With tile most Suspicious a 110111 iOIl U Cii ki ns, 1948, 156).

And still another problem with and occasion for frustration with the
law is the apparent immunity with which powerful interests, including
the government, can violate laws when they think they can get away with
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it 10 inviting 'ouldbe chollengC11 to lace theni in lengthy and costly
court proceedings.

The Proper Role of Laws in Engineering

Society's attempts at regulation have indeed often failed, and in various
ways. But it would be wrong to write off rule making and rule following as
futile. Good laws, etfectivelv enforced, clearly produce benefits. They au-
thoritatively establish reasonable minimal standards of professional conduct
and provide at least a self-interested motive for most people and corporations
to comply with those standards. Moreover, they serve as a powerful support
and defense for those who wish to act ethically in situations where ethical
conduct might be less than welcome. By being able to point to a law, one can
feel freer to act as a responsible engineer.

We contend that to view engineering as social experimentation call
 engineers with a proper perspective Oil and regulations. And the

rules which govern engineering practice should not be devised or construed
as rules of a game but as mules of responsible experimentation.

Such a view places great responsibility oil engineer, who is intimately
connected will his or her "experiment" and responsible for its safe conduct;
moreover, it suggests the following conclusions: precise rules and enforce-
able sanctions are appropriate in cases of ethical misconduct which involve
violations of well-established and regularly reexamined procedures that have
as their purpose the safety and well-being of the public. Little of an experi-
mental nature is probably occurring in such standard activities, and the type
of professional conduct required is most likely very clear-cut. In areas where
experimentation is involved more substantially, however, rules must not at-
tempt to cover all possible outcomes of all nor must they force
the engineer to adopt a rigidly specified course of action. It is here that reg-
ulations should be broad, but so written as to hold the engineer accountable
for his or her decisions.

Consider genetic "engineering." for example. One can foresee the time
when genetic manipulation will be carried out in a routine manner under
strict sets of guidelines. At present, however, the field is still so new that any
rules will in varia hIs' lea y e uncovered some very important safety aspects.
Rather than provide unintentional loopholes through Such omissions, or con-
vey a false sense of seen ri ty to Ia hoi a tory personnel, it would he better to
issue only very general guidelines. 1 he gist of these guidelines would be to
place responsibilit y and accountability for unforeseen consequences oil
experimenter.

Study Questions

I How do the roles of standards, reg U tat ions, and laws differ with respect to eng I -
neering products and practice?
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2 A growth ill practices In the Liii led States during the 1970s was followed
by a reversal during the 198()s, Where liou Id regulationS go from here? Discuss the

relevant factors from the standpoint of the engineer, the law yer, and the (govern-

ment) regulator. Discuss their roles ill making. Consider the influences of rap-
idly changing technology. You may discuss these issues in generic terms or pick a
particular industry and its regulator as an example (e.g.. air transport and FAA,
chemicals and EPA; electronic media and FCC; consumer products and FTC).

In 1975, H yd rolevel Corporation brought Suit against the American Society of Mc-
chanical Engineers (ASME), charging that two ASME volunteers, acting as agents
of ASME, had conspired to interpret a section of ASME's Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code in such a manner that Hydrolevel's low-water fuel-cutoff for boilers could not
compete with the devices built by the employers of the two volunteers. On May 17,
1982, the Supreme Court upheld the lower courts which had found ASME guilty of
violating anti trust provisions and had opened the nay for awarding of treble dam-
ages. (A U.S. District Court's award of $7.5 million had been found excessive by the
Court of Appeals.) Writing o il of the 6 to 3 majority. Justice Harry A.
Blackm un said: ''When ASME's agents act in its name, they are able to affect the
lives of large numbers of people and the competitive fortunes of businesses
throughout the country. By holding ASME liable under the antitrust laws for the
antitrust violations of its agents committed with apparent authority, we recognize
the important role of ASME and its agents in the economy, and we help to ensure
that standard-setting organizations will act with care when they permit their agents
to speak for them." Acquaint yourself with the particulars of this case and discuss
it as an illustration of the possible misuses of standards.

4 Oil 26, 1972, the Buffalo Creek dam near Lorado, West Virginia, col-
lapsed, "unleashing a wall of water that killed 118 persons and swept away four
communities." A U.S. Senate labor subcommittee investigating the damage found
that "lack of adequate design and construction measures as well as the poor plan-
ning and operation make all similar dams presently in use a serious hazard.... The
safety factor slipped between the cracks of responsibility." Regulations of the U.S.
Bureau of Mines called for inspections which had not been carried out. But, stated
the Bureau's director, "Even if a bureau coalmine inspector had been at the darn
site as the waters rose, his authority would have been limited to the issuance of an
imminent danger order, withdrawing the mine workers oil mine property." It
would not, he said, have "prevented the retaining dam from failing nor would it
have been applicable to persons off the mine property in the path of the flood." The
West Virginia Public Service Commission denied responsibility because it certifies
dams for safety only at the time that a builder applies for a permit to build a darn,
The Commission claims to have no jurisdiction over dams once they have been

built (based oil 	 Associated Press report in the Los Ariycles Times, 1 June 1972).
A Governor's Ad Hoc Committee found that the dam had been built by a non-

engineer, that inspectors should have been aware of problems, and that the engi-
neering profession should have sounded a warning since some of its members were
aware of the substandard construction. The registration system had failed in this
instance, because "the specialty required by any engineer designing and construct-
ing such a dam as that which failed, is not covered in an y of the categories men-

tioned by the West Virginia State Registration Board. Moreover, since the technol-
ogy of building such dams as this had not been developed, there was no wa y of
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(ridging an y competence in the I'01 —11S uilst: rlctrn0 such dams' (from The \Vcst
t':r?ilrlrr içi 'reel, L)ceemhs'r I 'C2, courts sv ef RLic i D.	 tiles, Cur d cie Lniversi Lv).

Write an essay on the Buffalo Creek flood in which you touch upon the issues
ice has e covcrej so far in this 'crio j\lure technical ii:iormalron can be found in the
book on darn failures by R. B. Jansen.

5 Should owners of passenger cars he protected against extensive front-end damage
to their cars when they or other authorized di hers back-end trucks or high-riding
off-road vehicles which have incompatible (or no) bumpers? Are there standards
governing bumperper location? Who I rho t h5 v ow, and are t hs y enforced'

SUMMARY

Engineering is an inherently risky activity, usually  COOLI ucted with only a
partial knoivl edge of the underlying  scie iiI it ic laws about  nat Li IC and society
and often producing uncertain results and side effects. It lends itself to being
viewed as an experiment on a societal scale involving human subjects. While
it differs from standard experiments using control groups, it nevertheless im-
poses the same moral reqLuremenls on engineers that are imposed on re-
searchers in other experimental areas involving hrtman subjects. Most impor-
tant, it requires the following; imaginative forecasting of possible bad side
effects, and with this the development of an attitude of "defensive engineer-
ing"; carhful monitoring of projects; respect for people's rights to give in-
formed consent; and in general that engineers act as responsible agents.

Responsible agency, under-stood as a moral virtue, involves several features:
(1) conscientious committment to live by moral values, (2) a disposition to main-
tain a comprehensive perspective on the context and possible consequences of
one's actions, (3) diLit000niOus, personal involvement in one's activities, and (4)
an acceptance of accountability for the results of one's conduct.

'Ihere are many contemporary threats to efforts by engineers to act re-
sponsibly, as well as obstacles placed in the way of their respecting the pub-
lic's right to have the knowledge needed for making informed decisions
about engineering products arid projects. Those threats and obstacles include
the pressures caused by time schedules and organizational rules restricting
free speech; the narrow division of labor which tends to cause moral "tunnel
vision"; a preoccupation with legalities in a time of proliferating malpractice
lawsuits; and tile humancooi tendency to divorce oneself from one's actions by
placing all respon sihi Ii tv on an "out lion t y " such as one's employer.

Codes of ethics parm ri Iga ted b y professional societies pla y a variety of

roles: (1) inspiration, (2) guidance, (3) support for responsible conduct, (4)
deterring and disciplining Lirietlircal professional conduct, (5) education and
promotion of mutual understanding, (6) contributing to a positive public im-
age of the profession, (7) protecting the status quo and suppressing dissent
within the profession, and (8) promoting business interests through restraint
of trade.
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From the perspective of engineering as social experimentation, the empha-
sis of codes should he on support of responsible conduct, general guidance,
and promotion  of in Ut U a I understanding  rather than  on punishment 

'
and the

roles of protecting the status quo and promoting business should be avoided
altogether. On the other hand, it should be kept in mind that codes are only
a small part of engineering ethics. Their brevity renders them overly general
and vague, so that some provisions occasionally contradict others They also
represent compromises between many differing viewpoints, the expression
and discussion of which most never be stilled. Codes are anything but sacred
writ, and should always be viewed as open to critical examination.

A balanced outlook on laws emphasizes both the necessity of laws and
regulations and their limitations in governing, engineering practice. Laws are
necessary because people arenot fully responsible and because the compet-
itive nature of our free enterprise system does not always encourage the req-
uisite moral initiative on the part of corporations. Their effects are limited be-
cause they encourage minimal compliance with their provisions and tend
toward the kind of detailed regulation which can harm productivity and
sometimes actually promote violations of the spirit of the law. Moreover,
laws inevitably lag behind technological development.

The model of engineering as social experimentation allows for the impor-
tance of clear laws, effectively enforced. But it places equal emphasis on the
moral responsibility of engineers—an emphasis that goes beyond merely fol-
lowing laws and is especially vital for those working at the frontier of tech-
nological development.



CHAPTER

THE ENGINEER'S
CONCERN FOR SAFETY

Pilot Dan Gellert was flyin g an Eastern Airlines Lockheed L-1011, cruising at
an altitude of 10,000 feet, when he inadvertently dropped his flight plan. Be-
ing on a u lop! o t control, he casually leaned down to pick it up. In doing so,
he bumped the control stick. This should not have mattered, but imnied i-
ately the plane went into a steep dive, scaring the 230 passengers no end.
Badly shaken himself, Gellert was nevertheless able to grab the control stick
and ease the plane hack onto course. Though much altitude had been lost,
the altimeter still read a stable 10,000 feet.

Not long before this incident, one of Gellert's colleagues had been in a
flight trainer when the autopilot and the flight trainer disengaged, producing
a crash oil automatic landing approach. Fortunately it all happened on
simulation. But just a short time hater, an Eastern Airlines L-1011 actually
crashed oil to Miami. Oil flight there seemed to have been
seine problem with the landing goat, so the plane hadçheen placed on
autopilot at 2000 feet while the crets' in vestiga ted the trouhl. Four minutes
later, alter apparently osing altitude svithou I warning while the crew was
distracted, it crashed in the Everglades, killing 103 people.

A year later Gellert was again flying an L-1011 and the autopilot disen-
gaged once more when it should not have done so. The plane was suppos-
cdlv at 500 feet and oil 	 proper glide slope to landing as it broke through
a cloud cover. Suddenly realizing it was onl y at 200 feet and above a densely
populated area the crew had to engage the plane's full takeoff power to
make thc runway safely.

The L-101 I incidents point out how vulnerable our intricate machines and

105
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control systems can be, how fail ores in their vorki ng can be caused by on-

anticipated ci lCLI]jj S[,lljCCS, and hss' unportont it is to design for proper

ho man-mach inc interactions whenever ho ni n sat eL y is involved.  The reader

who is curious to find out what happened in the course of Gellert's frustrat-
ing efforts to seek corrective action is referred to his account, "Insisting on
Safety in the Skies" (Westin, 1981, 17-30). 1-Tere we turn to a more general
discussion of the role of safety as seen by the public and the engineer.

Members oflhe public are "active consumers" when they use appliances
to mow the lawn, wash clothes, or toast bread. The same persons are
"passive consumers" of gasoline, water, and electricity because they have
less control over or power of selection with regard to the latter commodities
or services. Finally, they are mere "bystanders" when they are exposed to

Pollution from sources be y ond their control I he ''engi n 'ers" are those

members of the e ngi neeri tig and allied professionss who are knowledgeable

in the design, manufacture, application, and operation of a specific engi-
neered product. They may act as individual entrepreneui ' mployees who
produce and sell engineered products, buy and operate them, or educate
persons to perform those activities. Gellert fit the operator category of engi-
neer, while his passengers were passive consumers.

Thus typically several groups of people are involved in safety matters,
each with its own interests at stake. If we now consider that within each
group there are differences of opinion regarding what is safe and what is not,
it becomes obvious that "safety" can be an elusive term. It behooves us,
therefore, to decide upon a working definition of safety. And to help uS un-

derstand the subject even more fully, we will discuss it in conjunction with
the term "risk." Following a look at these basic concepts, we will then turn to
safety and risk assessment and methods of reducing risk (increasing safety).
Finally, by way of ea mining the nuclear pos\'er plant accidents at Three tile
Island and Chernobyl, we will consider the implications of an ever-growing
complexity in engineered systems and the ultimate need for "safe exits."

SAFETY AND RISK

We demand safe products and services because we do not wish to be threat-
ened by potential harm, but we also realize that we may have to pay for this
safety. To complicate matters, what may he safe enough for one person may
not be so for someone else—either because of different perceptions about
what is safe or because of different predispositions to harm. For example, a
power saw in the hands of a child will never he as safe as it can be in the
hands of an adult. And a sick adult is more prone to suffer ill effects from air

pollution than is a healthy adult.
Absolute safety, in the sense of a degree of safety which satisfies all indi-

viduals or groups under all conditions, is neither attainable nor affordable.
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The Concept of Safety

One approach to defining "safety" would be to render the notion thoroughly
subjective by defining it in terms of whatever risks a person judges to he ac-
ceptable. Such a definition was given by William W. Lowrance: "A flung is
xifc if its risks are juiI 5'ed to Is' iicct'pIaI'lc" ( Lowrance, 1976,  8). This approach
helps underscore the notion that judgments about safety are tacitly value
judgments about what is acceptable in thc way of risk to a given person or
group. Differences in appraisals of safet y aie thus correctly seen as reflecting
differences in values.

Lowrance's definition, ho\\'evei, needs to be modified, for it departs too far
fi cm our C0111 111011 understanding of safety. 'this can he shown if we consider
three types of situations that can arise. lm Iiur, st,aasewherewe Sul 1jorisl
widi l'tlma1e the riskf some I hi nh—say of using a toaster we see at a garage
sale. On the basis of that mistaken view, we judge it to be very sate and buy
it. On taking it home and trying to make toast with it, however, it sends us
to the hospital with a severe electric shock and burn. Using the ordinary no-
tion of safety, we conclude we were wrong in our earlier judgment: The
toaster was not safe at all! Given our values and our needs, its risks should
not have been judged acceptable earlier. Yet by l.owrance's definition we
would he forced to say that pi mr to the accident the toaster was entire]) , safe
since, alter all, at that time we had judged the risks to be acceptable.

Consider,econd, the case where we grossly overestimate the risks of
something. For example, we irrationally think fluoride in drinking water will
kill a third of the populace. According to Lowrance's definition, the fluori-
dated water is unsafe, since we judge Its risks to he unacceptable. It would,
moreover, be impossible for someone to reason with us to prove that the wa-
ter is in reality safe. For again, according to his definition, the water became
unsafe the moment we judged the risks of rising it to he unacceptable for us.
But of course, our ordinary concept of safet y allows us to say the water has
been perfectly safe all along, in spite of sLich irrational judgments.
[Third, there is the situation in vh i ch j, group makes no judgment at all

abvhet her the risks of a thing  are acceptable oz no tt lie)' simpl y do not
think about it. 13)' Lo\vrance'c dr'tiiijti0n this means the thing is neither sale
nor unsafe with respect to that group. Yett this is Somewhat pa raclO\ ica I,
given our ordinary ways of thinking about safet y . For example, we normally
say that some cars are safe and others unsafe, even though many people may
never even think about the safety of the cars they drive.

The point is that there rnList be at least some objective point of reference
outside ourselves which allows us to decide whether our judgments about

	

safety are correct or not. Ail 	 definition should capture this element,
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without omitting the insight already noted that safety judgments are relative
to people's value perspectives (Council toi' Science and Society, 1977, 13).

We propose to adopt as our working definition a modified version of
Lowrance's definition:

A thing is safe if, were its risks fully known, those risks would he judged accept-
able in light of settled value principles

More fully,

A thing is safe (to a certain degree) with respect to a given person or group at a
given time if, were they fully aware of its risks and expressing their most settled
values, they would judge those risks to be acceptable (to a certain degree).

' the objections to Lowraoce's definition raised by the examples given above are
met by the new definition's ''knowledge" condition. And the further condition
that a j udgnien t about sate ty express ''settled value principles" helps to rule out
as irrelevant many other types of judgments that could be problematic: For ex-
ample, judgments made while heavily intoxicated would not count.

Thus in our view safety is a matter of how people would find risks accept-
able or unacceptable if they knew the risks and were basing their judgments
on their most settled value perspectives. To this extent safety is an objective

matter. It is a subjective matter to the extent that value perspectives differ. In
what follows we will usually speak of safety simply as acceptable risk. But
this is merely for convenience, and should be interpreted as an endorsenent
of Lowrance's definition only as we have qualified it.

Safety is frequently thought of in terms of degrees and comparisons. We
speak of something as "fairly safe" or "relatively safe" (compared with sim-
ilar things). Using our definition, this translates as the degree to which a per-
son or group, judging oil basis of their settled values, would decide that
the risks of something are more or less acceptable in comparison with the
risks of some other thing. For example, when we say that airplane travel is
safer than automobile travel, we mean that for each mile traveled it leads to
fewer deaths and injuries—the risky elements which our settled values lead
us to avoid.

We interpret "things" to include products as well as services, institutional
processes, and disaster protection. The definition could therefore be ex-
tended to medicine, finance, and international affairs, to mention just a few
of the "things" and "services" organized by people. And for engineers the
definition would extend to the safe operation of systems and the prevention
of natural or people-caused disasters,

Risks

(JVe say a thing is "not safe" if it exposes us to unacceptable danger or haz-
ard. What is meant by "risk"? A risk is tIIC pot ciitil that stinicihing unwanted and

qu
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I;	 i ;'] i 	 I'	 i	 like ,i iisi	 iS it'll 151	 Lin, III lake sorneiliiiig tic usc
product or sribstinse th,it is net sale. Ron c reICIS to the ''potential for the
(2 II i/atiOn Of U I lId U It'd CCW SCCj LI Cli C CF 111)11) l lopOn d i lig e ecu Is ' ( Rowe, 1977,

24). Thus a future, possible, oLcurr L'flCe of h,irrii Is postulated.
Risk, like harm, is a broad concept covering many different types of un-

wanted occurrences. In regard to technology, it can equally well include dan-
gers of bodily harm, of economic loss, or of environmental degradation.
These in turn can be caused by delayed job completion, faulty products or
systems, and economicall y or environmentall y injurious solutions to techno-
logical problems.

Good engineering practice has always been concerned with safety. But as
technolog y 's influence on societ y has grown, so has public concern about
technolor;ica I risks in crc,i sed - In addition to measurable and identifiable haz-
ards arising 110111 the USC 01 coiisoIc'r products and rum production pro-
ceses in I actor us, scim e of the less (ihv 01 Is c flee Is of technology are now
also making HI CHr way to p Li hi ic CciiiSCi ou siluss. And while the latter are often
referred to as "new risks," many of them have existed for some time. They
are new only in  the sense that (1) t Ii cv aje ii ow identifiable (hem use of
changes in magnitude of the risks they present, having passed a certain
threshold of accumulation in our environment, or because of if in
measuring techni(Jues, allowing detection of hitherto unnoticeable traces), or
(2) the public's perception of them has changed (because of education, expe-
rience, or media attention, or because of a reduction in other hitherto dom-
inant and masking risks).

Meanwhile, natural hazards coiL in LiC to tli rca ten humanman populations.
Technology has greatly reduced [he SC0C of some of these, such as floods,
but of the same time it 11,1S 

increasedeased o Li r V LII hera hi Ii ty to others as they affect
our ever greater concentrations Of 11OPULIti011 and cause greater damage to
our finely tuned technological lie t svo tks

A word here should be said about disasters. A disaster does not take place
until a seriously disruptive event coincides with a state of insufficient pie-
paredness (Dynes, 1970). 1 knee the Tih u/c's collision with an iceberg did not
in itself Constitute a disaster, but rallier an emergency. The real disaster in
terms of lives lost came about because emergency preparedness was inade-
quaA There were too few hifeboaL, and there had been no lifeboat drills
\vort ft mention i rig

AntI if ,r disaster emerges from a combination Of factors, so too does a
isk—in the latter case Ironii a combination of probability and consequence.

The probabilistic aspects arise out of uncertainties over the event and who its
victims will he, and the severity Of the risk is judged by its nature and pos-
sible consequences (Rowe, 1977, 28). All this, of course, is related to the no-
tion of experiment, for we are speaking 01 the "experimental" risks con-
nected with the introduction of new technology , the risks associated with
new applications of familiar technology, and the risks arising from attempts
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at disaster control. So again we shall find our paradigm of engineering as so-
cial experimentation to he of soiii e USC OS WO U ii iiVC the C [Ii cal i111p1 ca Lions

of safety and risk in regard to cii g n cored products

Acceptability of Risk

Fla ying adopted a modified vc o ii of I ow ri not" dcliii! I on of safety as ac-

ceptable risk, we need to exanune the idea of acceptability more closely.
William D. Rowe says that "a risk is acceptable when those affected are gen-
erally no longer (or not) apprehensive about it" (Rowe, 1979, 328). Appre-
hensiveness depends to a large extent oil the risk is perceived. This is
influenced by such factors as whether or not the risk is assumed voluntarily;
the effects of knowledge on how [lie probabilities of harm (or benefit) are
perceived; job-related or other pressures that cause people to be aware of or
(alternatively) to overlook risks; sv lie [her or ot t lie e ffects of a risky activity
or situation are immediately noticeable or arc close at hand; and whether or
not the potential victims are identifiable beforehand Let us illustrate these
elements of risk perception by means of some examples.

Voluntarism and Control John and Ann Smith and their children enjoy
riding motorcycles over rough terrain for amusement. They take voluntary
risks—that is part of being engaged in such a potentially dangerous sport.
They do not expect the manufacturer of their dirt bikes to adhere to the same
standards of safety as they would the makers of a passenger dir used for
daily commuting. The bikes should be sturdy, but guards covering exposed
parts of the engine, padded instrument panels, collapsible steering niecha-
nisnis, or emergency brakes are clearly unnecessary, if not inappropriate.

In discussing dirt bikes and the like we do not include the all-terrain three-
wheel vehicles. Those represent hazards of greater magnitude because of the
false sense of security they give the rider. They tip over easily. During [he 5
years before they were forbidden in the United States, they were responsible
for nearly 900 deaths and 300,000 injuries. About half of the casualties were

children under 16.
John and Ann live near a chemical plant. It is the only area in which they

can afford to live, and it is near the shipyard where they both work. At home
they suffer from some air pollution, and there are some toxic wastes in the
ground. Official inspectors tell them not to worry. Nevertheless they do, and
they think they have reason to complain—they do not care to be exposed to
risks from a chemical plant with which they have no ielationship except on
an involuntary basis. Any beneficial link to the plant through consumer
products or other possible connections is very remote and, moreover, subject
to choice.

John and Ann behave as most of us would under the circumstances: We
are much less apprehensive about the risks to which we expose ourselves
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sokintaulv thin I.e to ss hftIl 5cr' se i'\po'.cd His oluntai,ls . . '\Vc ase bus
to let others do unto ii'. ss'Ii,il SS,.' Ii,lpph]\ rIO to orirsr'ls e (8iarr, (IiJOiL'd in
Losvranee, 1976, 57) In Ic; ins 01 iii; "onemcclin 'r, as social 1'\peritslenlat;on''
paradigm, people Ile in ore Wlillog tsr be the subjectS Of tIlCir Own C\0 ii-
ments (social or not) than of someone ci se's.

Intimately connected with this notion of s'oluntarism is the matter of cmi-
tie!. The Smiths choose where and when they will ride their hikes. They have
selected their machines and they are proud of how well they can control
them (or think they can). They are aware of accident figures, but they tell
themselves those apply to other riders, not to them, in this manner they may
well display the characteristicall y unrealistic confidence of most people when
they believe hazards to be under their control (Sbovic, Fischhoff, and
Lichtenstein, April 1979, ]Line 1980, and Ma',' 1979). But still, riding motor-
bikes cross-countr y , skins;, haugs;lid; ng, horseback riding, hosing, and other
hazardous sports ale usually carried out under the implied rontrol of the pa r

-ticipants, which is a good part of why they a ic engaged in vol un ti city at all
and why their en thu siasts worry less about  their risks than the dangers of,
say, air pollution or airline safety. Another reason for not worrying so much
about the consequences of these sports is that rarely does any one accident
injure any appreciable number of innocent bystander-s.

Effect of Information on Risk Assessments The mariner in which infor-
mation necessary for decision making is presented can greatly influence how
risks are perceived. The Smiths are careless about using scat belts in their car.
They know that the probability of their having an accident on any one trip is
infinitesimally small. Had they been told, however, that in the course of 50
years of driving, at 800 trips per year, there is a probability of liii 3 that they
will receive at least one (lisa Ni ng injury, their seat belt habits (and their at-
titude about seat bell laws) would likely be dii feren I (Arnoulcl, 1981,  33).

Studies have verified that a change in the manner in which information
about a danger is presented can lead to a striking reversal of preferences
about how to deal with that danger. Consider, for example, an e\periment in
which two groups of around 150 people each were told about the strategies
available for combatting a disease. The first group was given the following
description:

Imagine that the L.5 is pi epa; uig to; the outbreak of ,sn unusual Asian disease,
;chmcls is cxpeoed to kill (sOD eople Two ,slte; native programs to combat the dis-
ease have been proposed. A sss;ni e that the exact scientific estimate of the consc-
quences of the pi ogro ins are as tot I oss

If Piogram A is adopted, 200 people Will he s.i sed
It Program B is adopted, there is Vs probability that 600 people ss'iII he savcd,

and 2f, probability that no people will be saved.
Which of the t so prc g us nis won Id a U favor' (I versk) and Kahnema n, 1961,

453)
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The researchers reported that 72 percent of the respondents selected 
p

ro-
grain and on k, 28 percent selected Program II Evidently the vivid pros-
pect of sa v ng 200 people led ma tlV 0I Iii em to eel a s'e rse to taking a risk on

possibly saving all 600 lives.
Fhe second group \v.i s given the sa ni e problem and the same two options,

but the options were worded differently:

If Program C is adopted 100 people vil! s.iu..
If Progiam D is adopted there is i/ pro1hility that nobody will die, and 	 prob-

ability that 600 people will die....
Which of the two progra is would you favor? (Tversky and Kah neman, 1981,

453)

This time only 22 percent chose Piogram C, which is the same as Program A.
78 percent chose Program D, which is identical to Program B.

One conclusion that we draw Ii o m the experiment is that options per-
ceived as yielding Iirm gains will tend to he preferred over those from which
gains are perceived as risky or only probable. A second conclusion is that
options emphasizing firm losses will tend to be avoided in favor of those
whose chances of success are perceived as probable. In short, people tend to
be more willing to take risks in order to avoid perceived firm losses than they
are to win only possible gains.

The difference in perception of probable gain and probable loss is illus-
trated graphically in Fig. 4-1. The typical risk-benefit value function shown
there drops more steeply on the loss portion than it rises on the gain portion.
We have included on this graph a loss side threshold, as does Rowe (Rowe,
1979, 331). The threshold is ascribable to the human habit of ignoring smaller
hazards in order to avoid anxiety overload and means that no value is at-

tached to a In S t small a mount of loss or that no effort is expended to over-
come the loss. We have added a similar, though smaller, threshold on the
gain side to account for the norma I human  inertia and a certain amount of
inherent generosity that often restrain people in how they set about seeking
their own gain.

The thresholds are significant because they remind us that different peo-
ple have different tolerances for specific conditions. Someone with a respira-
tory illness, for example, will react to the smallest amount of air pollution;
thus the threshold for pollution is near zero for that person. An entire pop-
ulation living near an oil refinery, however, will have a fairly high tolerance
(i.e., a large threshold) as far as automobile emissions alone are concerned.

Job-Related Risks John Smith's work in the shipyard has in the past ex-
posed him to asbestos. lie is aware now of the high percentage of asbestesis
cases among his coworkers, and after consulting his own physician was told
that he was slightl y affected himself. Even Ann, who works in a clerical po-
sition at the shipyard, has shown symptoms of asbestosis as a result of han-
dling her husband's clothes. Earlier John saw no point to "all the fuss stirred
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FIGURE 4-1
Typical risk-benefit value function.

up by some do-gooders." He figured that he was being paid to do a job, he
felt the masks which were handed out occasionall y gave him sufficient pro-
tection, and he thought the company physician was giving him a clean bill of
health.

Jn this regard John's thinking is similar to that of many workers who take
risks on their jobs in stride, and sometimes eve ii approach them with a bra-
vado attitude.  Of course C\ posu re to isks on a job is in a sense voluntary
since one can alwa ys refuse to su bin it oneself to he in, and workers perhaps 
even have some control over how their work is carried out BLit often em-
ployees have little choice other than to stick with what is for them the only
available job and to do as the y are told. What the y are often not told about is
their hidden exposure to toxic substances and other dangers. Unions and oc-
cupational health and safety regulations (such as right to know rules regard-
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i ng toxics) can C()JI'CCt the Worst situation ,;, but standards regulating condi-

tions in the workplace (its air quality, for instance) are generally still far
below those which regulate conditions in our general (public) environment.
It may he argued that tile ' public'' Lii di on passes many people of only iii a

gina! health whoseose lo v thresholds Li r poll u t on demand a fairly clean en vi-
ron nient. On the other ]land factor y woke rs are seldom carefully screened
for their work. And ii 111 hut the most severe ell i roil men is (those Conduciv e

to black lung or brown ring, for instance), unions display little desire for
change lest necessary iniIicatiOfl5 of the workplace force employers out of

business altogether.
Engineers who design and equip work stations must take into account the

cavalier attitude toward '.afety shown by many workers, especially when
their pay is on a piecework basis. And when one worker complains about
unsafe conditions, but others do not, the complaint should not be dismissed
as coining from a crackpot. Any report regarding unsafe conditions merits

serious attention.
Pilot Dan Cohort's reports about problems with the L-1011s should have

been looked into promptly. Later attempts to discredit him through psychi-
atric examinations may have been used partly as a legal ploy, but manage-
ment might also have found it hard to believe that anyone could be so par-
ticular about safety. And yet Gellert was properly concerned about his
responsibilities as a pilot—and all the more so because he had an airliner full
of passengers and crew relying oil skill and the integrity of the plane
rather than just himself to take into consideration. Which brings us to yet
another factor that colors our perception of risks: their magnitude and prox-

unity.

Magnitude and Proximity Our reaction to risk is affected by the itn'ai/ of
a possible mishap, both in terms of its ma go it Li LIe and of the personal iden-

tification or relationship  we may have with the potential victims. A single
major airplane crash, the specter of a child we know trapped in a cave-in—
these affect US more acutely than the ongoing but anonymous carnage on the
highways, at least until someone close to us is killed in a car accident.

In terms of numbers alone we feel much more keenly about a potential
risk if one of us out of a group of 20 intimate friends is likely to be subjected

to great harm than if it might affect, say, 50 strangers out of a larger group of

1000. This proximity effect is noticeable in the time domain as well. A future
risk is easily dismissed by various rationalizations including (1) the attitude
of "out of sight, out of mind," (2) the assumption that predictions for the
future must he discounted b y using lower probabilities or (3) the belief that
a Countermeasure will be found in time.

The numbers game ccii L'C Si lv make ri s overlook losses which are far
pica ten than the ii u iii hers would reveal by I he mse Re s. Consider the 75 coca
lost \\'lien the unfinished Quebec Bridge collapsed in 1907. As William Starna
ic late s,
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Ofthoe 75 i n, , ii , tic te er (lion 35 lieu \loli,ik liidi ns from the Cam'li i cRecrie in	 ut'l 'C. Jileir d'otI1	 031 dc'	
n) a;1 Indian col

oS iiti:lg COccI Ii: till, sy,a.,	 cti,ishc,llIv Is LI'Il1t•I;lflhi]L• flR'LIlc' 	 i I CCuwo11ijc L',ie .1113 its Siccia1 fahic xloliawk s tt'Clii kc'i i 	 1,13 o- ff •i	 nor k in so.ch I iri;e ereis's i pt-ing instead to iVOIk in siii,3I	 clIps liii several jobs. -1 , o d a 
y Mohawk high-steelworkers remain among the highest regarded and inos I skilled in their field(Starna, 1936).

TWO 
other examples which involved large-scale disruptions of communities

were mentioned earlier; the Buffalo Creek flood (Study Question 4 
p. 102.)and Bhopal (discussed in Chap. 7). The forceful evacuation of Pripyat next to

the Chernobyl nuclear power plant is part of the story of the reactor failure
discussed later in this chapter.

Lessons for the Enqineer

Fnginecrs in their ii oik lace N y u pi ohlc'ins in rc'i,l, 3 to public conceptions of
safety. On the one hand there is the overoptirnlsljc attitude that things which

amiliar, which h ye notare f	
hurt its before, and over wh i cli we ha \'e sonic

control, present no real risks. On the other hand is the dread people feel
when accidents kill or maim in large numbers or harm those we know, even
though statistically speaking such accidents might occur infrequently.

Leaders of industry are sometimes heard to proclain 
t hat those who fear

the effects of air pollution, toxic wastes, or nuclear power are emotional and
irrational or politically motivated This in our view isa 

misperception of le-
gitimate concerns expressed publicly by thoughtful citizens. It is importantthat engineers recognize as part of their woik reality such widely held per-
ceptions of risk and take them into account in their designs. It is not wise to
Proceed under the assumption that "education"ill quickly change the pub-
lic's under Cs! i 

flat on or Overestimation of risk. As Paul Slovic, Baruch
Fischhoff, oncE Sarah Lidi tens tel n point out.

Another hairier to educational at tempts is t lOt people's beliefs change slowly and
are extraordinarily resistant to ii cii in torma tinn. Research in social psychology has
often demons tra ted that o nce form cc!, people's initi al jillpressions tend to struc-ture the way they interpret subsequent information. They give full weight to evi-dence that is consistent with their initial beliefs while dismissing contrary evidenceas unreliable erroneous , Cr u ni eprcsenta Ii se. Whereas opponc'n ts of nuclearrpoiv'et elie ye file OCCidc'n t at Three Mile Nand

"pi oi'c'd" hon do ngero us reactors
tire, proponents felt that it confirmed their fa it Ii ill (lie et fec iveiless of the multiplesafety and con tainment si's tern (Slovic Fischh oft, and I cl,tells tei n, 1 980,  43).

And in regard to professionals theycv continlie:

Since men well-informed citizens 110 Se dill rcn liv in U dging ris k accurately, a tid
the cognitive functioii og of experts appears to be basically like lisa! of everyone
else, it seems clear that no one person or profession knows 

how to get the rightanswers. 'The best we can hope to do is to keep the particular kinds of mistakes to
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Which each of us is prone to a m ninlu m b y being more aware of our tendency to

make mistakes (Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein, 1980, 48).

Finally, ill 	 r.l to wisdom over. N , , hich 110 one holds a mc nopolv, Slovic

writes:

i'erliaps the roost important message Irnni this research Jon risk perception] is that
there is wisdom as well as error in public attitudes dOLt perceptions. Lay people
SOmetimes lack ceitain intoritlatioIi about hazards. However, their basic
conceptualization t risk is much richer than that of experts and reflects legitimate

concerns that are ypically omitt ed Iroro expert risk assessments. As a result, risk
communication and risk management efforts are destined to fail unless they are
structured as a two-wa process. (Slovic, 1987)

Study Questions

I Describe a real or imagined traffic problem in your neighborhood involving chil-
drenand elderly people who hid it diflicult to cross a busy street. Put yourself in
the position of (i) a coinmLlter traveling to work on that street, (0) the parent of a
child, or the relative of an older person, who has to cross that Street oil (c)
a police officer assigned to keep the traffic moving on that street, and (ci) the town's

traffic engineer working under a tight budget.
Describe how in these various roles you might react to (i) complaints about con-

ditions dangerous to pedestrians at that crossing and (ii) requests for a pedestrian

crossing protected by traffic lights.
2 in some technologically advanced r i ations, ,i number of industries which have

found themselves restricted by safety regulations have resorted to dumping their
products on, or moving their prod oction processes to, less-developed countries
where higher risks are tolerated. Examples are the dumping of unsafe or ineffective
drugs on the Third World b y pharmaceuticdl companies from Western Europe,
communist bloc countries, Japan, ,iiid the Unilect Slates (Silverman, ['cc, and
i'vdecker, 1981) and the transfer of asbestos processing from the United States to
Mexico (Sliue, 1981, 586). To svli,it extent do differences in perception of risk justify
the transfer of such merchandise and production processes to other countries? Is
this an activity that can or should be regulated?

3 The industrial accident described below and illustrated in Fig. 4-2 raises several is-
sues of ethical import. Identify and discuss them.

The following neWS story is based on the Nassau edition of Newsday, the Long Island,
NY., newspaper, April 24, 1981.

Inadequate safety precautions and an accident inside an empty water tank
caused the deaths of Iwo workmen iii New Jersey oil 23. At 1 p.m., a scaf-
fold inside the tank collapsed and caused the two men painting the tank to fall to
the bottom. Stranded there, tlier' were overcome b y paint fumes and eventually
lost consciousness. John Itakalopoulos. SI, of ltrooklvn, N.Y. and leslie
Salon5nn, 31, also of tlrooklvii, n,'re not \i'earing ox ygen masks. The Suffolk

CoLint y Water Authorit y 's contract Sir tin' painting oh specilied that workmen
wear "air hoods," masks connected to ,lir compressors. [lie masks were avail-
able, but Bakalopoulos and Salonion had decided not to wear them because they
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FIGURE 4-2
Accident in a water tank. (Source: Optiow,
American Water Works Association, vol. 7, no.

-iios 't iv	 6, Juno 1981, p. 3, using material from
Irr.tt S	 Newsday, Nassau edition, Long Island, New

York, April 24, 1981.)

were unwieldy. Ins tend, BaLi lope ulos wore a (hill gauze mask designed to fitter
out dust and paint pal tli. les. Solomon \s'ore no mask.

Peter Kocistas, the safety iiian seho was handling the compressor and paint
feed outside the tank, asked a ned I hi c's Id r'n I to call Ii rcnieli as soon lie real-
ized (lie scaffold had collapsed. 'I hen lie rushed into the tank with no oxygen
mask, and he, too, was overcome b' the fumes and lost cc nsclousncss.

The men la y uncolisciou S lot hon IS as rescue efforts of more than 100 police-
men, firemen, and vol on leers were ham pet ed by had wea thei Intense fog, rai ii,
and high winds made climbing the tank difficult and restricted the use of ma-
cliinerv.Se vei oh men collapsed 1` 1 0111 Lit iglie.

Inside the tank, conditions were worse Because of (lie heavy fu mesresc oers
used only hand-held, bat ler' powered fights, fearing tha t sparks frol-o electric
lights might cause aim explosion. Lt. Larr y \'ts'ei ito, 38, a Centereach, N. Y. vol-
unteer fireman, was overcome hi' fumes 65 It (0 m) above the floor of the tank-.
I chow rescuers had to pull him Out.

Rescuer John I 'cnn, a veteran mountain climber, said he hoped lie would
never have to go t hrough  an't hi np like tint night again For live hours he set up
biock-and-ta i.kle pLi]Ic\ s til kit 15 ,iJ) IsIcd soaps on tt eteliers, and attached
safety lilies and double Safetylilies. 1 lie interior of (he tank was as blindingly
is-hi to as all Li) izza rd—corn pie leli' o ld na useatingly disorienting. Falls that
had been set up to pull t re',h air in to the tankk caused deafening noise.

When Flynn first reached the tall], floor, lie stepped into the ;Yet paint and be-
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gan to slide toward the uncovered 4-It (I .2-rn) opening to the feeder pipe ill
center of the floor. Fl y nn was able to stop sliding, but John Bakalopoulos wasn't
as fortuna to.

As rescuers watchedliiatplesslv. Bakalopoulos, still out of reach, stirred, rolled
over, and in thi' slippery pain1 slid irtu the Icedcr pipe. lie plunged 110 It (3 .1 in)

to the buttorir
Bakalopou los was dead on ,i rn vol at lire Un versi ly Ilospi to! in Stony Brook,

N.Y. Peter Kotrst,is, rescued at I :15 0. in. and suffering from hypothermia, died
the following nioriiirlg -hen his heart (riled and lie could not he revived. Only
Leslie Salonion Survived. (Qiaitiii nit/n peninrissnonr front Opfiow, Ann. Water Weiks

Assoc., vol. 7, inn. 6, mine 1931, p. 3, inul furl Newsday.)

4 Grain dust is pound for pound more explosive than coal dust or gunpowder. Ig-
nited by all discharge or other causes, it has ripped apart grain silos
and killed or wounded many workers over the years. When fifty-four people were
killed during Christmas week 1977, grain handlers and the U.S. government finally
decided to combat dust accumulation (Mavshall, 1983). Tell 59 deaths, and
317 serious inj Li ries later, a compromise standard has been agreed upon which des-
ignates dust accumulation of i/i I nch or inure as dangerous and impermissible. Use
rain facility explosions for a case study of workplace safety and rule making.

5 The oil rig A k'.virjnnler L. Kid/in in? co/lapsed do ri rig a s torni, taking 122 men to their
deaths. The structure was weak because of a faulty weld, So many men died be-
cause it was difficult to launch the lifeboats. Search the literature (you may start
with a chapter or the Kiel/and in Bignell and Fortune, 1984), then assess the hazards
of working and living on all 	 rig in the North Sea, with special emphasis oil
opportunities for safe escape.

ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY AND RISK

Absolute safety is not attainable, and any improvement in safety as it relates
to an engineered product is often accompanied by 

all 	 in cost of that
product. Oil other hand, products that are not safe incur secondary costs
to tile Manufacturer beyond the p ri ma rv (production) costs that must also be
taken intointo account—costs associated with warranty expenses, loss of cus-
torner goodwill and even loss of customers due to injuries sustained from use
of the product, litigation, possible downtime in the manufacturing process,
and so forth. It is therefore important for manufacturers and users alike to
reach some understanding of the risks connected with any given product and
of what it might cost to reduce those risks or not reduce them.

As Fig. 4-3 indicates, all emphasis oil safety (low risks) leads to high
primary costs, but secondary costs are low. At the other extreme of high risks
(low safety), one saves on primary costs but pays dearly because of high sec-
ondary costs. In between, where the slopes of the primary and secondary
cost curves are equal, is the point of minimum total cost. If all costs were
quantifiable, that optimum pointpoint would he the goal to reach for. But before
we crank up our computers to home in oil  such in  op Li ma! design, we must
be clear about how to detcrmrne risk (to be discussed iii this section) and
how to compare losses with benefits (to he covered in the next section).
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Low risk, high safety 	 High risk, lo, safety

FIGURE 4-3
Why both to,v-riss and high-risk
products are costly. P primary
cost of product, including cost of
safety measures involved;
Ssecondary costs, including.-
warranties toss of Customer
goodwill, litigation costs, costs at
down trite, and other secondary
costs T - total cost. Minimum total
cost occurs at M, where incremental
savings in primary Cost (slope of P)
are oltsot by artequal incremental
increase in secondary cost (slope of
5). Highest acceptable risk (H) may
fall below risk at least cost (M), in
sshi'h case If and its higher cost
must be selected as design or
Operating por t.

Knowledge of Risk

One would think that experience and historical data would provide good in-
formation about the safety of standard products. Much has been collected
and published; gaps remain, however, because (1) there are some industries
where information is not freely shared, and (2) there are always new appli-
cations of old technology which render the available information less useful.

Engineers are by nature inclined to share information freely. It is in this
spirit, according to R. R. Whyte in Ertgirti'cring Proçrr'ss t)trotigii Trouble, that
Robert Stephenson, fa moos bridge builder during the first half of the nine-
teenth cent u r',', took tie following position upon rev it. sot ng a technical  pa-
per:

• - he hoped that all the casualties and accidents, which had occurred during their
progress, would be noticed in cvi sing the paper; for nothing was so instructive to
the younger Members of the Profession, as records of accidents in large works,
and of the means employed in repairing the damage. A faith ful account of those
accidents, and of the means by which the conse(j uences were met, was really more
valuable than a decr-r pt icri i of the ii ost successful root ks. The older Engineers de-
rived their most useful store of experience from the observations of those casual-
ties which had occurred to their own and to otheror works, and it was most impor-
tant that they should be faithfull y recorded in the a rclirves of the Institution (N. N.
Whyte, 1975, v).

We also take the following account from pp. 54-57 of the same book: In
1950 the due f engineer for a 13 tilt '.Ii nia ii Ut ,iC to icr of large generators invited
his competitors to study the failure of a rotor etidbll during overspecd tests.
The endbell is a retaining sleeve which holds in place the endturrts of the
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rotor winding so they will not fly apart at the high speed of the turbine gen-
erator. Because the endhell has to he made of nonmagnetic steel, it presents
severe metallurgical problems. This engineer's action led to a similar frank
divulgence of information on the occasion of another, similar, failure in
Canada some years later.

Such examples are noten'orth y because they ore so rare—which is regret-
table. Too many companies believe that releasing lcd nica I information
might hurt their corn petitive position, if not place them at a disadvantage in
case of litigation. So it is that new engineers and new companies usually
have to learn from scratch, although sometimes past experience is used ef-
fectively to educate beginners (see, for example, the textbook on soil mechan-
ics and foundations, lrlrod uct cry Soil Mc'clIa/iICs and FoliItdahjrnls, by George B.
Sowers and George F. Sowers, 1970).

Uncertainties in Design

Risk is seldom intentionally designed into a product. It arises because of the
many uncertainties laced by the design engineer, the manufacturing engi-
neer, and even the sales and applications engineer.

To start with, there is the purpose of a design. Let us consider :i airliner.
Is it meant to maximize profits for the airline, or is it intended;ive the
highest possible return oil The answer to that question is inipor-
tant to the company because on it hinge different dccisionsand their out-
comes and the possibility of the airline's economic success or ruin. Investi:g
$50 million in a jumbo jet to bring in maximum profits of, say, $10 million
during a given time period involves a lower n'ti:rn oil than
spending $24 million oil medium-sized jet to bring in a rciirn of $6 million
in that same period.

Regarding applications, designs which do quite well under static loads
ma y fail under dynamic loading. A famous example is the wooden bridge
that collapsed when a contingent of Napoleon's army crossed it marching in
step. This even affected one of Robert Stephenson's steel bridges, which
shook violently under a contingent of marching British troops. Ever since
then, soldiers are under orders to fall out of step when crossing a bridge. Wind
can also cause severe vibrations: The Tacoma Narro'.'s Bridge, which collapsed
some years ago, and a high tension power line across the Bosphorus that broke
after a short circuit caused by swinging cables are but two examples.

Apart from uncertainties about applications of a product, there are uncer-
tainties regarding the materials of which it is made and the quality of skill
that goes into designing and manufacturing it. For example, changing ceo-
noniic realities or hitherto unfamiliar environmental conditions such as ex-
tremely low temperatures may affect how a product is to he designed. A typ-
ical "handbook engineer" who ext ia pota tes tabulated values without regard
to their implied limits under different conditions will not fare well under
such circumstances. Even a careful anal yst will face dilficulties when con-
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FIGURE 4-4
Thermal conductivity of copper over wide ranges of temperature as observed by different
investigators—an example of the diversity in test results that can affect engineering decisions
about safely. (From D. R. Lide, Jr., "Critical Data for Critical Needs' Science, vol. 212. June
19, 1981, p. 7344.)
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fronted with data such as those illustiated in Fig. 4-4, which gives the thur
ma] conductivit y of copper over wide ranges of temperature as observed by

different invcstjgIlors,
Caution is req ui ied even with standard materials specified  for normal use.

In 198 a new bridge that had just replaced all and trusted ferry service
across the Mississippi at I'raiie du Chien, Wisconsin, had to be closed be-
cause 11 of the 16 flange sections ill tie girders were found to have been
fabricated from excessively biittle steel (ENR, 1981). In the meantime, the fer-
ries had disappeared! While strength tests are routinely earned out oil

 the strength of steel is all too often token for granted.
Such drastic variations from the standard quality of a given grade of steel

are rather exceptional. More typically the variations are small. Nevertheless
the design engineer should realize that the supplier's data oil like steel,
resistors, insulation, optical glass, and so forth apply to statistical averages
only. Individual components can vary considerably from the mean.

F ngi n curs tra di tiona fly ha v e coped with such uncertain ties about materials
or components, as well as incomplete knowledge about the actual operating
conditions of their product, b y introducing a comfortable "factor of safety."
That factor is intended to protect against problems arising when stresses clue
to anticipated loads (duty) and stresses the product as designed is supposed
to withstand (strength or capability) depart from their expected values.
Stresses call 	 of a mechanical or any other nature—for example, all
field gradient to which au insulator is exposed, or the traffic density at an
intersection.

A product may he said to he safe if its capability exceeds its duty. But this
presupposes exact knowledge of actual capability and actual duly. In reality
the stress calculated by the engineer for a given condition of loading and the
stress which ultimately materializes at the loading may vary quite a bit. This
is because each component in all has been allowed certain toler-
ances in its physical dimensions and properties—otherwise the production
cost ',s'ijdild be prohibitive. The result is that the assembly's capabilily as a
whole cannot be given by a single numerical value but must be expressed as
a probability density which call graphically depicted as a "capability"
curve (see Fig. 4-5a and b). For a given point oil capability curve, the value
along the vertical axis gives the probability that the capability, or strength, is
equal to the corresponding value along the horizontal axis.

A similar curve can be constructed br the duty which the assembly will
actually experience. The stress exposure varies because of differences in
loads, environmental conditions, or the manner in which the product is
used. Associated with the capabil i ty and dut y curves are nominal or, statis-
tically speaking, expected values C and D. We often think and act only in
terms of nominal or expected values. And with such a deterministic frame of
Mind, we ma y find it di fficu It to conceive of engineering as involving exper-
imentation. The ''safet y factor'' CID rests comfortably wit Ii Ourr consciences.
I) ut how Sure coil we be that our mate rio Is are truly close to their specified
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FIGURE 4-5
Probability density curves for stress in an engineered system (a) Variability
Of stresses in a relatively sale case. (b) An unsafe case (danger is due to
some probable overlap in duly and capability stresses).

ct isnominal properties? Or that the loads will not vary too widely from their an-

tatis- ticipated values or occur in environments hostile to the proper functioning of
ly ill the materials? It is entirely conceivable that the capabilit y and dut y curves
ne of will asme flatter shapes because of increased variances (see Fig. 4-5h) than
xper- they would have uflder norm	 aal conditions, s in Fig. 45a. And Fig. 4-'
nces shows 1o' it is P10FlNe that load sticss °"Y exceed Liesign stress along the
ciied5ed region of stress. Mathematical treatment of this topic is offered by,
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among others, Ed na rd B. I Ia lige n, who rein in d s h s l eaders how the safety
factor concept completely ignores the facts of variab i lity that result in diffu
cot reliabilities for the same safety factor" (1 laugeii, 1968, 5).

A more appropriate measure of safet y would be the "margin of safety
which is shown in Fig. 4-5a. It it is ditficnit to compute such a margin of
safety for ordinary loads used every da y , imagine the added difficulties tint'
arise  n hen i - c pea ted ly eha ngi ng loads 1111s C to In' ci ,il sid ci ed As F. Nixon, N.
P. Frost, and K. J . March point on F

The use Of  general safet y margin oil stalk strength of a material (or stiucturc)
is go ito unsuitable for cyclic load i ngs. For example, local static stresses are usuatl
unimportant in ductile materials because legions which become overstressed may
yield, with the result that tile stress hecoille' more uniformly distributed Finn-
ever, when the toad ill0 IS c yclic, yield ran affect onl y t he mean value of the local
stresses to which  any local discon (mui ties give rise. Thus, lhe inn it oi a structure
subjected to dyne m ic loadings depends to a great extent oil the skill of the de-
signer in avoiding unnecessaiy concentrations of stiess (Nixon, Frost, and Mardi,
1975, 137).

Testing for Safety

The widely proclaimed ''sateti' Id( 101 " 11105 OLlvlausiy lids sonic serious coil
cep t ua I flaws. So what call 

[lie ri igi lee do to ass u i e safety? "Rely on expe-
rience" was mentioned at the outset of this discussion. l3ut it was also
pointed out that experience gained by one engineer is all too often notnot passed
oil others, especially if the experience was professionally embarrassing.
Bad news travels fast, we agree, but usually it travels unaccompanied by
hard facts.

Another way, of gaining cperieie is tllrougll tests. Under certain condi-
tions this can he a valuable source of illtorniali on, especially if the tesiilg of
materials or a product is cairied out to (Iestruction. An example of such test-
ing was tile t performed Oil a Comet aircraft fuselage after two of those early
jets had crashed ill service in 1954. One conclusion emerged from initial ill-
vestige tioiis

- fatigue o f the pressure cc il . The only possible Objection was that hi tigue so
early in the lives of tile two a,) rcra It seemed at that time mncred Lde. These argo-
illents provided tile institiceti in and the obj ective for tin experimental attack that
then followed.

The fatigue tes tiilg of a complete full die pressure cabin a rid fuselage \veii t be-
yond anythitig ever before a ttempted. For sa let)-, water was used as the testing
11ed10111, and tile whole fuselage was un incised iii a 250,000 gel. tank.

It was clearly necessary to introduce every conceivable adverse factor in addi-
tion to pressure. In particular, the wings had to he included in the test and given
the appropriate load fluctuations. Total immersion of the wings was considered,
but rejected in favor of their projecting tlnoligll tile sides of the taiik, tile water
being held beck by flexible sleeves that cliuuived tile \vmgs to iii tmCul,ltul.

With I special a ppara tusi tile ccliii 55515 iiiide to breathe in and out as the wings
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were forced to bend up and down realistically. The test vent on night and day
until a piece of pressure cabin 20 ft 2 in area was pushed out almost instanta-
neouslv. The failure was initiated b y a fatigue crack at a corner of one of the for-
ward windows. In the ai r , of coo rse, this Would has e meant an explosion (Do
Havilland and Walker, 1975,53).

The reader should note that (his test was carried out after real accidents
had occurred. The more usual procedure i', to subject prototypes to testing.
Yet there are severe limitations to i elyi ng on pro tivpe tests, as R. N. Why te
points out:

successful prototype testing and prolonged test-bed running also do not ensure
,a 	 machine... Like the designer, the de elopmen t engineer is seldom at-
loved sufficient time. III 	 ny cases all he has time for is a fu nctional test too short
to reveal potential weaknesses in the design such as a fatal resonant frequency, for
examplA III all that is stipulated even by customers who should know bet-
ter, is that a single protot y pe should satisfactorily   pass a ''type-approval test'';
maybe a few hundred operations or hours of running.

Such a test call 	 no more than demonstrate that one individual product—sel-
dom representative of large quantities—is capable of passing the Stipulated  test. It
ca ll  little to demonstrate the u lii nate capability of the design. It can do nothing
to indicate the variability in capability which is likely to exist when numbers of
similar products are to he produced or the long-term effects such as corrosion or
fatigue (N. N. Whyte, 1975, 139).

In the case of the space shuttle Challenger the flights occurred outside the
field joints' test envelope; ex(iapolation to performance at lower tempera-
tures was based more on handbook material specifications than on available
engineering judgment.

Even prototype tests and routine quality assurance tests are frequently not
carried out properly. Suppliers of rifles and ammunition to the Armed Forces
have been found to have committed fraud in the testing of their products; the
Alaska pi pci i ne was plagued with poor welds and inadequate testing; the
Ford Motor Co. at one tine was 101.111d In have falsified ('miss ion test data;
the B. F. Goodrich Co. delivered on aircraft brake for test flights on a new Air
Force plane although the brake failed to meet Air Force specifications even
according to a common sense interpretation of those specifications; and bo-
gus parts, indistinguishable from the originals in appearance but much lower
in quality, are flooding the U.S. market.

In short, we cannot trust testing procedures uncritically. Time pressure, as
we have said, is one factor contributing to shoddy testing. The boredom of
routine that tempts one to quickly duplicate test data of a repetitive nature
can be another. At times there is pressure from management to "fudge the
data for now" since "b y the time we get into production we will have ironed
out the problem." And not to Lc vrlooked is the problem of utri.;i.t fraud,
as IvIlell testers are bribed to pass tAL11tV lIe m s or When no Lester wa s on the
job although testing was cia i iul ed to have been undertaken. Conscientious
engineers had thee tome better make eeL a xi ona I spot checks on their own Lill
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less the oriaiii,'atioii the y e	 'j	 ,'

free of production pressurt

When Testing Is Inappropriate

Not all products call 
tested to destruction. In such cases a simulation

which traces the outcome of one or more hypothetical, risky events should
be applied.  A co 1110)011 a pp 00 eN i s iii'iitn iii tola/IJsis, i n which one starts from
a gi \ en e'c COt, then st Lid I es the Lilt t crc it con seq neil ccs which might evolve
from it. Anotherer ci pproach, known as fat/inc ,,tock's and efJhc/ analysis, system-
atically examines the failu rere modes of each component, without, however,
focusing Oil CcILISCS Or interrelationships aiiioilg the elements of a complex
system. In contrast to this 15 the Jan/i-f ice analysis method, in which nile

OSC5 0 system failure and their 	 the events back to possible causes at
the component level.

Of these several techniques, the fault tree method call most effec-
tively illustrate the disciplined ct}lprOciCll reqLiirecl to captLlre as much as pos-
sible of everything that affects the ploper functioning and safety of cl complex
System.  Please note,te, ho tve\'e i, that 110 Sa fety analysis Should be attempted

ithont a t Ii OIL) ugh ii ide rs Laii ding of Ih L' p iys ica I aspects of tIle system Lill-
der Study; the mere use of lea Liyiiicld C computerter prog rains does not sLiftice
('\i e p t to facilitate intermediate calculations.

TO illustrate the use of the fault-tree technique we resort to a rather simple
example, a water system without filtration plant, depicted in Fig. 4-6. A fault
tree for that water system is shown in Fig. 4- 7. We start with the system fail-
ure at the top and work down to failures in various subsystems, compo-
nents, and outside factors or events which coLild have given rise to the prob-
lem. Each level in the tree lists events that could have caused the problem
listed ill the level above it. "Could have" implies that one or more events
could he the cause for the event at the next higher level. Sometimes one and
another event—perhaps several e ceo ts ill OS t all occur for that next event to
happen. Thus there are two types of logical statements that appear Oil tile
Cll,1CL, OR and AND.

Tile fault tree iii Fig. 4-7 has not been completed . There are several fur
levels which could be indicated. -1 here 

are also possible (rlissions at the lev-
els sllO\vn. But everl tIloLigIl incomplete, this fault tree can give LIS a good
qualitative sense of the types of risks to )vllicll tile watei system is exposed.
Some analysts proceed further and attach probability figures to eacll event.
The accuracy of such figures is always problematic, however, particularly
when there is the chance of common-nlodL' failures. All earthquake, for ex-
ample, could damage not only Hie reservoir—it could cause any of the events
in Fig. 4-7 trailed by the circled E, eventLi.illy affecting delivery of water. Say
an earthquake causes crumbling of riverbanks and other damage leading to
silting of the pLifllp's source ot w0ter. It not properly filtered out, the silt
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FIGURE 4-6
A smpFe water system.
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could cause the impeller of the pump to wear out in no time at all. Alterna-
tively the silting could cause the inlet to clog, thus stopping the inflow of
water necessary to the pump's operation.

In the disastcrthat befell the passengers and the crew of the Titanic, the
fact that the accident occurred at night certainly played its part as a
"common-mode event" in producing the tragedy (Machol, 1975, 53). The ice-
berg could not be seen easily at night, the only radio operator on a nearby
ship was asleep, and abandoning ship was more difficult at night than it
would have been during the day. Thus because of the difficulty in foreseeing
all common-mode events, one should treat the results of quantitative risk as-
sessments with caution (see Study Question 4 below for a numerical example
of this problem).

The strength of a fault-tree analysis lies in its qualitative aspects. It assists
in the exposure of hitherto unforeseen situations. In a real-life water system
analysis we would test for the availabilit y of potable water and its usefulness.
Water which is Contam i natedted is not u sIu I, even when aai, able in large
quantities at the householder's top. [ y en 111th-c1ua lil y water ma y not be use-
ful when the sewer system is illopeialive. On I he other hand, even when no
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FIGURE 4-7
Fault tree for the water system shown in Fig. 4-6.

water COmES out of the tap, water may still be available: from reserve tanks or

from emergency delivery trucks. Thus we note that the fault-tree ex amina

-tion can be extended to embrace emergency measures as well.

Study Questions

1 "It is a sobering but uncertain possibility that our ability to respond to unknown haz-

ards is diminished by the prevailing emphasis on control of the known and the spe-

cific' (Kates, 1977, Prcfarc, emphasis added). Describe situations where this state-
ment applies (for example, the past emphasis on fire hazards and the neglect of

shock hazards in electrical wiring).
2 Testing is a critical step in product development and manufacture. It is not free

from external influences, as the case described below reveals. Discuss how you
would proceed with the testing program.
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XYZ Aircraft is developing a new airplane FAA procedures require a simulated
emergency evacuation test in which the maximum number of people expected to
occupy the aircraft at one time must be evacuated from it in less than 5 minutes.
The test is conducted oil prototv C P lane Ill 0 dark hangar. It will he very expen-
sive (insurance costs alone are considerable), and it has attracted a great deal of
attention from the FAA, airline clients, and the media. The problem is that the
cmergCnc)' door and inflatable slide system ha %e already revealed some serious de-
sign problems. Attempts 1(1 sok e tier-c problems hove also already caused the de-
vdopment budget to be exceeded. Only 2 months remain until the schedule dat Te of
the test. If the plane fails it, XYZ will be greatly embo ri assed, the FAA sviI be
alerted to the problems, and an even larger financial burden will be placed on XYZ,
what with the need to rerun the tests on top of the necessity still to solve the design
problems themselves.

The possible actions that XY2 ca ii take i in. I (ide the following:
a Expect the test to be successful. Construction of the test aircraft can proceed

while design changes are made It the emergency systems. The financial savings
will be great if the plane passes ' the test.

b Postpone the test. Allow more time for redesign. Avoid a possible rerun of the
test at a high cost.

3 Draw a fault-tree diagram for the event "automobile passenger falls out of a car
during accident.

4 This is a problem which involves some manipulation of logic operations and prob-
abilistic data. It is introduced here to demonstrate that common-cause events can
drastically reduce a system's (a brake's) calculated reliability.

Examine first the fault tree shown in Fig. 4-80. Let 1)1 be the probability that event

I occurs; let 1), be the probability that event J (toes riot occur, with P1 = I	 P1 . For

simplicity, let P0 P.	 P1	P ,	 10-'. Then P5	P0P1 = P0 + P - P0

2 - 10. Similarly P0 D 2 10'. The (op Cr'coi( it will then occur with prohabil-

ityP	 P5 P0 = 4-10
Now assume that the failure of the plunger in the rear half of the cylinder is not

independent of the failure of the pl ii nger in the front half. For instance, both fail-
ures could have originated from a mismatch in the properties of the plunger rubber
and the brake fluid, thereby weakening the rubber. If such is the case, a different
fault tree needs to be drawn, as shown in Fig. 4-81r. What is the value of P, now?

5 List major failures of a particular type of structure. Describe the failures and discuss
probable causes (fault), design, materials, construction, maintenance) and fre-
quency of occurrence. You may consult earlier case studies and sti.idy questions
and the following entries in the Bibliography. General: S. Ross (1981). b) Buildings:
Hayward (1981); Klein et al (1982); McKaig (1962); McQuade (1979); Ransom (1981).
c) Bridges: Fisher (1984); Kardos (1969); Petroski (1985). d) Dams: Jansen (1980). e)
Airframes, ships, rails, etc.: Consult current periodical indexes.

RISK-BENEFIT ANALYSES AND INDUCEMENTS TO REDUCE
RISK

Man y large pn.ects, especiall y ul 1k 11,2 ]t..eU on the basis of a

risk-benefit analysis.  1 lie LjLiettions ,iiis\ve red b y suc Ii a stu dv are tile follow-
ing: Is the product worth the risks connected rvitii its use? What are the ben-

efits? Do the y oulrveigli tIre risks? We are willing to take on certain levels of
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FIGURE 4-8
(a)Fault tree for a master brake
cylinder of an automobile. (b) Fault tree
redrawn to account for a common-mode
failure. (Adapted from Hammer, 1980
pp. 220-221.)
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risk as long as the project (the product, the system, or the activity that is
risky) promises sufficient benefit or gain. If risk and benefit can both be
readily expressed in a common set of units (say, dollars), it is relatively easy
to carry out a risk-benefit analysis and to determine whether or not we can
expect to come out oil benefit side. For example, an inoculation program
may produce some deaths, but it is worth the risk if many more lives are
saved by suppressing animminent epidemic.ic.

A closer examination of risk-liein'fiE anal y ses Will reveal some conceptual
difficulties. Both risks and benelits tic in the future. Since there is some un
certainty associa teLl with them, we should  LI ea I With their expected values; in
other words, we SliOLild multiply the magnitude of the potential toss by the
probability of its occurrence, and similarl y with the gain. But who establishes
these values, and how? If the benefits are about to he realized in the near
future but the risks are far off (or vice versa), how is the future to be L1l5-

counted in terms of, say, an interest rate so we can compare present \'aluts?
What if the benefits accrue to one party and the risks are incurred by another
party?

The matter of delayed effects presents particular difficulties when an anal-
ysis is carried out during a period of high interest rates. Under such circum-
stances the future is discounted too heavily because the very low present val-
ues of cost or benefit do not give a true picture of what a future generation
will face.

How should one proceed when risks or benefits are composites of ingre-
dients which cannot be added in a common set of units, as for instance in
assessing effects on health plus aesthetics pILls reliability? At most one can
compare designs that satisfy some constraints in the form of "dollars not to
exceed X, health not to drop below I " and attempt to compare aesthetic val-
ues with those constraints. Or when the risks call 	 expressed and mea-
sured in one set of units (say, deaths oil highway) and benefits in another
(speed of travel); we can employ the ratio of risks to benefits for different
designs v n comparing the designs.

It should be noted that risk-henelit analysis, like cost benefit analysis, is
concerned with the advisability of Undertaking a project. When we judge the
relative merits of different designs, however, we move away from this con-
cern. Instead we are dealing with something similar to cost-effectiveness
analysis, which asks what design has the greater merit given that the project
is actually to be carried out. Sometimes the shift from one type of consider-
ation to the other is so subtle that it passes unnoticed. Nevertheless, engi-
neers should be aware of the differences so that they (10 not unknowingly
carry the assumptions behind one kind of concern into their deliberations
over the other.

These difficulties notwithstanding, there is a need in toda\"s technological
society for some commonl y agreed upon process—or at least a process open
to scrutiny and open to modification as needed—for judging the acceptability
of potentially risk y projects. Wh,lt we iii u st keep in iii i nd is t ile following et h-
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FIGURE 4-9
Willingness to assume voluntary risks as opposed to involuntary ones correlated to ber.etTs

those risks produce. (Alter Starr, 1969, p. 1234.)

ical question: "finder tv/tat conditions, if ally, is someone in society en) itled to im-

pose a risk on someone else on behalf of a supposed benefit to yet 01/jets?" (Council
for Science and Society, 1977, 37). In examining this problem further, we can
trace our steps back to all on risk perception n2ade earlier: A risk
to a known person (or to identifiable individuals) is perceived differently by
people than statist ica I risks me rely read or heard about. Engineers do not af-
fect just all pubic their decisions have a direct ito pact on peo-
ple who feel the impact acutely, and that fact should be taken into account
equally as seriously as studies of statistical risk.

Personal Risk

Given sufficient iTIOriflatiOfl, an individual is able to decide whether or not to
participate ill (or consent to he exposed to) a risks' activity (an expei iment).
Chauncey Starr has prepared sonic whichwidely used figures hich indicate that
individuals are more read y to assume voluntary risks than they are to be sub-
jected to involuntar y risks (or activities over which they have no control),
even when the voluntary risks are 1000 times mote likely to produce a fatality
than the involuntary ones. We show this graphically in Fig. 4-9.

The difficulty in assessing personal risks arises when we consider those
that are involuntary. Take John and Ann Smith and their discomfort over liv-
ing near a refinery. Assume the general public was all in favor of building a
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new refinery at that location, and assume the Smiths already lived in the
area. Would they and others in their situation have been justified in trying to
veto its construction? Would they have been entitled to compensation if the
plant was built over their objections anvu'a y ? If so, how much compensation
would have been adequate? These questions arise in numerous instances.
Nuclear power plant siting is another example. indeed, Fig. 4-9 was pro-
duced ill 	 con text of nuclear sa lctN studies.

The problem of quantification ,i lone raises innumerable problems in as-
sessing personal safety and risk, ,Is \v,is alluded to earlier. I lo'', for instance,
is one to assess the dollar value of an individual's life? This question is as
difficult as deciding whose life is worth saving, should such choice ever have
to be made.

Some would advocate that the marketplace should decide, assuming mar-
ket values can come into play. But today there is no over-the-counter trade in
lives. Nor are even more mundane gains and losses easily priced. If the mar-
ket is being manipulated, or if there is a wide difference between "product"
cost and sales price, it matters under what conditions the buying or selling
takes place. For example, if one buys a loaf of bread, it can matter whether it
is just one additional daily loaf among others one buys regularly or whether
it is the first loaf available in weeks. Or if you are compensated for a risk by
an amount based on the exposure tolerance of the "average" person, yet
your tolerance of a condition or your propensity to be harmed is much
greater than average, the compensation is apt to be inadequate.

The result of these difficulties in assessing personal risk is that analysts
employ whatever quantitative measures are ready at hand. In regard to vol-
untary activities one could possibly make judgments on the basis of the
amount of life insurance taken out by an individual. Is that individual going
to offer the same amount to a kidnapper to be freed? Or is there likely to be
a difference bet:een future events (requiring insurance) and present events
(demand for ransom)? In assessing a hazardous job one might look at the
increased wages a worker demands to carry out the task. Faced with the
wide range of variables possible in such assessments, one can only suggest
that an open procedure, overseen by trained arbiters, be employed in each
case as it arises. On the other hand, for people taken in a population-at-large
context, it is much easier to use statistical averages without giving offense to
anyone in particular. The ethical implications of that practice will be ad-
dressed in the following subsections. Other aspects were discussed earlier in
the context of giving valid consent to participation in an experiment (see
Chap. 3, under "Engineering as Experimentation'').

IC Risk and Public Acceptance

and benefits to the public at large are more easil y determined because
dual di ffere 0 ces tend to even OUt as larger numbers  of people are con -
d. llw contr,ist between c,'sls Of 0 disehIliL\' viewed from the stand-
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Value systems for social costs of disability. Using the National Safety
Council equivalent of 6000 disability days for death and L. A. Sagan's
1972 assumed rate or $50 per day of disability (Sagan, 488) yields a
death equivalent' of S300,000—valid for societal value analysis only.

(After Starr, Rundman, and Whipple, 1976, p. 637.)

point of a private value system and from that of a societal value system, for
example, is vividly illustrated iii Fig. 4-10. Also, assessment studies relating
to technological safety can be concluded more readily in the detached man-
ner of a macroscopic view as statistical parameters take on greater signifi-
cance, In that context, the National Highwa y Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) has proposed a value for luiman life based on loss of future income
and other costs associated with an accident. Intended for study purposes
only, NI l'l'SA's "blue book value" amounted to $200,725 in 1972 dollars. This
is certainlyI)' a more convenient meas ci re than sorting out the latest figures
from court cases. (On April 23, 1981, for example, the Los itityeles Times re-
ported settlements for relatives of victims of a 1979 DC-b crash in Chicago at
$2,287,27 for a 36-year-old promising executive, $750,000 for a telephone
company employee, and $275,000 for a stewardess on duty.)

A recent study by Shulamit Kahn gives a labor market value of life in the
amount of $8 million. This does not include the value people place on other
persons' lives, which would he 115 to 230 percent higher. "Yet even the $8
Million figure is higher than is typically used in policy analysis. The unavoid-
able implication. . is therefore that policy analysts do not evaluate the risk of
their subjects' lives as highly as people evaluate risks to their own (and oth-
ers') lives. Consequently, too many risks are taken" (Kahn, 1986).

NHTSA, incidentally, emphasized that "placing a value on a human life
can be nothing more than a play with figures. We have provided an estimate
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of some of the quantifiable losses in social welfare resulting from a fatality
and can only hope that this estimate is not construed as some type of basis
for determining the 'optimal' (or even worse, the 'maximum') amount of ex-
penditure to he allocated to saving lives (O'Neill and Kelley, 1975, 3(1)

Accounting Publicly for Benefits and Risks

The conclusions of risk assessment and costhenefit studies are increasingly
being cha lie nged by special interest groups n d thOLIgh engineers are gen-
erally reluctant to face the rough and Iii m bin of the political and legal arenas,
they are often called upon as expert witnesses in such cases. When testify-
ing, they will find that they ire treated with  far more respect than perhaps
equally well versed lay people who, as interested citizens, have volunteered
their time to study a crucial issue. But if formal expertise bestows a certain
posser on engineers, it behooves them not to abuse that power. There is a
noblesse oblige which demands that they remain as objective as humanly
possible in their investigations and the conclusions they reach and that, in
order to place their testimony in the proper perspective, they state at the out-
set any personal biases they may have about the subject at issue.

No expert—or even group of experts—can he expected to be omniscient.
Hence the public processes designed to establish safeguards and reasonable
regulations in relation to technology themselves suffer from the already men-
tioned problem of incomplete knowledge that engineering is subject to.
Moreover, in the view ot'a judge who has heard many cases involving new
technologies and who has written searchingly on the subject, there is vet an-
other problem affecting public accountability for risk;

The other kind of Li ncertain ty that infects risk regulation comes from a refusal to face
the Jiani questions created by lack of knu!ca'ye. It is uncertainty produced b y scientists
and regulators •who assure the public that there are no risks, but know that the
answers are not at hand. Perhaps more important, it is a false sense of security
because the hard questioils have never been asked in the first place.

In the early days of nuclear plant licensing, for example, the problem of long-
term waste disposal was never even an issue. Only after extensive prodding by
environmental and citizens' groups did the industry and regulators show any
awareness of waste disposal as a problem at all. Judges like m yself became trou-
bled when those charged with ensuring nuclear safety refused even to recognize
the seriousness of the waste disposal issue, much less to propose a solution
(Bazelon, 1979, 279, emphasis added).

A willingness to admit uncertainty and bias and to reveal methodology
and sources is particularly important when numerical data and statistics are
presented. Special caution is required when stating probabilities of rare
events. We have alread y mentioned how Conceptions of risk can vary—even
he turned around—depending on how the facts are presented. How presen-
tations of data interpretation (even the best intended) can be misleading is
pointed out by V. Hammer in his discussion of the tabular mater i al we give
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TABLE 4-1
INDIVIDUAL RISK OF ACUTE FATALITY BY VARIOUS CAUSES

Accident type

Motor vehicle
Falls
Fires and hot substance
Drowning
Poison
Firearms
Machinery (1968)
Water transport
Air travel
Falling objects
Electrocution
Railway
Lightning
Tornadoes
Hurricanes
All others
All accidents

Total number for 1960

55,791
17,827
7,451
6,181
4,516
2.303
2. 0a4
1,743
1,7/6
1,271
1,148

884
1150
91
93

8,695

Approximate individual risk
of acute fatality,
probability yr.t

3>110
9>.10
4>110
3>1 1O
2 >< 10
1 >1 10
1 x 10
9>. 1O°
o x i05
6>1 1O
6>110
4>110
5>110
4>. 10'
4>110
4 x 10
6>110

US0 Fig—s with cauiiOfl Sos text
tOssed on total U.S. popciai'on
Source. Rasmusson. p 230.

here in Table 4-1. The table presents statistics on accident fatalities for the
U.S. population. The approximate individual risk entries were calculated as

part of a study for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission in 1974 (Rqsmussen).

1-lammer writes:

The values [in Table 4-1] illustrate one problem with the use of quantitative assess-
men Is. All the I atality risk values shoss'n aie based on total U. S. population in
1969, xvhich may not he valid in some cases. For example,pIe, if half the people of the
United States do not travel by air, the probability 0f any one of them being killed
(or of having been killedn 1969) in a plane ci ash is zero. the probability of the
average air traveler being-kilted is increased to 1.8 limes 10 '. The probability of a
person who travels more than the average (xs'll ich isn't specified) is even higher
This method of risk assessment becomes even more invalid when the operation
considered is one in which few persons pin ticipa te. Assume that there are 160 per-
Sons killed in hang-gliding accidents in a year (the same as... [tile number] killed
by lightning). When the total U.S. population is used as the base for determining
the risk, the probability of a fatality is  times 10

7, as shown; a relatively safe op-

eration. However, if there are only 20,000 enthusiasts who participate in hang glid-
ing and they suffer a 160-person loss each year, the fatality risk is 8 times 10 > . To

make correct and comparable risk assessments it is therefore necessary to base
them oil 	 and acceptable assumptions and data (Hammer, 1980, 246).
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A particularly controversial stud y was performed by Inhaber for the
Atomic Energy Control Board of Canada (lnhaher, 1979, 1982). He claimed

that nonconventiona l energy sources, such as methanol and solar, were risk-
ier in terms of deaths and disabling injuries (measured in workdays lost)
than nuclear energy. The questions raised by the study's critics concern the
lack of differentiation between injuries, the reliability of downtime data, and
in connection with the latter, the cisualties ascribable to replacement sources
such as coal. The use of historical data (for instance, on heav y coal mine
losses) and projected data (on atomic energy) also creates difficulty if one
considers that coal mine safety is improving while nuclear plant safety has
gone down with the bigger plants In haber's report and the objections to it
will make one appreciate the Lii11JCHltV of preparing all study.
(Many of the objections are quoted and rebutted in his 1982 book; other ob-
jections were raised by Shrader-Frechette, 1986). It appears that as many
questions are left unanswered as are answered and the observer must con-
clude that decisions are made oil grounds after all. Engineers
can provide background material to support or rebut various positions, but un-
less they are willing to enter the debate, their contributions to the final outcome
maybe small. Engineers and scientists who find themselves in such situations
might prefer the model of a science court, but its time has not yet arrived.

Engineers are usually asked for numbers when assessing safety and risk;
therefore they should insist on meaningful numbers. This means that they
should regard statistics with caution, whatever source may have issued
them. Engineers should also recognize the previously mentioned difficulties
with measuring risks and benefits oil cardinal scale (that is, in absolute
terms), and should instead employ ordinal rankings. One of the difficulties
with risk-benefit and cost-benefit analyses, again, is the matter of who does
the assessing. The parties that will he affected by a project are rarely polled,
especially when they are not represented by an influential lobby or trade or-
ganization (Nelson and Peterson, 1981, 2).

But difficulties in publicly accounting for risks and benefits are not related
only to methods of quantification. There is also the question of justice, which
involves qu1lItatiT'L' value judgments:

There are things \V Ii icls are wrong to Jo n'ga rd less of the benefits of the conse-
quences. This is contrary to the basic assumptions in cost-benefit analysis. Without
going so far as to say that consequences are never important, we can say that they
are not as important OS the [analyses] Would imply.... The type of action one does
should be morally evaluated regardless of its consequences; if it is wrong to violate
certain rights, then figuring out the benefits of the consequences of doing so is
irrelevant (Nelson and Peterson, 1981, 4).

Pa y ing compensation, for example, ma y be all and hurcaucrati-

coNy pleasing method for trvin g to make restitution when harm has been
done, and indeed it is an improvement over earlier government and business
procedures. But efficienc y in itself does not promote ethics, as much as one
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na he tempted to eLjulte the Inn A'. co e\i III i l l L' nc iii\' Cite the att C inpts
of the cit y of San Francisco) iii the 9o0s to demolish ill one jell snoop a large
area slated for urban renewal. I en it the residents being displaced could
have afforded  to live in the new 11011,1111i; units On CC built, th ey would have
scattered and the neighborhood would have been destroyed by the time the
new dwellings were completed. The response by those residents was a near
revolt which caused the city to rethink its cost-benefit formula and to set
about rebuilding the area oil block by block basis, with accommodations for
the temporarily displaced being provided by the city. A more expensive so
lution, certainly, but also more humane. And engineers need to be sensitive
to such considerations.

Incentives to Reduce Risk

The engineer is faced with the formidable tasks of design iig and ma iiufac-
u ring safe prod Li cts, of go in a lair it CL L) LI n ting Of benefits and risks in re-

gard to those products, and of meeting production schedules and helping his
or her company maintain profits all at the same time. Of these objectives,
product safety should command top priority. Yet this is not often so in prac-
tice, partly because of some commonly held misconceptions which militate
against application of the extra thought and effort required to make a product
safe.

Among file IDOPUlal thoLigh ía Li I Lv a SsLi iii p lions about safety are the fol-
lowing (adapted from I lammer, 1980, 52).

Assumpt ion: Operator error and negligence are the principal causes of all
accidents.

Reality: Accidents are caused by dangerous conditions that can be cor-
rected.

For example, uitrodLiction 01 automatic couplers drastically reduced the
number of deaths and injuries Suffered by train workers. Dangerous design
characteristics of products cause more accidents than failures (by fatigue,
etc.) of components.

Assumption: Making a product safe invariably increases costs.
Reality: Initial costs need not be higher if safely is built into a product from

the beginning. It is design changes at a later date that are costly. Even then
life-cycle Costs call 	 lower for the redesigned, safe product.

Assumption; We learn about safety after a product has been completed and
tested.

Reality: If safety is not built into the original design, people call 	 hurt
during the testing stage.

Reluctance to change a design may mean safety features will not be incor-
porated into the product.

Assumption: Warnings about hazards are adequate; insurance coverage is
cheaper than planning for safety.
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Reality: A warning merely indicates th a t  a hazard is known to exist, and

thus provides only minimal protection against harm. Insurance rates are sk y

-rocketing. Recall actions Can add to costs, even when no accidents have Oc-

curred.

Engineers should recognize that reducing risk is not an icnpossible task,
even under financial and time constraints. All it takes in many cases is a dif-
ferent perspective on the design problem: a recognition 1 10111 the outset that

one is embarking oil 	 experiient in which safety is an important factor.

Some Examples of Improved Safety

This is not a book oil 	 therefore only a few simp le examples will be
given to show that safety need not rest on elaborate contingency features.

	

The first example is the magnetic door catch introduced oil 	 to
prevent death by asphyxiation of children accidentally trapped in them. The

re-	 new catch permits the door to be opened from the inside without major ef-
htS	 • fort, It also happens to be cheaper than the older types of latches.
es, :	 The second example is the dead-man handle used by the engineer (engine
ac- '	 driver) to control a train's speed. The train is powered only as long as some
ate	 pressure is exerted oil 	 handle. If the engineer becomes incapacitated and
uct. lets go of the handle, the train stops automatically. Perhaps cruise controls

for newer ,piodel automobiles should come equipped With a similar feature.
fo -	 Railroads provide the third example as well. Old-fashioned semaphores

actuated by cable usually indicated 5101' when the arm was lowered. This
all	 was the position the arm assumed all by itself if the cable snapped acciden-

tally. Here we have all 	 instance of a fail-safe design dating back more
cot'	 than a hundred years.

The motor-reversing system shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4-11 gives
the	 still another exarnple of a situation in which the introduction of a safety fea-

sign	 ture involves merely the proper arrangement of functions at no additional
gue, expense. As the mechanism is designed in Fig. 4-1a, sticky contacts could

cause battery B to be shorted, thus making it unavailable for further use even
after the contacts are coaxed loose. A simple reconnection of wires as shown

from	
in Fig. 4-111r removes that problem altogether.

then	
As a final example we mention the Volkswagen safety belt. A simple at-

tachment on the door ensures that the belt automatically goes into place
whenever one enters the car. Forgetting to strap oneself in is no longer a

3. and	 problem.
In the rush to bring a product onto the market, safet y considerations are

hurt frequentl y slighted. This would not he so much the case if the venture were
regarded as all 	 experiment which is about to enter its active

incor- phase as the product comes into the hands of the user. Space flights were
carried out with such an attitude, but ever y da y ventures involve less obvious

dan gers and therefore less attention is usuall y paid to satetv. If moral con-
0-i'e	 .	 -b - cerns alone do not s\va v engineers and their e nipl on ers to he more heedful of
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FIGURE 4-11
Motor-reversing system. (a) Arms 1 and 2 of the switch are both raised by a solenoid
(not shown). If either one does not move—soy. a Contact slicks—while the other does.
there is a short across the battery, The battery wit] discharge and be uetess even after
the trouble is detected. (b) By exchanging the positions of battery and motor, a stuck
switch will cause no harm to the battery. (The motor can be shorted without harm.)

potential risks, then recent trends in product liability law should certainly do
SO.

Liability

The last two decades have seen a drastic change in legal protection for the
consumer. Richard C. Vaughn, in his informative book Legal Aspects of Engi-
neering, describes the changes as follows:

Early English social and legal phi losophy reflected the manufacturing nature of the
economy. Producers of goods and services were held in high esteem. Their success
meant success of the nation. The legal climate fostered their growth. Both logic
and social philosophy suppoited the legal defense available if someone com-
plained about a product—caveat ctrt pIer (the buyer beware). The logic was simple:
one should examine what he is to receive before he buys it. If he is so negligent
that he does not examine before he buys, then he should live with his bad bargain.
Legal support of an action to recover for 4)ad product would be, in effect, support
of buyer negligence and the law Usually will not aid those who are negligent. But
then, of course, the prod ucts produced in those day's were somewhat more easily
examined than what we buy today. -

Another  d efense in the producers' armament was ''privily of contract"—the
idea that one who is not a party of a contract should have no rights arising from it.
In other words, if one was injured b y a product but he did not buy it directly from
the manufacturer, he could not act against that manufacturer to recover for his in-
jury. The producer or manufacturer only needed to interpose a middleman—a
wholesaler or retailer—as an insulator. Then, if the injured person could prove he
was the buyer of the product, he might sue the middleman, but he could not reach
"the deep pocket" (Vaughn, 1977, 41).	 1
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A turningpoint in the ic'i er,cI 01 t 'esc attitudeA came in 1916 when Judge
Cordoza found the 13uick Niotor Ccmpaiis' responsible tor the injuries suf-

fc'red by one McPherson iC Ile,'  a ii heel on '
 new Buick col Ia psr d - Gradually

thereafter, over a period O f halt a century, tile notion took hold that a man-

ufacturer can he held liable for injuries resulting from negligence in a prod-
uct's design or manufacture. Still, such negligence had to be proven. Then,
in 1963, the concept of strict liability was established in California by the case

Greenman vs. Yu ba Power Products, a concept soon thereafter incorporated

into tort law by most states. St tic I linL'ih Iij means it is sufficient for a prod oct

to have been defective as sold for the manufacturer to he held liable for any
harm that results to users Negligence is not at issue. \Vliat matters is that the
product has a defect not obvious to risers.

Despite the responsibilities implied by the doctrine of strict liability, neg-

ligence certainl y reina i is a more gil voc I offense, as does breach of war-

ranty. The latter is in terp e ted as a h reac Ii of contract and us no Il)
, covers only

the purchaser and iii enihe ro of the pillc ha si'r' household, not just any riser.

The warranty is established by advertising, labels, and other information that
causes the buyer to expect a serviceable and safe product.

Engineers—and students of engineering—need to he aware of strict liabil-
ity. As Richard Moll writes: "TIT fact that proof of negligence is not essential
to impose liability is a frightening prospect for most manufacturers... ..lie
significance of the strict liability doctrine, as far as engineers ale concerned,
is that although in many cases it is i iii possible to test every Product, the en-

gineer most weigh t
ile chances of a detect ca rising serious injury against the

cost of eliminating or mi niinizing detects in the procltict (Mull, 1976, 331).
Adhering to accepted practices and observing standards is not sufficient. We
have labeled such behavior niiiiiiiii/ con!p/mtiCe. It neither guarantees a safe

product nor provides a valid excuse in couit, As Seiden impresses on man-
agers of engineering fii ins, "[standards] are excellent starting points.., and
they are excellent as checklists. hut they nirist he used creativel y and

judgementally. '1 he y must he onl y the beginning, not the end, of the design

process" (Seiden, 1984, 195).
While most engineers strive to he responsible in their work and have the

safety of the public in ,,Ind. conditions imposed hr employers maycircuni-
scribe thesK pro fessio ila I goals. Oil I lie oilier hand, engineers can also be

sued mdiv id cci II v, even iv N cii acting a cc o RI op to guidelines set br their eni-
ployers. this may happen ii lie ii an nij u red pa i tv is t iris t I oted by laws is h icli

shield the employer or limit the employer's liability, as is the case with gov-
ernment agencies (the U.S. goi ci ninent is not liable for nuclear lest fall-out).
Thus it happened that one county liiglisvay engineer was sued for damages
exceeding 52 million. As Dean M. Dilley reports, "The plaintiff suffered per-
manent injuries in an aritoniohile accident caused by a washed out section of

highwa y, and the suit argued that the engineer's failure to repair the road gave
rise to an action for negligence against him personally" (Dilley, 1979, 12).

Some companies and gs'ernnient agencies protect their engineers by al-
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lowing themselves to be sued 101 iiormcv da images over harm arising (mom
activities of employees working within the scope of their professional duties.
Engineers not so protected can resort to malpractice insurance. Independent
engineers who contract tor their work can minimize the effects of adverse le-
gal judgments by writing liabilit y limits into their contracts. This, in turn, can
reduce their malpractice insurance rates. As has been mentioned before, en-
gineering practice should be preventive or defensive in approach. A knowl-
edge of liability is therefore well advised. Good introductory rnaerial is of-
fered in hooks by Richard C. Vaughn (alread y mentioned) and by James F.
Thorpe and William H. Middendorf (see the Bibliography).

On a larger scale, liability limitation was offered to electric utilities through
the Price-Anderson Act in order to entice them into nuclear power ventures
during the Atoms for l'ea.ce l'rogra ni of the Eisenhower years. The $400 niil-
lion limit seemed inadequmte even then (it is to he raised to $7 billion), but it
was probably ass u med t l t the government would step in with disasterter aid
in case of a serious accident. Unfortunately the expectation of bailouts with
such aid has often resulted in inadequate planning by public agencies for po-
tential disasters of many different types, from floods to droughts, from earth-
quakes to conflagrations. While the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant
incident of 1979 did not constitute a disaster in the usual sense, it serves as
an example of the need to take safety seriously in large-scale engineering de-
sign, so it will be discussed in greater detail in the next section.

Study Questions

I A 250,000-ton tanker (capable of holding 2()d,(I()0 toils of oil) is cruising at 16 knots
when engine power (25,000 hp) is lost. Control over the rudder is lost as well.
a Estimate how long it will take in time and distance before the ship conies to a

stop. Assume it had been on a straight course before the mishap. (Under normal
circumstances, with reversing power available, it will take 3 miles or 22 mill-
rites.)

b What might be the consequences of the tanker running aground or colliding
with another vessel?

c How many tankers were lost at sea during the last decade? You may consult an
almanac.

of What are the benefits of operating a supertanker? Some are larger than 500,000
tons. Some 1-million-ton tankers have been planned. (An interesting source on
this topic is Noel Mostert's hook Sim;s'rshi;'.)

2 The following appeared in the July 10, 1981, issue of Scic'mIcc':

The Supreme Court, in the cotton dust decision on 17 June, sa ys explicitly
that OSHA must ignore the results of an y cost-benetit comparison when setting
a standard for worker exposure to a hazardous substance. Justice William
Brennan, writing for the court's five-person nla)orit, said that 'Congress ilscif
decided the basic relationship between costs and benefits by placing the ben-
efit' of the worker's health above all other considerations" when it wrote the law
in 1970. Yet the agency cannot require exposure controls that are impossible to
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achieve nor ciii it bjiikiii pt .)Ii entire Iii 115111, Iii CIiO'i!i Vs OIL'.	 Ic CL)I1CI1ILIL'Lt
,	

:I * Art 	 ol ativthitig	 i des these 11	 liOns Would he niisistelit
that consi iwith Con6ie5 direction (K J S i iitli, lOs!, s?)

Discuss this opinion of the court and hose \'011 thuik it night affect efforts to

combat byssinosis (brown U0 disease su ffcred by t extile workers). What inter-

pretations do you think OSHA, the textile Ind ust rv, and the textile workers'
unions wou RI give this court decision? If you were an engi neL'r in a textile plant,
how would you react? Discuss your reactions in terms of their ethical founda-

tions.
3 The following excerpt is from an article by 1. W. Lockhart, "Safety Engineering

and the Value of Li fe.' Attemp t to answer the question posed by Lockhart Try

again after you have finished reading this entire chapter.

there is all 
tiaotittcii in norM philosophy, associated primarily

with tmmanuel Kant, accordin4 to which lutnian beings base a woi lb that is

not conirne nsu i able wit h
h that of mci c objects According to this s icli', be-

i ahi litr \s e 01 ti si	 digrecni i.e and respect the
cause of this incoiflm e nsu  liberty
and dignity of each Pelson and retrain from treating hi in merel y as a means

to some end. 11cm man beings may not he used in order to achieve some higher

good, for there is no higher good. Let us 	 this view the incomiliensura

bully Principle.

	

The lncomnteflsu rability Principle has had a power1 u	
al for ma nyl appeal	

This

has been true mainly because it has been felt that unless it, or something like it,
is accepted it is not possible to account for such fundamental human tights as

the right not to be killed, the right not to have one ' s liberty abridged without

j
ust cause, and tile right to he treated fairly a id honestly. The I ncoifl memisu ra-

hility Principle is clearly incompatible Wi lb an at tern p l to piiCe a monetary i'alue

on human life or to justif y actions oil basis of such 
'I There is thus

further reason for doubting the is'isdotii of any such attempt....

Is itpossible to reconcile the I nconi minenscli abili ly Principle with the

comnio)sense stew that consideration s of safety must he weighed against eco-

nomic costs? (Lockhart, 19S1, 3)

4 During the cci ly stages of Is developmentS crashworthiness tests revealed that the

Pinto, a Ford automobile, could not sos l,un a ft
cot end collision without the wind-

shield breaking. A quick fi\ solution sva
 adopted: The drive train s'aS moveds 

backward. As 
a result the differential was moved very close to the gas tank

(Camps, 1931. 119-129). 1-11L is ma iv gas tanks collapsed and exploded upon rear-
end collisions once the Pinto became available to the public. 

E\lCOcC lawsuits

followed (Strohel. 1 1 1,511, Cullen. 1937) Stu d y the l'it)to stoi' ansi \s'rie it up as a

case stud y . You may use the l'redisasts 1&5 (I 
li nkand Scott) index of Corpor.n

tions and 
Industries (I'i edic,ists, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio) to find additiona

l refer-

ences.
3 The U.S. Consu mc r F rd udi 

Safety Con unussiu)ti stales the follow np in its 195 t

annual report.

Each year, an estimated 36 million A mci icans are m
m uted and 30,000 are killed

in accidents involving consumer products The cost of these accidents is stag-

gering_o\'et $12.5 billion annually in medical costs and lost earnings.

These figures have been repeatedly ci',ed ill 	 literature to impress on engineers
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the need to design sale products. Review the data presented by the Commission
iii its annual and monthly reports and estoiiate What portion of the figures con be
rightfully ascribed 11) poor design and what portion to consumer carelessness.

6 only about 15 sears ago ('Lit) VL)lfleI1 rt'l )oI tedl y lost hands (one, not both, we
hope) in top-loading ii'oshirig machines ever y year (I'apanek, 75). If you had been
in the business of manufacturing washing machines then, how do you think you
might have reacted and should have reacted to such statistics?

7 A worker accepts a dangerous job after being offered an annual hon ii s of 52000.
The probability that the worker ma y he killed i any one year is 1/10,000. This is
known to the worker. The bonus ma therefore e interpreted as a self-assessment
Of life with a value equal to $2000 divided by 1/10,000, or 520 million. Is the worker
more or less likely to accept the job if presented with the statistically identical fig-

ures of a $100,000 bonus over 50 years (neglecting interest) and a 1/200 probability
of  fatal accident during that period?

8 As emerging technologies have reduced risks from some sources, other risks have
frequentlym tly become pro nine 01. For instance, efforts  to combat fa in inc by drawing
and transporting water for irrigation brought early benefits coupled with lasting
problems to such diverse areas as Mesopotamia and the Andes in the past, or to
the Punjab and the Sahel in the present. We also observe that the decrease in in-
fectious disease was accompanied by an increase in chronic disease. Give another
similar example and discuss it as a problem in risk-benefit analysis.

9 The owner of a television set brought legal action against its manufacturer (Ad-
miral) seeking compensatory and punitive damages for severe burns and other in-
juries suffered when the set burst into flames. It was revealed at the trial that other
sets made by the mail ufa, turer had also gone up in smoke and flames. prepare a
case study for use in discussing the legal and ethical implications of the tnanufac-
turer's actions (or lack thereof). The case is Zero H. Gillham vs. The Admiral Cor-
poration. It was brought to the authors' attention by Donald E. Wilson. An early
report appeared in the Federal Reporter, 2d series, vol. 253, F.2d, West Publishing
Co., SI, Paul, Minnesota, 1976. Consult the current literature.

10 ''r-\irless" paint spray gimmms do not need an esterilal source of compressed air con-
nected to the gun Us' a heav y hose (,mltlmomigh hes' do need a cord to attach them to
a power source) bee,] use (he y have incorpora ted into them a small electric motor
and pump. One common design uses all induction motor which does not cause
sparking since it does not require a commutator and brushes (which are sources of
sparking). Nevertheless the gun carries a label, warning users that electrical de-
vices operated in paint spray environments pose special dangers. Another type of
gun which, like the first, also requires only a power cord, is designed to weigh less
by using a high-speed universal motor and a disk-type pump. The universal motor
does require a commutator and brushes, which cause sparking. This second kind of
spray gun carries a warning similar to that attached to the first, but it states in
addition that the gun should never he used with paints which employ highly vol-
atile and flammable thinners such as naphtha. The instruction booklet is quite de-
tailed in its \'artiings.

A painter had been lent one of the latter t y pes of spra y guns and was operating
it while it was partiall y filled with paint thinner in order to clean it out. It caught
fire, and the painter was severel y horned as the fire spread. The instruction book-
let pointing out the spra y gun's dangers was in the cardboard box in which the
gun was kept, but it had not been read by the painter, who was a recent im mt-
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grant and did oof reid Fl,gh,h s ii ri'U Jo son see .iIu ethical piObkuls U

Ensuing over-tile OUilter ',,IIC'. 01 this '.erriiid t y pe of spiav gun? tthat should the
manutaetrirci ot this 11OVel, l;ht'veiehi desire dii'

in answering these rjiiestioOs, C01111dCl the tart that coui ft have ruled that hid-
den design defects are not excused by mere warnings attached to the defective
products or posted in salesrooins. Informed consent oust rest ona more thorough
understanding than call 	 transmitted to buyers by simple warning labels.

11 Discuss the ethical aspects of various methods ofnicasuring benefits and Costs de-
scribed by Baile y (1980) and/or, Shrader-Irechelte (1985, 2 hooks). This may take
the form of book reports.

12 Industry generally main tai us that restrictive regulations oil toxic sub-
stances should be enacted only after it has been proven by rigorous scientific
methods that a link exists between health effects and a poll titan t. The opposition
to this viewpoint argues that ''Ivarting for tirm evidence of human health effects
amounts to using the nation's people as guinea pigs, and that is morall y unaccept-
able. It proposes that tai horn oserestrii1otin; the i i sk fi ons toxic substances, ron
veiitiOnsl risk a ssessmen Is u ode; es t I mate them br there mdv be e ft ects from
chemicals in combination that are ; CJ ter than 55 iii;1 d be expected float the sum
effects of all chemicals acting independently" (Ruckelshaus, 1987, 27). What are
the risk ma nagein cot problems is lien i'i 'ii a? poll u tan Is 11'0111 scn'i a! sources con-
tribute to ail rca wide pollution problem but are regulated by several different
agencies, each of which ''has sta to to; V authority to regulate the use and emission
of seine of the substances from stone of the sources, in sonic of the patlAwlys, for the
purpose of protecting some of the population under Sililic circl.i nista nces''? (Bara m,
1976)

THREE MILE ISLAND AND CHERNOBYL: THE NEED FOR SAFE
EXITS

As our engineering systems grow more complex, it becomes more difficult to
operate them, As Charles Perresv (see Bibliography) argues, our traditional
Systems tended to incorporate suflicient slack, which allowed system aberra-
tions to he corrected in a timely manner. Nowadays, he points out, sub-
systems are so tightly coupled within more complex total s ystems that it is

not possible to alter a course safel y unless it can he done quickly and cor-

rectly. Frequently the supposedly corrective action taken by operators may
make matters worse because the y do not know what the problem is. At
Three Mile Island, for instance, so nsa n v alarnis had to be recorded by a
printer that it fell behind by cr5 u iuh .16 2	 h0 rs ill reporting the events.

Designers hope to 
ensure   pica tei safety d Li ring emergencies by taking h U -

man operators out of the loop and nseclisnizing their functions. The control
policy would be based on predetermined rules. 'Ihis in itself creates problems
because (1) not all eventualities are foreseeable, and (2) CVCIi those that can

be predicted will he programmed by an error-prone human designer
(Senders, 1980). In addition, another problem arises when (3) the mecha-
nized system fails and a human operator has to replace the computer 111 an

operation that demands niany rapid decisions. The proposed air traffic con-
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trol system allowing for 10-second separation between planes would fall into
this category.

Operator errors were the main causes of the nuclear reactor accidents at
Three Mile Island and Chernobyl. Beyond these errors a major deficiency
was revealed at both installations: I nad ec u ale provisions for evacuation C)

nearby populations. This lack of ''sa Ic cxii'' is found in too many of our nIh
elOiSe ailla/ingly complex s\'stcn1' Alter c\dmioiog the reactor incidents WC

shall discus'-, this cvidcr ISSIIC.

Three Mile Island

Walter Crcitz, president of Metropolitan Edison, the power company in the
Susquehanna Basin, was obviousl y annoyed by a series of articles in the
Record. This local, daily newspaper of York, Pennsylvania, had cited unsafe
conditions at Metropolitan Edison's Three Mile Island nuclear power plant
Unit 2. Creitz dismissed the stories as "something less than a patriotic act—
comparable in recklessness.., to shouting 'Fire!' in a crowded theater." A
few days later a minor malfunction in the plant set off a series of events
which made "Three Mile Island" into household words across the world
(Rogovin, 1980, 3).

Briefly, this is what happened (for details see Kemeny, 1979; Rogovin,
1980; Ford, 1982; Mason, 1979; Moss and Sills, 1981; Keisling, 1980; D. Mar-
tin, 1980). At 4 AM. on March 28, 1979, Unit TMI-2 was operating under full
automatic control at 97 percent of its rated power output. For 11 hours a
maintenance crew had been working oil recurring minor problem. Resin
beads are used in several demineralizers (labeled 14 in the schematic diagram
shown as Fig. 4-12) to clean or "polish" the water oil way from the steam
condenser (12) back to the steam generator (3). Some beads had clogged the
resin pipe from a demineralizer to a tank in which the resin is regenerated. In
flushing the pipe with water, perhaps a cupful of water backed up into an air
line which provides air for fluffing the resin  in its regeneration tank. But that
air line is connected to the air system which also serves the control mecha-
nisms of the large valves at the outlet of the demineralizers. Thus it hap-
pened that these valves closed unexpectedly.

With water flow interrupted in the secondary loop (26), all but one of the
condensate booster pumps turned off. That caused the main feedwater
pumps (23) and the turbine (10) to shut down as well. In turn, an automatic
emergency system started up the auxiliary feedwater pumps (25). But with
the turbines inoperative, there was little outlet for time heat generated by the
fission process in the reactor core. The pressure in the reactor rose to over
2200 pounds per square inch, opening a pressure-relief valve (7) and signal-
ing a SCRAM, in which control rods are lowered into the reactor core to stop
the main fission process.

The open valve succeeded in lowering the pressure, and the valve was
readied to be closed. Its solenoid was deenergized and the operators were so

U
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informed by their control-panel lights. But something went wrong: The valve
remained open, contrary to what the control panel indicated. Apart from this
failure everything else had proceeded automatically as it was supposed to.
Everything, that is, except for one other serious omission: The pumps (25)
could not supply the auxiliar y feed water because block valves 24 had inad-
vertently been left closed after maintenance work done oil two days
earlier. Without feedwater in loop 26 the steam generator (3) boiled dry. NOW

there was practically no heat removal from the reactor, except through the
relief valve. Water was pouring out tluougli it at the rate of 220 gallons per
minute. The reactor had not yet cooled down, and even with the control rods
Shutting off the main fission reaction there would still be considerable heat
produced by the continuing radioactive decay of waste products.

Loss of water in the reactor caused one 01 a group of pumps, positioned at
15, to start automatically; another pump was started by the operators to rap-
idly replenish the water supply for the reactor core. Soon thereafter the full
emergency core-cooling system went into operation in response to low reac-
tor pressure. Low reactor pressure can promote the formation of steam bub-
bles which reduce the effectiveness of heat transfer from the nuclear fuel to
the water. There is a pressurizer which is designed to keep the reactor water
under pressure. (The relief valve sits atop this pressurizer.) The fluid level in
the pressurizer is also used as an indirect—and the only—means of measur-
ing the water level in the reactor.

The s tea i-n in the reactor vessel caused he fluid level in the pressurizer to
rise. The operators, thinking they had resolved the problem and that they
now had too much water in the reactor, shut down the emergency core-
cooling system and all but one of the emergency pumps. Then they pro-
ceeded to drain water at a rate of 160 gallons per minute from the reactor,
causing the pressure to drop. At this point they were still unaware of the
water escaping through the open relief valve. Actually they assumed some
leakage, which occurred because of poor valve seating even under normal
circumstances. It was this which made them disregard the high-temperature
readings in the pipes beyond 7.

The steam bubbles in the reactor water covered much of the fuel, and the
tops of the fuel rods began to crumble. The chemical reaction between the
steam and zircaloy covering the fuel elements produced hydrogen, some of
which was released into the containment structure, where it exploded.

The situation was beginning to get really serious when, 2 hours after the
initial event, the next shift arrived for duty. With some fresh insights into the
situation, the relief valve was deduced to be open. Blocking valve 9 in the
relief line was then closed. Soon thereafter, with radiation levels in the con-
tainment building rising, a general alarm was sounded. While there had been
telephone contact with the Nuclear Regulator y Commission (NRC), as well
as with Babcock & Wilcox (B&W), who had constructed the reactor facility,
no one answered at NRC's regional office and a message had to be left with
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an	 Seivce. the I Iii' chico 01 r,iIb\ .\lijdleiocc 11 was to hear about
the emergency on (he evening necis.

In the rneantnlle, a pump u'.is Iianstc.'r inc the drained ivatci fioin the
main containment building to tIW adjacent i uxihiiy building, but not into a
holding tank as intended; because of a blown ruptuie disk, the water landed
on the floor. Eventually there was to be sufficient airborne radiation in the
control room to force evacuation of all but essential personnel. Those left be-
hind wore respirators, making communication difficult.

Eventually the operators decided to turn the hi g h-pressure injection
pumps back oil as the automatic system had been set to do all along.
The core was covered Once more with water, though there were still some
steam and hydrogen bubbles on the loose. Thirteen and one-half hours after
the start of the episode there was I iriall y hope of getting the reactor under
control. Confusion over the actual st.iti.' of affaics, however, continued foz
several days.

Nationwide the public Watched television coverage in ii ishelief as respon-
sible agencies displayed their lack or 

ernei gericy preparedness at both the re-
actor site and evacuation-planning centers. More than S years later, the de-
commissioning of the reactor was still not complete. Its radioactive water had
been decontaminated, but only one-half of the 300,000 pounds of core debris
had been gingerly removed. The cleanup alone was expected to cost over a
billion dollars. Three Mile Island was a financial disaster.

Prior Warnings

Apart from the technical lesson' le eI rned at the Thr,c Mile island' labora-
tory," the experience has offered lessons in the need for disaster planning
and openmindedness. "Openmindedness" refers, once again, to not allow-
ing a preoccupation With rules to prevent dose examination of safety prob-
lems which may not be covered by rules. It also  refers to a willingness oil
part of management to take seriousl y the safety concerns e'spressed by engi-
neers within or outside the organization. A lack of concern in this direction is
particularly troubling, as exemplified by the expenence of a number of engi-
neers who reported dangerous behavior of B&\V reactors of the type used at
Three Mile Island well before the accidnt. A selection follows,

Stephen I lana u ci, agovern n rer it11LICICal safe t\' expert, comm unic,i ted in
1969 to then Atomic Energy Commission head Glenn Sea borg his concern re-
garding corn in on- mode f,i ii ii re possibilities at nuclear  power plants. Later lie
became particu Ia rlv worried about the poor performance record of valves in
nuclear power plants. He also decried the tack of proper analysis of field re-
ports which would help identity weak spots in design (Ford, 19S2, 53-61)

As it turned out, the largest single failure at TMI was of a common-mode
'pe although not of a ph y sical nature, as is more usual. It la y in the oper-
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a tors' inadequate training. No one on duty at the plant that early morning ci
March 28 was a nuclear e ngi icer. and no one was even a college grad uate
no one in charge was trained to handle complex reactor emergencies. [Inter-
estingly enough, the 1971 Rasmussen Report on nuclear power plant safety
(see the Bibliography) had singled out human response as the weakest link in

plant reliability.]
Moreover, Hanauer's concern over valves was well founded. Problems

with valves have not been restricted to the nuclear industry, and the partic-

ular t y pe of relief valve that malfunctioned at TMI had done so car lie et
other nuclear power plants. In fact, since 1970 eleven pilot-operated re
valves had stuck open at other such plants (Lombardo, 1980, 55).

2 John O'Leary, Deputy Secretary of Energy when he presided at the
Opening cere in on ics of Ttvl l's Unit 2, had earlier prepared a memo for incom-
ing President Carter. Then a deuly director for licensing at the Atomic Err

orgy Commission, he had vritteu that ''the frequency of serious and poten-
tially catastrophic nuclear incidehts supports the conclusion that sooner or
later a major disaster will occur at a major generating facility" (Ford, 1982,
15). Yet the probability of serious accidents continued to be given such a low
value that it was not thought necessary to plan for orderly emergency mea-
sures involving off-site populations and agencies.

3 James Creswell was a reactor inspector for the NRC assigned to the
startup of Toledo Edison's Davis-licssc nuclear generating station, which
also used a reactor built by B&W. Reading a B&W report on some strange
behavior of its unit at Rancho Seco in California kilowing the accidental
dropping of a small light bulb into the main control panel, Creswell no-
ticed startling similarities to an incident which had occurred at Davis-
Besse during low-power tests in September 1977. A severe and sudden in-
crease in heat had taken place in both cases, at Rancho Seco because of
faulty control signals produced by difficulties with the control panel and
at Davis-Besse because of failure of the main feedwater system. At both
plants the instruments had not given the operators adequate indication of
the reactors' true operating conditions. At Davis-Besse the pressure-relief
valve had stuck open and the operator had misinterpreted the level of wa-
ter in the reactor based oil of the level in the pressurizer. This
had led them to mistakenly shut off the emergency core-cooling pumps,
even at Davis-Besse. The only differences were that Davis-Besse had been
operating at 9 percent of rated capacity (as against 96 percent at TMI) and
the failure of the relief valve to close had been detected after 22 minutes
(instead of more than 2 hours as at lMl).

Creswell worried about this and, from early 1978 on, tried to communicate
his concerns to various parties at the NRC, the utilit y , and B&W. Eventually
he took a day off and flew at his own expense to Bethesda, Maryland. There
he met with two NRC commissioners who were willing to listen. The result
was a memo to the NRC staff requesting answers to some of Creswell's ques-
tions, The memo was delivered the da y after the IMI incident.
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While file Si nli Ia I it i CS be ivce ii ',h a t Ito p pen i'd at L)a vi s- essr ad a
Rancho Seco are of in Ic ICS t, file near d o l'IlCal1011 at I Nil of the occurrences at
Davis-Besse makes a strong case for the 111'e e\clta nge of information andct U\
peditious correction of faults, oat of to red b y organ La tioiia expediencies or
short-range interests. And an ironic twist to the story points out clearly what
approaches to safety are usually the more valued: Creswell eventually re-
ceived a special NRC award of 64000 fo r his efforts. Two other officials, who
had earlier been unresponsive to Creswehl's pleas, were awarded $10,000 and
$20,000 each for their efforts during the ensuing dramatic emergency at TMI
(Ford, 1982, 72-82).

4 Also late in 1977, Carlyle Michelson, a senior nuclear engineer with the
Tennessee Valley Authority ('IVA), had been questioning safety aspects of a
new B&W reactor for TVA 's Bellefonte Nuclear Plant. Included in his analy-
sis was the possible Iornia t ion of a steam bubble in the reactor's cooling-
water system, something whichIi had a Iso been mentioned by Creswell.
Michelson's study, Which additionally iii en toned tie dangers of misreading
the reactor coolant level by looking at the p ressu ri/er, received sonic support
on its way to the NRC's Division of System Safet y . If handled according to
protocol, the memo should have been sent oil the Division of Operating
Reactors, whence reactor users, particularly at Davis-Besse, would have been
alerted to the problems. 'the assistant director of the Division of System
Safety later said that the Davis-Besse analysis was the responsibility of the
Office of Inspection and Enforcement. I Ic thought they would have taken
action if any was needed. Ten days after the '1 Ml incident, the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards asked the NRC to carry out some of
Michelson's recommendations (Ford, 1982, 82-84).

5 AL B&ivV, meanwhile, the 1977 occurrence at Davis-Besse caused con-
cern. Before the TMI incident the company did not have any formal proce-
dure to analyze ongoing problems at B&W-equipped Plants or to study re-
ports filed by its customers with the NRC. B&\V was busy building and
shipping new reactors. Nevertheless, the Davis Besse incident was suffi-
ciently unusual that B&W engineers were sent out to investigate. Some indi-
viduals maintained their interest and tried—in vain to get word out to B&V
customers: John Kelly, a plant-integration engineer; Bert Dunn, manager of
emergency-cooling-system analysis; and Donald Hallman, a customer service
employee. Internal B&W memos later revealed the company's awareness of
reactor defects. 1he company denied NRC charges that it had failed to notify
the Commission, but it instituted measures to make sure that this would not
occur again (Ford, 19S2, 86-92).

Chernobyl

The nuclear power plant complex at Chernobyl, near Kiev (Ukraine,
U.S.S.R.) had four reactors in place by 1986. With the planned addition of
Units 5 and 6, for which foundation work was underway, the site would he
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the world's second largest electric power plant park, with an output of 6000
iii epa watts (electrical). " I lie reactors are of a type referred to as RUM K; they
are gra phi le-inodera ted and use boil ug- water pressure tubes. Chernobyl
and the Russian nuclear power program  were prominently featured in 1985
issues of the English language periodical Soviet Life. The articles featured the
safety of atomic energy and the low risk of accidents and radiation exposure.
For readings on the accident and its aftermath we refer the reader to Hawkes
et al. (1986), Marples (1986, Edwards (1987), and Ahearne (incl. disc., 1987).

On April 25, 1986, a test was underway on reactor 4 to determine how
long the mechanical inertia of the turbine-generator's rotating mass could
keep the generator turning and producing electric power after the steam sup-
ply was shut off. This was of interest because reactor coolant pumps and
other vital electric machinery have to continue functioning though the gen-
erators may have had to be disconnected sod deny from a malfunctioning
power grid. Special diesel generators will eventually start to provide emer-
gency power for the plant, but diesel units cannot always be relied upon to
come up promptly. This test was undertaken as part of a scheduled plant
shutdown for general maintenance purposes.

It requires 3600 megawatts of thermal power in the reactor to produce 1200
megawatts at the generator output. Unit 4 had been gradually reduced from
3200 megawatts (thermal) to 1600 megawatts and was to be slowly taken
down to between 1000 and 700 megawatts, but at 2 P.M. the power dispatch
contro,jler at Kiev requested that output be maintained to satisfy an unex-
pected demand. This meant a postponement of the test. In preparation for
the test the reactor operators had disconnected the emergency core-cooling
system so its power consumption would not affect the test results. This was
to be the first of many safety violations. Another error occurred when a con-
trol device was not properly reprogrammed to maintain power at the 700- to
1000-megawatt level. When at 11:10 'si. the plant was authorized to reduce
power, its output dropped all the way to 30 megawatts, where the reactor is
difficult to control. Instead of shutting down the reactor, the operators tried
to keep the test going by raising the control rods to increase power. Instead
of leaving fifteen controls inserted as required, the operators raised almost all
control rods because at the low power level the fuel had become poisoned by
a buildup of xenon-135, which absorbs neutrons.

The power output stayed steady at 200 megawatts (thermal) .—still below
what the test called for—but the test was continued. In accord with the test
protocol, two additional circulating pumps were turned on to join the six al-
ready in operation. Under normal levels of power output this would have
contributed to the safety of the reactor, but at 200 megawatts it required
many manual adjustments to maintain the balance of steam and water. "The
operators at this point recognized that because of the instabilities in this re-
actor and the way xenon poisoning builds up, once the reactor is shut down,
they would have to wait a long time before starting it up again" (Ahearne,
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1987). So, deciding to proceed with the test, the operators blocked the emer-
gency signals and automatic shutdown controls because they would have
gone into action upon removal of the electrical load.

"The reactor was no\' run n rig tree, IsOlatCd Irom the outside world, its
control rods out, and its safet y system disconnected.'' As Legosov, the
U.S.S.R. represen toti\'e to the International Atomic Energy Commission, told
he conference reviewing the accident iii Vienna: '''I'h e reactor was free to do

it wished (I lawkes et al., 1986, 1(12).
. At 1:23 A.M. the test began. When the steam valves were closed and its
load was effectively removed, the reactor's power and temperature rose
sharply. Unlike water-moderated reactors, the graphite-moderated RBMK re-
actor uses water only as a heat-transfer medium, not as a moderator. As the
core becomes hotter it allows fission to increase. This positive feedback effect
produced a surge of power in Chernobyl's reactor 4, from 7 percent to hun-
dreds of times its rated thermal output. "The effect was the equivalent of /2

ton of TNT exploding in the Core.... Tile fuel did not have time to melt,., it
simpl y shattered into fragments"(1-{awkes et al., 1986). The fuel, bereft of its
cladding, came in contact with the water. A second explosion occurred (very
likely a steam explosion). It lifted and shifted a 1000-ton concrete floor pad
separating the reactor from the refueling area above it. The zirconium clad-
ding of the fuel rods interacted with the circulating water to form hydrogen.
This produced a spectacular display of fireworks. A shower of glowing
graphite and fuel spewed over the compound while a radioactive plume was
driven sky high by the heat.

What followed was as inexcusable as what had caused the accident. While
valiant firefighters lost their lives extinguishing the blaze, it took hours to
warn the surrounding communities. Only when alert nuclear plant operators
in Sweden detected an increase in radioactivit y did Moscow learn that some-
thing was amiss. The Soviet republics and the rest of Europe did not know
how to handle such a grove event, especially not the radioactive fallout.
Many blamed Moscow for not notifying them but hod no monitoring devices
of their own, not even to check on their local nuclear plants. Instructions on
what to do about drinking milk, eating vegetables, letting children play out-
side, and other concerns of the populations of Europe depended more on the
political leanings and the pronuclear or antinuclear stance of the health min-
ister issuing a directive.

Acute radiation sickness, combined with burns, severely affected about
200 Chernobyl plant workers, of whom 31 died. The 1000 families living in a
workers' settlement 1 mile from the plant were evacuated 12 hours after the
explosion, but the plant had no responsibility for, nor direct link with, the
communities beyond a 1.5-mile radius. The evacuation Of nearb y Pripyat and
71 villages within IS miles of the plant started the next day. About 120,000
people had to he moved b y buses and trucks. Numerous new villages were
constructed to house the displaced. The near- and long-term effects of radi-
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icr-	 ation on the people and Ia o ia ot Europe WIII he is dc l y d scussed to I iii a civ
ave	 years.

It took one iseek to contain the tire b y	cubic the icactoi with a ifll\ of

its	 sand, clay, and dotoiii te deposited [iv h el copters 'I ui nels were dug under-
the	 neath the reactor to I iS tall cooling pipes Ca rrvi ng liquid  n t rogen The tunnels
told	 also served to lay down a concrete 10) or to prevent leakage of radioactive iva-

do

	

	 ter to the aquifer. Eventually the entii e plant was completely entombed in
concrete.

I its

Thee Mile Island, Chernobyl, and a Hushed-up Forerunner

There are similarities and dissimilarities between the events at 1 hree Mile Is-
land and Chernobyl, but the lessons to be learned do not differ much.

Pressurized-wa te r reactors ( P\\'R) as used at 'I'M I have strong con tain ment
stnictures. Thus the radioactiv e p rod ucts of tile accident at TNII Unit 2 were
fairly well contained. 'onta ned III he Pit i 1K reac tors at Cii e cnn by I have a much weaker
containment system iet at i vu to the space into which gases and steam caii ex-
pand during an accident.t It should be rioted t Ii at many i ea toi s in the United
States also do not have a sturd y containment. Examples of such less well pro-
tected types are the ones producing weapons-grade plutonium for the U.S.
Department of Energy and the earlier versions of boilin-ivatcr reactors.
Such units depend on special cooling methods to limit pressure rises and to
keep radioactive gases within confinement structures (which are smaller and
weaker than containment structures).

Both reactor types are sensitive to perturbations. Three Mile Island's PVR
has a once-through rr-ictor-cooling system with a rather maii unouiit of isa-
ter and an undersized pressurizer. The RMBK exhibits a positive temper-
ature-power feedback which at low power levels is not so uficiently offset by
the negative fuel temperature coeft icii'n t -

Also common to both plantsts was the coin place ney shown by management
and operators, largely created by the absence of prior, major accidents at
their respective sites. What happened elseis'licme was either "out of sight, out
of mind" or greeted by "It can't happen here," This is how the engineers at
Chernobyl had felt about TMI, and how more recentl y the Chernobyl epi-
sode was received elsewhere. But serius accidents can happen, and when
they do, they usually occur in wa ys noi-foreseen----.which is what makes them
serious. The ph ysical la yout of systems may he different from plant to plant
and country to country , but managers and operators are never so different in
their behavior. At 'l'NIJ, operating procedures were not continuously and
thoroughl y reviewed h' experts. At Chernob y l, the test protocol had not
even been discussed with plant desi , nei s and nuclear engineers or physi-
cists. At neither plant were the operators fully conversant with the operating
principles of the plant eq uipment.

lcusi	 iegarding dangeri to the public at the time of ti-ic events at
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TMI and Chernobyl became "mass-mediated" events (a term used by some
in connection with Bhopal), while engineers, physicists, physicians, health
officials, and regulators were unable to issue authorttative status reports and
oiler professionally sound advice. .1 he oflicial reports that eventually came
from the Soviet Union were refresh ii g lv candid. In the past, moreover, se-
crecy had not been a monopoly  of the U.S. S. R. In the United States, the
former Atomic Energy Corn mission had kept iniorination about embarrassing
events close to its chest; so did the a toni ic energy cStablishment in the United
Kingdom, where the Wi ndscale ii oelea r phut had emit ted so much radioactive
material that its name was changed to Sellatielci to deflect attention.

Not only did Windscale discharge / ton of plutonium into the Irish sea
and experience several leaks, it also had a reactor fire in 1957, with graphite
and uranium fuel cladding ablaze for 42 hours. Efforts at extinguishing the
fire with the carbon dioxide system rovided for this purpose had failed,
Only by gambling on extinction by a '"tidal wave" of water to forestall a
steam explosion during its application was the plant saved. Fortunately most
of the potential radioactive fallout was trapped by special filters installed at
the insistence of Sir John Cockcroft, who had worked on atomic bombs. Be-
fore the accident the filters had been jokingly called Cockcroft's Folly because
they were felt to be superfluous. Even with those filters enough fallout es-
caped to require eventual disposal of 2 million liters of milk in a 500-square-
mile area, The reactor was smaller than the Chernobyl unit and not all of it
was demolished. Yet it took 10 years before dismantling could begin, and for
over two decades the official reports of an inquiry were not released to the
public to protect the nuclear industry.

Central Europe has the greatest concentration of atomic power in the
world, with 388 plants in operation or in some phase of construction and
planning. Electricité de France (EdE) is often cited as a neJcl of nuclear plant
operation. By concentrating on standardized designs earl y on (a gamble, be-	 Ii
cause the standards could have turned out to he p r ). and insisting on	 ci
flight), trained personnel, an excellent safely record has been accumulated

	
C(

(except for nuclear-fuel-reprocessing at La Hague). Yet, to the peoe: 	 he	 ir
other side of the Rhine the lack of joint emergency excccics involving the 	 UI

nuclear reactor parks across the borders in France is not reassuring. 	 C.
Financially the nuclear power industry is facing a bleak picture in the

United States. Not only were there high costs associated with the major ac-
cidents, but the growing cost of buiblirig the plants without error and to in- 	 FIE

creasingly stringent requirements, i:. 	 led with a decline and reversal in the
	

fai
rate of growth of fossil fuel prices, has raised havoc with the economic side of

	
us

the industry . The Washington Public Power Supply S ystem, N VIl i ch 	 d in-	 sal

vested heavily in nuclear power pIn:. had to mothball two of its reactors
	 Sat

and has a multibillion-dollar debt. Electricité de France is the world's largest
	 pa

debtor: 5200 billion. In tile iii cant i me so rue incompleteplete no cI en r pIn n Is are be-	 of
ing converted to fossil fuel operatio:: a the United States.

	

The nuclear  i rid rist rv and its ;VgLol,1101S have not been open with I lie pub-	 cx;
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lic. They must have felt that the public cannot be t ru sted,  t ci at it is too easIly
swayed by 'Luddites and scare mongers.'' In France the protests against nu-
clear energy have been squciched hstrong poi ice measures and seci ccv.
"You don't tell the irogs when on are draining the marsh,'' said the diiector
of EdF (Hawkes ci A, 1986, 67). Nevertheless it has been noticed by the pub-
lic that regulators' figures for "safe" doses of radiation exposure have been
lowered again and again over the years. (Further reductions are likely to fol-
low in the wake of revelations that the I liroshima casualties were produced by
less radiation exposure than had been calculated hitherto). It is also no secret
that insurance companies are not willing to underwrite policies covering the
full potential losses incurred by all (which makes measurement of
perceived risk by the method of examining insurance policies impossible
here). Finally, residents near many nuclear plants know how inadequate emer-
gency evacuation plans are.

The public mistrust which the nuclear industry and its regulators have
earned is unfortunate because nuclear  power is an alternative we must seri-
ously consider as our fossil fuels become scarcer, rise in price once again, or
become otherwise inaccessible. Much more is required in the way of candid,
intelligent discourse and action if the public is to he expected to underwrite
continued experiments with nuclear power. An unusual undertaking in this
respect was the 1-year educational program sponsored by the Swedish gov-
ernment prior to a public referendum oil or not the nuclear energy
program in that country should be terminated and existing plants he phased
out. Supporters and opponents were given public funds to broadcast pro-
grams in support of their positions.

Safe Exit

In our Chap. 2 discussion we based the engineer's responsibility for safety on
considerations of ethics. In this chapter we have described how risks are per-
ceived, assessed, and weighed against benefits; also how engineers ulti-
mately are faced with designing as much safety into their products as feasible
tinder constraints of knowledge, time, cost, and clients' wishes. We stated in
Chap. 3 that the tough part of the engineering experiment begins when the
product is put to use. Let us pick up the thread at that juncture.

It is almost impossible to build a completely safe product or one at will
never fail. Tile best one call is to assure that a product—if and when it
fails—will fail safely, that the product can be abandoned safely, or that the
user call escape the product. Let us refer to these three conditions as
safe exit. It is not obvious who should take the responsibility for providing
safe exit. But apart front questions of who will build, install, maintain, and
pay, for a safe exit system there remains the crucial question of who will think
of the need for a safe exit.

It is our position that providing for a sate exit is all 	 part of the
xperimental procedure—in other words, of sound engineering. The experi-
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ment is to be carried out without causing bodily or financial harm, if it does,
it must be terminated safel y . The full responsibility cannot fall on the shoul-
ders of a lone engineer, but one can expect the engineer to issue warnings
when a safe exit does not exist or the experiment must be terminated. The
only way one can just iLv contin ua tion of an experiment without safe exit is
for all pa Ft C pOOLS (iriclLid ng tic subjects of t lie experiment) to have given
valid consent br its Coll till uation.

Let us illustrate by examples what this might involve. Ships need lifeboats
with sufficient spaces for all passengers and crow members. Buidings need
usable fire escapes. Operation of nuclear power plants calls or realistic
means of evacuating nearby communities. The foregoing are examples of
safe exits for people. Provisions are needed for safe abandonment of prod-
ucts and materials: altbgethcr too man y truck accidents and train derailments
have exposed communities to toxic gases, and too many dumps have let toxic
wastes get to the ground-water table or into the hands of children. Finally, to
avoid business failure may require redundant or alternative means of con-
tinuing a process when the original procedure fails. Arm example would be a
computer-based data retrieval system backed up by printed copies of the
data, or a water supply backed up by a reservoir.

What we have described is risk management; in other words, how do you
go about meeting and minimizing the damage identified in a risk assessment
exercise. The last line of defense, and the one which must not be omitted, is
the safe exit. A key word in this context is "management." Coordination
among producers, users, and local communikes are required to provide a re-
alistic safe exit. Engineers are the ideal catalysts to set the process in motion.
This is an added burden of responsibility and must be balanced by concom-
itant rights to openly identify the risks and communicate with other produc-
ers and users across organizational barriers.

As we stated in Chap. 2, the responsibility of engineers for safety derives
from clients' and the public's right not to be endangered without prior warn-
ing in a manner understandable to them. Only with adequate knowledge can
persons become willing participants iii an engineering project qua experi-
ment, decide not to participate, or decide to oppose it. An ethics based on
distributive justice which gives rights to clients (and the public) and to engi-
neers (and their managers) supports this view, but it can also be founded on
duty- or goal-based theories of ethical behavior. Engineers need to handle
safety issues with great care, but they need not reassess each detail on ethical
bases if by habit they have acquired the appropriate "virtues" of responsible
engineering.

Study Questions

1 collect t.(NIIL' ex.iiiiples of j(er,)I[Ir, Pb i1nOiu ai1b t:III0111 use at nuclear power.
A good start could be made with c;u'ron (pro, IGS . l) and Mackenzie (con. 1954).
Are the statements factuall y complete? Do \'OU Hod \oursell agreeing with what-
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ever item .you have iead Ia	 Discuss the r punisi Is il tv of experts to reasonably
e:caic the pop iil.ICV' al'oiit die I lies mc oIve, pia and con.

2 It has been said that 1 hree \ tile Island showeded us the risks of nuclear pricier and
the ,'\ i ali oil eHx.igo the i I lk of hac ing no energ y . Removing hazardous pioducts
0! sei cices bill the I1L1I Net has ['ecu Cl iticized is closing out the Options of those
with i sing aspirations who can now ittord t!ieifl and who mac alt along have borne
more thin then shire of the isk', without an y of the benefits. Finally, pioneers
have a ways exposed themselves to nlk. \Vithout risk there is-ould be no progress.
DISCUSS this problem of "the risk of no risk. " (Compare; ViIdavskv, 1980).

3 A number of engineers engaged in nuclear power plant work have expressed their
Concern over inadequate attention to safety. Some resigned first, then went public
with their testimony; some spoke out and were fired; others spoke up but never-
theless retained their positions. Examine the literature about the cases listed below
to see if there were any issues of ethical import involved. It so, what were they?
a Carl Houston, 1970, welding superintendent, Stone & Webster (Houston, 1975)
b Peter Faulkner, 197-1, systems a pplica bun engineer, Nucic ar Services Corporation

(Faulkner, 1951)
Dale C. tiidc nbnigii, I 0Th, nianal;l r O f pci or mince evaluation and improve-
ment; Richard Ii I Icibbard, 1976 uiaii,i 1 er of quality assurance; Gregory C. Mi-
nor, 1976, manager of advanced control and instrumentation; all with Atomic
l'ccs'cr Division, General iteeti ic Company, San Jose, California (Kaplan, 1976;
Weil, 1977)

d Ronald M. Flciegge, 1976, safety analyst; Deinetnos L. Bariclekas, 1976, reactor en-
gineer, both with Nuclear Regulator) , Commission (Congressional Rcco, d, 13 Dec
1976)

e Robert D. ['oh lard, 1976, project manager, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(Friedlander, 1976)

4 Discuss the notion of safe exit, using evacuation plans for conirnu ni lies near nu-
clear power plants or chemical process 

'
p lan ts. Psi mplw (in d p smple references)

You could use include Bhopal's patent plant in I nstitute, West Vii ginhi (Beck, 1981)
and the following nuclear power plants: Diablo Canyon (Ci iii, 1983), Shoreharn
(Zorpette, 1987), Scatmol, (I ,lrnier, toiC), and early plans for a plant ill York
Cit y (Nla'u,-.a ri, 1986).

5 Search the literature for reports ()It Swedish referi'ndcrni on nuclear power. A
popil ar vote was to he taken a dc'r a 1 year pci ['lie dc'ha tO Oil the pros and cons, with
proponents and opponents ci' ci; funds b y the government to air their views. Dis-
cuss the procedure and its possible oppi [cal il ity in other countries or to other tech-
nological issues

SUMMARY

A risk is the potential that sonceth i np unwanted and ha rmtu I ma y occur. A
thing is safe for persons to tile extent that thv judge (or svou Id judge) its
risks to be acceptable in the Ight of lull information about the risks and in
light of their settled value pociples. Thus, iii designing for safety, estimates
must be made of which risks are acceptable to clients and to the public that
will be affected b y tile project, or products in question.

Many factors i nt icreicce people's j udgn;ents sc'heu; they decide which risks
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are acceptable. Most basic is their set of value principles regarding what they
care about and to what extent they care about it. Other factors include
whether or not a risk is assumed voluntarily, the degree of anxiety connected
with any risk, whether or not a risk is immediately evident, whether or not
potential victims are identifiable beforehand, and the manner in which sta-
tistics about a risk are presented to people.

Thus, for engineers, assessing safety is a complex matter. First, the risks
connected to a project or prod oct must be identified. This requires foreseeing
both intended and unintended interactios between individuals or groups
and machines or systems. Second, the prposes of the project or product
must be identified and ranked in importance. Third, the costs of reducing
risks must be estimated. Fourth, the costs must be weighed against both or-
ganizational goals (e.g., profit, reputation for quality, avoiding lawsuits) and
degrees of acceptability of risks to clients and the public. Filth, the project or
product must be tested and then either carried out or manufactured.

Uncertainties in assessing risks arise at all these stages. For example, at
the stage of testing a product only one or a few prototypes are typically used,
and at that under carefully controlled conditions. Results may not accurately
mirror what will happen following mass production and installation under
normal operating conditions. Moreover, testing a product to destruction (the
most effective way of testing) is sometimes ineffective or inappropriate. It
may only be possible to work with simulations, including analytical tools
such as fault-tree analysis (tracing possible causes of a systems failure back to
the component level).

In spite of the complexities involved, a great many risks can be reduced or
eliminated in fairly obvious and routine ways, at least by those engineers and
managers who work with an attitude of deep caution. And increasingly the
specter of legal liability serves as an incentive toward a preventive, defensive
approach to engineering. Conceiving of engineering as a social experiment
helps foster such an attitude. Moreover, by emphasizing the notion of in-
formed consent, the experimentation model points out how safety is ulti-
mately a matter of informed judgment about the acceptability of risks.

If the malfunction of a system can lead to serious injuries, death, and
other grave consequences, such a system must be equipped with safe exit for
those who would otherwise be hurt. Safe termination of an experiment in
this sense is good experimental procedure and responsible engineering.


